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ABSTRACT 
Findings from animal studies suggest that stimuli present during the administration of 
psycho stimulant drugs can acquire the ability to elicit drug-like conditioned increases 
in locomotor activity. Human pharmacological drug-like conditioned responses are 
less well researched. There is evidence suggesting that stimuli paired with 
psycho stimulant administration can elicit drug-like physiological and subjective 
changes, as well as increases in drug craving. However, to date, no study has 
explicitly examined whether drug-induced facilitation of cognitive performance can 
be conditioned to drug-associated stimuli.· The studies in the present thesis set out to 
test this and examine the extent to which the pattern of results conformed to the 
principles of Pavlovian classical conditioning. Caffeine was used as a model 
psycho stimulant drug, due to its well-reported ability to facilitate various aspects of 
cognitive performance. However, due to difficulties obtaining reliable effects of 
caffeine, the factors that may influence the effects of caffeine in a caffeine consumer 
sample were also investigated and reviewed. These factors included dose, 
expectancy, absorption interval, type of task, withdrawal and level of habitual 
consumption. It was concluded that caffeine can enhance cognitive performance, 
however these effects are inconsistent and may be influenced by individual 
differences. In addition, findings from a screening procedure indicated that responses 
to caffeine differ even within an overnight-deprived caffeine consumer population, an 
effect that appears to be dependent on the level of habitual caffeine intake. Due to 
. such individual variation in the responses to caffeine, the conditioned effects were 
examined using a differential (Le. within-subjects) conditioning procedure in which 
one set of environmental stimuli were paired with caffeine, and another set were 
paired with placebo. When subsequently tested free of drug, there were no 
differences in performance or mood responses at the conditioning test. However. 
there was evidence of caffeine facilitation on performance and mood during early 
conditioning trials that was lost on later conditioning trials due to a systematic 
improvement in the placebo condition. It was argued that this may be due to a 
conditioned response being acquired in the caffeine paired context which generalised 
to the placebo paired context. To test this hypothesis a second differential 
conditioning paradigm was conducted with fewer trials to establish whether evidence 
of a conditioned response could be observed in the caffeine-paired context during a 
placebo challenge. Evidence of a conditioned facilitation of reaction time was found, 
suggesting that the environment in which caffeine is ingested can acquire drug-like 
facilitations of cognitive performance. 
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CHAPTERl: 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Psychopharmacological research and anecdotal evidence suggest that stimuli 
associated with drug-taking can elicit drug-related reactions when presented in the 
absence of the drug. These drug-related responses can be similar to those of the 
original drug effect (Tilson & Rech 1973; Childress, McLellan & O'Brien 1986; 
Adams, Careri, Efferen & Rotrosen 2000) or opposite to it (Poulos, Hinson & Siegel 
1981; Poulos & Cappelll991; Ehrman, Ternes, O'Brien & McLellan 1992; Cepeda-
Benito & Tiffany 1995; Siegel 1999). For example, stimuli associated with 
amphetamine administration produce amphetamine-like increases in locomotor 
behaviour in rats (Tirelli & Terry 1998); and morphine-paired stimuli can produce 
drug-opposite hypothermia when presented alone (Siegel 1975a). It is commonly 
assumed that drug-associated stimuli acquire the ability to elicit drug-related 
responses through the processes of Pavlovian conditioning, and that these responses 
may contribute to the maintenance of drug use and to relapse after drug abstinence 
(e.g. Carter & Tiffany 1999; Siegel 1999; See 2002; Franken 2003). 
Many commonly-used drugs produce benefits on mood and cognitive performance 
which are likely to contribute to their rewarding potential (Stolerman 1993) and thus 
playa role in their continued use. Despite some evidence of conditioned 
compensatory effects of alcohol-induced cognitive impairment (Shapiro & Nathan 
1986), no study to date has explicitly examined whether drug-related performance 
benefits can be conditioned to stimuli present at the time of drug ingestion. Previous 
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research has focused predominantly on the conditioning of physiological responses 
(Muntaner et al. 1989) and subjective reports of craving (Foltin & Haney 2000). Cue 
reactivity studies, for example, have shown increased reports of drug craving in the 
presence of drug-associated stimuli, which presumably would increase the likelihood 
of drug-use in the presence of such cues (Rohsenow, Niaura, Childress, Abrams & 
Monti 1990; Childress et al. 1993) 
In addition, the majority of previous studies have measured the responses to cues 
already associated with drug administration prior to test, such as videos of drugs being 
prepared and drug paraphernalia (Teasdale 1973; Sideroff & Jarvik 1980; Ehrman, 
Robbins, Childress & O~Brien 1992). It is assumed that prior exposure to these cues 
in the presence of drug administration will have led to acquisition of CS-US 
association. However, using such an approach means that it is impossible to control 
for prior drug-related cue exposure. For example, there may be differences in the 
number of drug-stimuli pairings; the number of stimuli-alone presentations (e.g. a 
beer drinker may sometimes opt for alcohol-free lager); drug dose; and post-ingestive 
experiences of drug use (i.e. some drinkers may consume excessive amounts of 
alcohol so that consumption is associated with post-ingestive hangovers); all of which 
could affect the degree and/or nature of a conditioned response (see section 3.2). 
In addition, specific drug-vehicle stimuli such as a cigarette or a beverage have often 
been the cues of choice in cue reactivity studies (Newlin 1986; Ehrman, Robbins et al. 
1992; Glautier & Drummond 1994; Mucha, Pauli & Angrilli 1998; Mahler & de Wit 
2005). However, the results from animal studies (Tirelli & Terry 1998; Tirelli & 
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Heidebreder 1999; Crombag et al. 2001) and more recent studies of human 
participants (Conklin 2006) imply that the ability of drug-related stimuli to gain 
control over drug-taking behaviour extends beyond the proximal cues traditionally 
associated with drug administration. Specifically, evidence suggests that the 
environmental context in which the drug is administered can enter into a direct 
association with the drug, and acquire the ability to elicit drug-related responses 
(Shapiro & Nathan 1986; Conklin 2006). The role of compound contextual cues in 
mediating drug effects is particularly important as they are more representative of 
real-life situations, in which a multitude of cues are present during drug exposure. 
Therefore, the first aim of the present thesis was to examine whether drug-induced 
facilitation of cognitive performance and mood could be conditioned to a previously 
neutral environment paired with a stimulant drug. A pilot study was conducted prior 
to this Ph.D. project (Attwood, Terry & Higgs 2004) that paired a caffeinated, novel-
tasting beverage with a particular environment to test whether the environment could 
later elicit caffeine-like improvements in cognitive and psychomotor performance 
when presented alone. In this study, two groups of participants attended four 
conditioning trials, at which one group received a caffeinated juice beverage in a 
novel context (paired group), and the other group received a similar beverage 
containing placebo (unpaired group) in the same context. To test for a conditioned 
response, both groups returned for a final session and received the placebo beverage 
in the test cubicle. A significant effect of caffeine was obtained on the conditioning 
trials, whereby the paired group demonstrated faster reaction times across all four . 
conditioning trials in comparison to the unpaired group. Importantly, this significant 
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group difference was also evident at the conditioning test when both groups received 
placebo, indicating that the paired group showed caffeine-like conditioned 
performance effects. However, this study was conducted single-blind and baseline 
measures were not taken. Therefore, experimenter effects, or the possibility that the 
groups differed significantly in performance prior to the experimental sessions, could 
not be ruled out. Therefore, the initial experiment of this thesis replicated this pilot 
study using an improved methodology. 
The second aim of the current thesis was to investigate the role of classical 
conditioning in the effects observed in the pilot study. Some studies have 
demonstrated effects that do not support a classical conditioning explanation for the 
responses produced by drug-paired stimuli. Therefore, alternative explanations have 
been offered to account for the findings such as pseudoconditioning effects (Izquierdo 
1974; Di Giusto & Bond 1977; Tomie, Burger, Di Poce & Pohorecky 2004), 
sensitisation effects (Tirelli, Michel & Brabant 2005) or drug-induced anti-habituation 
effects in the drug-paired environment (Gold, Swedlow & Koob 1988; 
Damianopoulos & Carey 1992). Classical conditioning theory posits testable 
predictions about how the conditioned response should be affected by specific 
methodological manipulations. For example, a conditioned response is expected to: 
extinguish following repeated presentation of the CS without the US; be disrupted by 
pre-exposure to the CS; and generalise to similar CSs (Pavlov 1927). A series of 
studies is planned to explore the extent to which the conditioned response conforms to 
the principles of classical conditioning. Establishing whether these effects are due to 
conditioning will have important implications for the understanding of drug-taking 
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behaviour and the mechanisms by which the environment can come to control drug-
related behaviour, and for conditioning-based addiction therapies, whose efficacy 
relies on the validity of classical conditioning principles such as extinction. 
The drug chosen was caffeine, as it is widely regarded as having stimulant properties 
that can facilitate various psychomotor and cognitive functions (see Smith 2002; 
Lieberman 2003 and Lorist & Tops 2003 for reviews), particularly in acutely-
deprived caffeine consumers (Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et a1. 1990; Frewer & Lader 
1991; Hasenfratz & Battig 1994; Smith, Maben & Brockman 1994; Kenemans & 
Lorist 1995; Warburton 1995; Durlach 1998; Warburton, Bersellini & Sweeney 2001; 
Yeomans, Ripley, Davies, Rusted & Rogers 2002). In addition, there is evidence that 
caffeine-associated cues can act as conditioned stimuli. For example. taste-preference 
learning studies have shown that novel flavours repeatedly paired with caffeine can 
acquire reinforcing properties, so that when tested free of caffeine, participants rate 
these flavours as more pleasant than novel flavours paired with placebo (Yeomans, 
Jackson, Lee, Nesic & Durlach 2000). However, to date, there has been no direct 
investigation of whether the performance enhancing effects of caffeine can be 
conditioned to the context in which the drug is taken. The next chapter describes the 
behavioural effects of caffeine, with particular emphasis on its cognitive, 
psychomotor, and mood effects in order to highlight its suitability as a drug US for the 
current series of experiments. In addition, aspects of caffeine's pharmacology and its 
dependence profile are reviewed, as they have important implications for 
experimental design. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
CAFFEINE: PHARMACOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIOURAL 
EFFECTS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Caffeine is a constituent of many frequently consumed foodstuffs including coffee, 
tea, soft drinks and cocoa products. It is also an ingredient in prescription and over-
the-counter medicines, including cold remedies, analgesics and slimming medications 
(James 1991). Although long-term caffeine use has been associated with negative 
health consequences such as osteoporosis (Hernandez-Avila 1991), spontaneous 
abortion (Cnattinguis et al. 2000) and cardiovascular disease, particularly in 
hypertensive individuals (James 1997), caffeine is generally believed to have no 
serious health consequences when used in moderation by healthy individuals. 
Moreover, moderate doses of caffeine are associated with mildly stimulant effects, in 
particular increased arousal and reduced feelings of fatigue (Herz 1999; Kamimori et 
al. 2000; Smith 2002). These psycho stimulant properties, along with the perceived 
absence of serious side effects, have made caffeine the world's most popular 
psychoactive drug (see Fisone, Borgkvist & Usiello 2004; Thompson & Keene 2005 
for reviews). Such widespread use and low toxicity provides major methodological 
benefits for psychopharmacological experiments as caffeine can be administered 
easily and safely to a large proportion of the general popUlation. 
The following sections discuss the pharmacological and physiological effects of 
caffeine. An understanding of factors such as the rate of absorption of caffeine, and 
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possible disruption of caffeine's effects by the use of other drugs is important for the 
design of effective experiments to test the effects of caffeine. and provides 
information on potential mechanisms that may underlie its behavioural effects. 
Furthermore. it is important to review the specific effects of caffine on behaviour to 
be able to select measures that will be suitable for testing conditioned effects of the 
drug. 
2.2 PHARMACOLOGY OF CAFFEINE 
2.2.1 Pharmacokinetics 
Caffeine is absorbed rapidly from the gastrointestinal tract (Blanchard & Sawyers 
1983). and peak plasma levels of caffeine are reached within 15-120 minutes of oral 
ingestion (Arnaud 1987). The half-life of caffeine is approximately 3-5 hours (Lorist 
& Tops 2003). although this is subject to high levels of inter-individual variability 
(Magkos & Kavouras 2005), and can be affected by concomitant drug use. such as 
nicotine (Parsons & Neims 1978) and/or the contraceptive pill (Abernethy & Todd 
1985). Caffeine is primarily metabolised by the liver (Grant. Campbell. Tang & 
Kalow 1987) and has several active metabolites including theophylline and 
paraxathine. 
2.2.2 Mechanisms of Action 
Caffeine affects the activity of CNS neurotransmitters such as dopamine, 
acetylcholine, serotonin. GABA. glutamate and noradrenaline, and via this 
widespread action influences cardiovascular, renal and respiratory functions in the 
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PNS (Dunwiddie & Masino 2001; Smith, Brice, Nash, Rich & Nutt 2003). However, 
'extensive evidence indicates that at doses consistent with normal human consumption, 
caffeine acts primarily as an antagonist at adenosine receptors (Snyder, Katims, 
Annau, Bruns & Daly 1981; Boulenger, Patel, Post, Parma & Marangos 1983; Smits, 
Boekema, De Abreu, Thien & van't Laar 1987; Fastbom & Fredholm 1990). 
Therefore, caffeine is commonly categorised among a class of drugs known as the 
methlyxanthines; a group of mild stimulants that block adenosine receptors. 
Adenosine is a neuromodulator that regulates many transmitter systems within the 
CNS as well as peripheral biological systems such as the cardiovascular system 
(Smits et al. 1987; Riberio, Sebastiao & de Mendonca 2003). Four types ofG-protein 
coupled adenosine receptors have been identified: AI, A2A. A2B and A3 receptors. 
Caffeine is only a weak antagonist at the A2B and A3 receptor sites and exerts its 
primary actions at the adenosine AI and A2Areceptors (see Fredholm, Battig, Holmen, 
Nehlig & Zvartau 1999 for review). 
Adenosine Al receptors are widespread throughout the brain, with highest 
concentrations in the hippocampus, cerebral and cerebellar cortices and some thalamic 
nuclei (Rivkees, Price & Zhou 1995). They regulate CNS activity via an inhibitory 
action on central neurotransmitters (Dunwiddie & Masino 2001). It has been 
proposed that caffeine and other methylxanthines increase dopamine and glutamate in 
the shell of the nucleus accumbens by antagonising AI receptor activity, suggesting 
that caffeine's action at this receptor may playa role in its rewarding properties 
(Solinas et al. 2002). 
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Unlike the near-ubiquitous AI adenosine receptor, the A2A receptor is highly localised 
in dopamine-rich regions of the brain. Particularly high densities have been identified 
within the striatum of both rodent and human brains (Jarvis & Williams 1989; 
Martinez-Mir, Probst & Palacios 1991). The striatum is the main projection site of 
the basal ganglia. and is heavily involved with planning and executing movement 
(DeLong 1990; Graybiel 1990; Freund & Hefter 1993). Therefore, antagonism of 
inhibitory striatal A2A receptors is a potential mechanism by which caffeine stimulates 
motor activity (Ferre, von Euler, Johansson, Fredholm & Fuxe 1991; Ferre, 
O'Connor, Fuxe & Ungerstedt 1993; Ferre, Fredholm, Morelli, Popoli & Fuxe 1997). 
Thus, the stimulant actions of caffeine are thought to be due to a disinhibition of 
transmitter systems that are normally under tonic inhibitory control of adenosine. For 
example, release of inhibition of dopamine by adenosine antagonism (Ferre, Fuxe, 
von Euler, Johansson & Fredholm 1992) is a likely mechanism by which caffeine 
increases dopamine (DA) release and turnover (Fredholm et al. 1999). Studies show 
that caffeine enhances DA-related locomotor behaviour (Ferre et al. 1992). and that 
DA receptor antagonists can block the motor activating effects of caffeine (Garrett & 
Holtzman 1994). 
Caffeine also increases the synthesis and turnover of noradrenaline, as demonstrated 
by its ability to reverse the performance deficits induced by administration of a 
noradrenergic antagonist (Smith et al. 2003). Noradrenaline is well known to be 
important for arousal (Robbins 1984) and therefore caffeine-induced increases in 
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noradrenaline may contribute to its reported alerting effects (see Nelig, Daval & 
Debry 1992, for review). 
Additionally, caffeine may increase arousal via indirect stimulation of cholinergic 
activity. Rainnie, Grunze, McCarley and Green (1994) demonstrated that infusion of 
adenosine decreases firing of cholinergic neurons in the laterodorsal tegmental 
nucleus and the pontine tegmental nucleus. During periods of wakefulness, when 
both metabolic and cholinergic activity are high, adenosine may be co-released, 
inhibiting the cholinergic neurons. In support, caffeine attenuates performance 
deterioration induced by cholinergic antagonists (Riedel et a1. 1995). 
Finally, caffeine has been shown to induce various regional changes in the levels of 
other neurotransmitters in rodents. For example, caffeine decreases the levels of 
GABA in the pons and medulla (Wajda, Banay-Schwarz & Lajtha 1989). However, 
the neurochemical effects of caffeine do not occur in isolation, but interact with and 
modulate one another. and factors such as dose, tolerance and the regional function of 
the host receptor will influence the behavioural outcome of acute caffeine intake. 
The above section demonstrates that there are many neurochemical effects of caffeine 
that may contribute to its potential to increase arousal and offset fatigue. These 
alerting effects of caffeine have been supported by measures of physiological arousal 
including galvanic skin response and EEG studies, which have shown increased 
activation following acute caffeine ingestion. 
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2.3 PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE 
2.3.1 Physiological Arousal 
Physiological data support an arousing effect of caffeine. For example, caffeine 
intake increases skin conductance (SC) levels (Flaten 1998; Flaten, Aasli & 
Blumenthal 2003). However, some caution must be applied to the interpretation of 
such data as caffeine is frequently administered in hot beverages, which themselves 
can increase SC regardless of caffeine content (Quinlan et a1. 2000). Nevertheless, 
Quinlan et a1. (2000) demonstrated an additional effect of caffeine on SC compared to 
the effects of hot water, and Flaten and Blumenthal (1999) reported that 2 mg/kg of 
caffeine significantly increased SC in abstinent (at least 12 hours) consumers 
regardless of whether it was administered in coffee or orange juice. In addition, 
Mikalsen, Bertelsen and Flaten (2001) reported that caffeine-related increases in skin 
conductance were correlated with self-reported increases in alertness. 
In addition, caffeine has been associated with increased cortical activation in EEG 
studies (Bruce, Scott, Lader & Marks 1986; Kenemans & Lorist 1995). Hasenfratz 
and Battig (1994) reported dose-dependent effects of caffeine on dominant EEG 
frequencies in a. and P bands. In addition, Patat et a1. (2000) found that caffeine 
reversed the negative effects of sleep deprivation on EEG. 
Finally, caffeine's stimulant effects are also associated with increases in glucose 
utilization in numerous brain regions including those involved in the control of 
locomotion and the regulation of the sleep/wake cycles. For example, Nehlig, Duval, 
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Boyet and Vert (1986) reported widespread increases in cerebral glucose utilization in 
rats given 10 mg/kg caffeine. Similar effects, albeit reduced, were also reported in 
chronically caffeine-maintained compared to caffeine-naIve rats, indicating limited 
tolerance to these effects. 
2.3.2 Effects on Sleep 
Caffeine reverses some of the negative effects of sleep deprivation (Penetar et al. 
1993). Caffeine also interferes with nonnal sleep behaviour, increasing the time taken 
to fall asleep (Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al. 1990), and reducing total sleep duration, 
particularly at high doses (>3 mg/kg) (Hicks, Hicks, Reyes & Cheers 1983). There is 
evidence of tolerance to these effects, with reduced sleep interference in higher 
consumers (Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al. 1990). Caffeine consumers may avoid 
problems with sleep interference by limiting intake to times when increased arousal is 
beneficial, for example early in the day or during the post-lunch dip (see Smith 2002 
for review). 
2.3.3 Cardiovascular Effects 
In addition to its arousing effects, caffeine also increases systolic blood pressure and, 
to a lesser extent, diastolic blood pressure, due to its action as a vasodilator 
(Benowitz, Jacob, Mayan & Denaro 1995; Smith, Cranford & Green 2001). These 
changes are small in magnitude (in the region of 5-1 0 mmIHg), but may be of clinical 
significance, particularly in hypertensive individuals for whom an increase in blood 
pressure of just 5-9 mmlHg has been associated with increased risk of death (Lane & 
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Manus 1989). Although tolerance to these pressor effects has been reported 
(Kourtidou-Papadeli, Papadelis, Louizos & Guiba-Tziampiri 2002), it appears to be at 
best incomplete (Lane, Adcock, Williams & Kuhn 1990). 
Despite claims that caffeine has direct tachycardic effects (Passmore, Kondowe & 
Johnston 1987), caffeine ingestion is often associated with a decrease in heart rate 
(Whitsett, Manion & Dix Christensen 1984; Tiffin, Ashton, Marsh & Kamali 1995). 
This effect has been attributed to baroreceptor-mediated actions in response to the 
increases in blood pressure. However, Kourtidou-Papadeli et al. (2002) reported a 
dose-dependent decrease in heart rate that was not correlated with blood pressure 
changes, suggesting that another mechanism, such as direct vagal stimulation, may 
underlie the bradycardic effects of caffeine. 
The cardiovascular effects of caffeine are complex, with caffeine acting differentially 
on cardiac muscle, blood vessels. vagal nerves and vasomotor centres of the brain 
stem (Hasenfratz & Battig 1994). The effects also vary with factors such as dose and 
population sample. In sum, although some of the effects of caffeine on cardiovascular 
functioning may be small, there is clear evidence that caffeine ingestion elicits 
increases in blood pressure and is most often associated with decreases in heart rate. 
2.4 PERFORMANCE AND SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS 
This section reviews research examining the psychomotor, cognitive and subjective 
mood effects of caffeine. These studies provide information on the nature of 
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caffeine's behavioural effects, and were used to guide the choice of behavioural 
measures adopted in this thesis. 
2.4.1 Psychomotor Performance 
2.4.1.1 Simple (SRT) and Choice (CRT) Reaction Time 
Reaction time tasks test the ability to attend and respond to a target stimulus, with 
response speed as the dependent variable. The SRT task typically comprises one 
target and one response (e.g. button press in response to a flash oflight). The CRT 
task comprises multiple targets and/or responses (e.g. different button presses in 
response to different targets), although the nature of the stimuli, responses and other 
features of the tasks can differ widely. 
Caffeine decreases reaction time in SRT and CRT tasks (Lieberman, Wurtman, Emde, 
Roberts & Coviella 1987; Roache & Griffiths 1987; Smith, Maben & Brockman 
1994; Smith, Kendrick & Maben 1992; Smit & Rogers 2000; Brice & Smith 2002a). 
Benefits of caffeine on reaction time have been reported at low to moderate doses of 
caffeine ranging from 12.5 mg (Smit & Rogers 2000) to 400 mg (Jacobson & Edgley 
1987), with less consistent effects at higher doses of around 600 mg (Jacobson & 
Edgley 1987; Roache & Griffiths 1987). Although some studies have shown net 
benefits of caffeine on performance (Haskell, O'Kennedy, Wesnes & Scholey 2005), 
other studies have reported effects only in consumers withdrawn from caffeine. For 
example, Rogers, Martin, Smith, Heatherley & Smit (2003) reported significant 
effects of caffeine on reaction time in a group of overnight-deprived caffeine 
consumers, but not in a group of non-consumers, suggesting that the benefits of 
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caffeine may be in part mediated by the alleviation of negative effects of caffeine 
withdrawal. 
Reaction time responses involve a series of cognitive processes including attentional 
processes that identify the target stimulus. and psychomotor processes that underlie 
the motor response. However, it is often not possible to elucidate the extent to which 
caffeine affects the individual processes that underlie the response. The effects of 
caffeine on motor speed have been directly tested using tasks that isolate the motor 
response from decision-making. For example, it has been reported that caffeine 
improves performance of a tapping rate task that requires a continuous motor acti,on 
that is not made in response to an external stimulus (Kaplan et al. 1997). 
2.4.1.2 Additional measures of psychomotor performance 
Caffeine can increase performance on tasks that require participants to continually tap 
a keyboard key or a specially devised stylus for a period of around 1-2 minutes 
(Kaplan et al. 1997). However, null effects have also been reported across a wide 
range of doses (Bruce et al. 1986; Lieberman et al. 1987; Richardson, Rogers, Elliman 
& O'Dell 1995; Lane 1997; Rogers & Dernoncourt 1998). These inconsistencies may 
in part be due to variation in task length with some tasks lasting just 20 seconds (Lane 
1997), and others incorporating breaks (Richardson et al. 1995). Under these 
conditions, participants are more likely to maintain a ceiling level of responding in the 
placebo condition, leaving little scope for caffeine-induced improvement. In support, 
Kaplan et al. (1997) conducted multiple tests that could have promoted task fatigue or 
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boredom in the placebo condition and which caffeine was able to offset via its well-
documented ability to increase arousal (see sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4). 
Caffeine-induced increases in tapping rate suggest that caffeine can be beneficial if 
increased motor action is required. However, the deterioration of caffeine on hand-
steadiness (Gilliand & Bullock 1984) implies that caffeine can be detrimental in 
situations where reduced movement is necessary. For example, Arnold, Springer, 
Engel and Helveston (1993) demonstrated decreased hand-steadiness in a group of 
ophthalmologist trainees after 200 mg of caffeine, a potentially dangerous 
consequence for individuals required to perform delicate microsurgical techniques. 
However, as research on ~he cognitive effects of caffeine has focussed on whether 
caffeine has performance benefits, measures of hand-steadiness have been relatively 
seldom-used experimentally. 
Kuznick & Turner (1986) demonstrated that tolerance may occur to the psychomotor 
agitating effect of caffeine. Performance on a rotary pursuit task, in which contact 
was maintained between a metal disk and a metal stylus mounted on a rotating 
turntable, improved after caffeine in a caffeine consumer group but deteriorated in a 
group of non-users (Kuznicki & Turner 1986). Findings from tracking tasks are also 
mixed, with reports of both caffeine-induced performance improvements (Kerr, 
Sherwood and Hindmarch 1991) and impairments (Patat et al. 2000). However, 
methodological differences, including task difficulty, caffeine dose, participant age 
and level of withdrawal, could explain the contradictory findings. These findings 
suggest that caffeine's behavioural effects are mediated by several factors and that 
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tasks that have been shown to be sensitive to the effects of caffeine in some 
circumstances may neverthless be insensitive in other situations or consumer samples. 
Therefore, in addition to selecting a suitable task for studying the effects of caffeine, 
consideration should also be given to factors such as task length, task difficulty, 
consumer-status of participants, duration of caffeine abstinence and caffeine dose, all 
of which may influence whether an effect of caffeine is observed. 
2.4.2 Cognitive Performance 
2.4.2.1 Information Processing 
Significant performance benefits of caffeine have been reported on a wide range of 
information processing tasks including visual scanning (Lieberman, Tharion, Shukitt-
Hale, Speckman & Tulley 2002), selective visual processing (Kenemans & Lorist 
1995), rapid visual information processing (RVIP) (Frewer & Lader 1991; Hasenfratz 
& Battig 1994; Warburton 1995; Warburton, Bersellini & Sweeney 2001; Yeomans. 
et al. 2002), delayed and immediate pattern recognition (Durlach 1998), digit symbol 
substitution (Kaplan et al.1997), semantic verification (Smith et al. 1992; Warburton 
1995) and Stroop tests (Kenemans, Wieleman, Zeegers & Verbaten 1999). 
As mentioned previously, caffeine can enhance psychomotor responding, and many 
cognitive tasks involve a motor response. Therefore, in many cases, caffeine may 
simply enhance performance of cognitive tasks by decreasing motor response speed. 
However, Lieberman et al. (1987) showed significant improvements on an auditory 
vigilance task with a low dose of 32 mg of caffeine, yet no significant effects on six 
other cognitive tasks, all of which included a motor response, suggesting that 
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vigilance may be particularly sensitive to the effects of caffeine. Caffeine has been 
associated with improvements in sustained attention, offsetting the performance 
deterioration that otherwise commonly occurs over time in long and/or fatiguing tasks 
(Frewer & Lader 1991; Robelin & Rogers 1998). This is in keeping with the 
contention that caffeine attenuates symptoms ~f fatigue, and suggests that caffeine 
may exert its facilitatory action on performance via its enhancement of arousal. In 
general, the effects of caffeine have been more readily detected on simple tests of 
psychomotor performance and cognition, than on tests of higher cognitive functions 
such as memory (Smith 2002; James & Rogers 2005). 
2.4.2.2 Caffeine and Memory 
Effects of caffeine on memory have not been reported consistently. Warburton (1995) 
found a significant effect of caffeine on delayed word recall after auditory 
presentation in a group of non-abstinent caffeine consumers. However, in the same 
study no effects of caffeine were observed on immediate recall or working memory 
(spatial recognition and vi suo-spatial memory tasks), and Rogers and Demoncourt 
(1998) also found no effect of caffeine on immediate recall when word lists were 
presented visually (delayed recall was not tested). Further null or weak effects of 
caffeine have been reported on: immediate and delayed recall (Loke, Hinrichs & 
Ghoneim 1985; Gupta 1991; Keleman & Creeley 2001; Warburton et al. 2001; Smit, 
Cotton, Hughes & Rogers 2004); recognition memory (Gupta 1993); and spatial 
working memory (Warburton et al. 2001). 
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In contrast, there is evidence that long-term caffeine consumption may be beneficial 
for memory (Jarvis 1993; Hameleers et al. 2000). Hameleers et al. (2000) tested a 
large sample of consumers who differed in their levels of habitual caffeine 
consumption, and found that higher levels of consumption were associated with better 
long-term memory. In addition Smith et al. (1994) reported a facilitation of 
immediate recall following administration of 4 mglkg caffeine but only 2 hours after 
ingestion, suggesting that a shorter ingestion-test interval may explain reports of null 
findings. 
Reports of no significant effects of caffeine on memory have been accompanied by 
reports of enhancement of other cognitive processes using the same procedure (see 
Smith 2002 for review), which undermines suggestions that the weak or null effects 
on memory are due to methodological shortcomings. However, differences in task 
characteristics (e.g. task duration, number of items to be remembered, sensory 
modality of stimuli presentation) may explain some of the variability in the findings. 
Nehlig and Debry (1994) argue that caffeine does not directly facilitate memory, 
rather it enhances other aspects of performance such as reaction time or information 
processing speed, which, in turn, influence overall task performance. As with other 
aspects of performance, caffeine's ability to enhance arousal has been suggested to 
mediate its effects on memory, suggesting that significant effects of caffeine will only 
be obtained on tasks in which increases in arousal are beneficial. 
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2.4.3 Performance and Arousal 
It has been argued that the arousing effect of caffeine mediates the performance 
enhancing effects observed following its administration (Kenemans & Lorist 1995). 
The Yerkes-Dodson principle (1908) states that there is an "inverted-U" relationship 
between cortical arousal and performance, whereby moderate levels of arousal are 
associated with performance facilitation, and l~w and high levels of arousal are 
associated with performance impairment. Furthermore, tasks with a high memory 
load benefit less from increases in arousal than simple tasks (e.g. letter cancellation), 
due to a negative relationship between arousal and short-term memory processes 
(Humphreys & Revelle 1984). Anderson and Revelle (1983) reported caffeine-
induced enhancement on a cognitive task with low information processing demands, 
but impairment on the same task when there was a higher information processing 
demand, suggesting that caffeine's performance enhancing effects may be dependent 
on the extent to which task performance is benefited by an increase in arousal. 
In support. caffeine is particularly effective in improving performance in situations 
associated with low arousal (Smith 2002), such as sleep deprivation (Kamimori et al. 
2000), early morning performance (Smith et al. 1992), benzodiazepine-induced 
fatigue (Johnson, Spinweber & Gomez 1990), caffeine withdrawal (Rogers et al. 
2003), and task fatigue (Rogers & Dernoncourt 1998). Brice and Smith (2002b) note 
that caffeine consumption varies with time of day indicating that consumers may use 
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caffeine to offset fatigue associated with certain times of the day (e.g. the post-lunch 
dip - Smith, Rusted, Eaton-Williams, Savory & Leathwood 1990). 
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In sum, there is good evidence that caffeine can increase arousal, which. in tum, can 
facilitate some aspects of cognitive performance. However, because increased 
subjective and cortical arousal after caffeine has been reported with no corresponding 
facilitation of performance (Herz 1999; Ruijter, Lorist, Snel & Ruiter 2000), and 
performance facilitation has been reported without any subjective increases in arousal, 
caffeine may also improve performance by mechanisms unrelated to arousal. 
2.4.4 Subjective Effects 
Caffeine-induced alterations in mood have been reported extensively. For example, 
caffeine has been reported to increase tension (Kaplan et al. 1997; Smit & Rogers 
2000), excitement (Kaplan et al. 1997). irritation (Kaplan et al. 1997). nervousness 
(Charney, Galloway & Heninger 1984), vigour (Evans & Griffiths 1992; Penetar et 
al.1993) friendliness. happiness and clear-headedness (Warburton 1995). It has also 
been reported to decrease calmness (Charney et al. 1984). tension (Warburton 1995) 
and alleviate symptoms of caffeine withdrawal (Schuh & Griffiths 1997). Reports of 
both decreased (Warburton 1995) and increased (Kaplan et al. 1997) tension after 
caffeine, may be partly due to methodological issues. In a comprehensive review, 
Smit and Rogers (2002) describe several common methodological pitfalls of mood 
measurement, including "insufficient or ambiguous instructions" and the use of 
irrelevant or ambiguous mood adjectives. 
As with performance, non-linear dose-response relationships have been observed 
between caffeine and mood. Low to moderate doses are associated with positive 
subjective reports, while higher doses tend to produce negative reports of anxiety, 
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tension andjitteriness. Negative effects can manifest at lower doses in individuals 
whose normal intake of caffeine is low, suggesting some tolerance to these effects 
(Evans & Griffiths 1992). A clinically significant syndrome, "caffeinism", has been 
associated with excessive caffeine use upward of 1 000 mg/day. The symptoms 
include anxiety. mood fluctuation. cardiac arrhythmias and hypertension; and it has 
been described as being "virtually indistinguishable" from general anxiety disorder 
(Greden 1974). 
In summary, the biphasic effect of caffeine on subjective reports of arousal is well 
documented. At low doses, caffeine can generate positive feelings of alertness but as 
the dose increases. reports of anxiety and tension are more common, indicating a state 
of over-arousal (Kaplan et al. 1997). High doses may be associated with anxiogenic 
effects but these are not likely within the limits of normal consumption. 
2.5 CHRONIC EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE 
Long-term habitual use of a drug can induce neural andlor metabolic adaptations that 
attenuate the perturbations caused by drug ingestion. For example. receptor density/or 
efficacy can change in response to repeated drug use and this can result in the drug-
user requiring progressively larger amounts of drug to experience an optimal or 
desired effect (Le. tolerance). Tolerance occurs to the effects of both recreational and 
medical drugs (Schenk & Partridge 1997; Bailey & Connor 2005; Gonzalez, Cebeira 
& Femandez-Ruiz 2005; Zapantis & Leung 2005). Due to tolerance, the acute effects 
of a drug often vary with the level of an individual's habitual intake of the drug. 
Therefore. prior to using a drug in an experimental situation, it is important to 
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understand its tolerance profile, as this will have implications for the dose required to 
achieve optimal effects. 
Tolerance develops to some, but not all, effects of caffeine. Although the underlying 
mechanisms of caffeine tolerance have not been established, there is 
evidence of adenosine receptor changes after chronic use of caffeine in both rodent 
and humans models (Fredholm 1982; Chou, Khan, Forde & Hirsh 1985; Svenningson, 
Nomikos & Fredholm 1999; Varani et al. 1999; Varani et al. 2005). The development 
of tolerance may be influenced by dose (Mukhopadhyay & Podder 1998), dosing 
regime (Meliska, Landrum & Landrum 1990) and route of administration (Rozin, 
Reff, Mark & Schull 1984). 
Numerous studies report tolerance to the locomotor effects of caffeine in rodents 
(Rozin et al. 1984; Chou et al. 1985; Ahlijanian & Takemori 1986; Finn & Holtzman 
1986; Finn & Holtzman 1987). However, the evidence is less convincing in humans. 
which, in part, could be due to the lack of control over previous exposure to the drug. 
Zahn and Rapoport (1987) reported significantly less autonomic nervous system 
responsitivity in a group of high versus low caffeine consumers that may be indicative 
of tolerance. However, this effect may have also been due to underlying traits 
predisposing individuals to varying levels of daily intake. 
Because caffeine consumption has been linked with stress, hypertension and 
cardiovascular disease, there has been much interest in whether tolerance develops to 
the pressor effects of caffeine. The general consensus is that tolerance, if it occurs at 
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all, is incomplete and short-lived (Lane & Manus 1989; Pieper, Phillips-Bute, Bryant 
& Kuhn 2002; Watson, Deary & Kerr 2002; Farag et al. 2005a, b). Overnight 
abstinence is sufficient to reverse tolerance, suggesting that habitual consumers are 
continually affected by caffeine-induced increases in blood pressure, which are 
implicated in increased risk of cardiovascular disease. 
It has been reported that habitual caffeine consumers experience fewer negative mood 
effects after caffeine than do non-consumers (Evans & Griffiths 1992). This effect 
could be explained by tolerance to the aversive effects of caffeine in the habitual 
consumers, but equally could be due to heightened sensitivity to these effects in the 
non-consumers. In addition, Warburton (1995) reported that caffeine increased 
ratings of calmness. happiness and clear-headedness in minimally deprived caffeine 
consumers, implying only modest tolerance to the mood enhancing effects of caffeine. 
Evidence of tolerance to caffeine's cognitive effects is also limited. Watson et al. 
(2002) found that caffeine decreased choice reaction times similarly in caffeine 
consumers who consumed either caffeine or placebo for a week, indicating an absence 
of tolerance. 
In sum, there is evidence of cellular changes in response to long-term caffeine use. 
There is also evidence of tolerance to the effects of caffeine, however when tolerance 
occurs, it is often incomplete. Furthermore, caffeine consumption does not generally 
follow the characteristic pattern associated with tolerance, that is, increasingly larger' 
doses being administered to achieve the same level of response (Strain & Griffiths 
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1995; Daly & Fredholm 1998). Instead, the number of doses (e.g. cups of coffee) and 
strength of dose administered by individuals tends to be relatively stable over time. 
2.6 CAFFEINE WITIIDRA W AL AND THE WITIIDRA WAL-REVERSAL 
HYPOTHESIS 
It has been reported that 35-100% of participants in studies of the effects of caffeine 
abstinence experience withdrawal effects after abrupt cessation of caffeine use 
(Juliano & Griffiths 2001). However, the prevalence of reported withdrawal 
symptoms varies between studies and is higher in prospective (e.g. laboratory-based 
experiments) compared with retrospective studies (e.g. surveys), possibly due to recall 
inaccuracies. In addition, studies vary in the duration of monitoring and the scope of 
symptoms assessed. 
Withdrawal onset begins approximately 12 to 24 hours after caffeine cessation, and 
peaks at 24 to 48 hours (Fredholm et a1. 1999). Symptoms generally cease after 
approximately 1 week of abstinence (Griffiths et al. 1990), although residual 
symptoms have been reported as late as 21 days after caffeine cessation (Richardson 
et a1. 1995). Griffiths et a1. (1990) suggested that withdrawal symptoms are even 
experienced following termination of relatively low dietary doses caffeine (100 
mg/day) and may also occur after as little as 3 days of caffeine exposure . 
. The most commonly cited effects of caffeine deprivation are self-reported increases in 
headache and fatigue, and decreases in arousal (see Smit and Rogers 2002 for review). 
Physiological studies show that caffeine deprivation is associated with increases in 
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EEG theta power as well as increases in mean systolic and diastolic blood flow 
velocity in the cerebral arteries (Jones, Heming, Cadet & Griffiths 2000). These 
changes in cerebral blood flow may underlie the headaches reported during caffeine 
withdrawal (Mathew & Wilson 1985). Other, less prevalent, symptoms include 
sleepiness, lethargy, flu-like symptoms, insomnia, anxiety, psychomotor impairment, 
hand/limb tremor, caffeine craving and apathy; and in extreme cases, confusion, 
weakness, dysphoria, delirium, nausea, vomiting, rhinorrhea, and muscle tension and 
pain (see Griffiths & Woodson 1988; Fredholm et al. 1999; Feinstein et al. 2000; 
Dews, O'Brien & Bergman 2002; Smit & Rogers 2002; Juliano & Griffiths 2004 for 
reviews). The caffeine withdrawal syndrome may be exacerbated by expectation 
(Dews et al. 2002) and may correlate with habitual consumption levels (Juliano and 
Griffiths 2004). 
There is less evidence that impaired cognitive performance is associated with caffeine 
withdrawal (Smith 2002). Detrimental effects of caffeine deprivation have been 
reported on tapping performance (Silverman, Evans, Strain & Griffiths 1992) and on 
complex functioning in a series of "real-world" managerial simulations (Streufert et 
al. 1995). In addition, Lane and Phillips-Bute (1998) reported slower and less 
accurate vigilance performance following overnight caffeine abstinence compared to 
ad libitum caffeine consumption. However, as the ad libitum group were not free of 
drug, it was not possible to ascertain whether the group differences were due to 
impaired performance after deprivation or enhanced performance after caffeine. 
Similarly, Rizzo, Stamps and Fehr (1988) reported slower reaction times in caffeine-
deprived consumers compared to non-users, but this was due to faster performance in 
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the non-user group relative to their baseline, indicating that the effect was not 
mediated by withdrawal in the consumer group. Furthermore, some studies have 
reported negative mood, but no evidence of impaired performance during caffeine 
withdrawal (Rogers, Richardson & Dernoncourt 1995; Lane 1997; Watson et at. 
2000). 
Nevertheless there is evidence that the effects of caffeine on cognition and mood are 
more robust in acutely-deprived caffeine consumers compared to non-consumers 
(James 1994; Rogers et al. 2003; James 2005). Furthermore, the effects of caffeine 
are reduced in situations where caffeine has been consumed ad-libitum prior to test 
(Lane 1997) and in long-term withdrawn consumers (Richardson et al. 1995). These 
data suggest that caffeine has little net benefit on mood or performance. and instead 
merely acts to alleviate caffeine-withdrawal. However. in contrast to this suggestion. 
beneficial effects of caffeine have been reported in non-caffeine users (Rogers. 
Richardson & Elliman 1995; Haskell et al. 2005) and following minimal abstinence 
(Warburton 1995; Christopher, Sutherland & Smith 2005; Smith. Sutherland and 
Christopher 2005) suggesting that caffeine withdrawal is not necessary to experience 
positive effects of caffeine. One explanation for these contradictory findings may be 
that arousal levels are low in caffeine-withdrawal meaning that it may be a sufficient, 
but not necessary state for caffeine facilitation of performance and mood. This 
suggests that requiring overnight abstinence in caffeine consumers may be a useful 
experimental tool for eliciting robust effects of caffeine, and may be easier to achieve 
and confirm than other fatigued states such as sleep deprivation. 
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Thus, there is persuasive evidence of a withdrawal syndrome upon acute caffeine 
cessation, which is characterised chiefly by increased headache and fatigue. The 
evidence of withdrawal effects on cognitive function is somewhat mixed but in some 
circumstances performance may be adversely affected by withdrawal-induced 
decrements in arousal. Furthermore, there is evidence that caffeine effects are 
particularly robust in caffeine-deprived consumers. 
2.7 CAFFEINE DEPENDENCE AND REINFORCEMENT 
Whether on not consumers can become dependent on caffeine has been much debated 
(Hughes, Oliveto, Helzer, Higgins & Bickel 1992; Strain & Griffiths 1995; Daly & 
Fredholm 1998; Feinstein et aI. 2000) and the answer largely depends on how caffeine 
dependence is defined. Although caffeine does not generally fit the criteria for a drug 
of abuse, as it does not usually result in lifestyle problems (Hughes et al. 1992; Nehlig 
1999), evidence of withdrawal and tolerance to the effects of caffeine suggests that it 
may be considered a dependence-producing drug. However, the compulsion to use a 
drug may occur in the absence of a robust withdrawal syndrome (Gawin & Kleber 
1988; Withers, Pulvirenti, Koob & Gillin 1995), suggesting that negative 
reinforcement explanations of drug dependence (e.g. alleviation of withdrawal) do not 
fully account for continued drug use. Instead, positive reinforcement theories of drug 
dependence have emphasised a role for the positive effects of drugs (e.g. euphoria, 
arousal) in maintaining drug use and supporting dependence (Schuster & Thompson 
1969; Stolerman 1993). 
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The reinforcing potential of a drug can be inferred by the extent to which it is self-
administered when there is free access to it (Hartnoll 1991; Withers et al. 1995). 
However, self-administration of caffeine in non-human animals is weak and levels of 
administration usually fall below those observed with other psycho stimulant drugs 
such as amphetamine and cocaine (Deneau, Yanagita & Seevers 1969; Atkinson & 
Enslen 1976; Collins, Weeks, Cooper, Good & Russell 1984; Griffiths & Woodson 
1988). 
Hughes, Oliveto, Bickel, Higgins and Badger (1993) reported that 31 % of human 
participants demonstrated preferential self-administration of caffeinated coffee 
compared to placebo. In addition, participants were twice as likely to self-administer 
caffeine if they suffered from withdrawal headaches, implying that caffeine is 
negatively reinforcing. However, Griffiths, Bigelow and Liebson (1989) reported that 
participants self-administered caffeine even after a substantial period of caffeine 
abstinence, suggesting that withdrawal is not prerequisite for caffeine to act as a 
reinforcer. Similarly, Mitchell, de Wit and Zacny (1995) found that caffeine was self-
administered in coffee regardless of deprivation state. 
In a choice procedure, Evans, Critchfield and Griffiths (1994) reported that consumers 
chose caffeine capsules over placebo on 80% of occasions. In a similar study, 
Griffiths and Woodson (1988) found that the percentage of participants choosing 
caffeine over placebo was inversely related to dose, supporting an inverted V-shaped 
dose-response function with adverse effects at highest dose of caffeine (600 mg). 
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More convincing evidence for the reinforcing properties of caffeine comes from 
conditioned place preference (CPP) studies in animals, in which one context is paired 
with drug administration and another context is paired with placebo. The findings 
from these studies depend chiefly on the dose tested. Lower doses (approximately 3 
mglkg) induce CPP, while higher doses (up to 30 mglkg) result in a conditioned place 
aversion (Brockwell, Eikelboom & Beninger 1991). This suggests that a dose 
window exists for the reinforcing potential of caffeine. 
Moreover, caffeine's rewarding potential may be mediated by its post-ingestive 
consequences. Mobini, Elliman and Yeomans (2005) showed that flavour preference 
for a caffeinated beverage was acquired if the drink was administered at breakfast, but 
a decrease in liking was reported if the same beverage was administered at night. 
Presumably, caffeine-induced increases in arousal were not beneficial or rewarding 
before sleep. 
2.8 SUMMARY 
The stimulant action of caffeine is likely to be due to disinhibition of transmitter 
systems that are normally under tonic inhibitory control of adenosine. Caffeine's 
physiological effects include changes in cardiovascular function and cerebral blood 
flow, and increases in indices of physiological arousal. Caffeine can also increase the 
latency to fall asleep and alter sleep patterns. 
Caffeine can enhance cognitive performance, with particularly reliable effects on 
psychomotor performance and tasks requiring sustained attention, although it can 
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have detrimental effects on hand steadiness. Caffeine may exert its facilitatory effects 
via its capacity to increase arousal, which may explain why less reliable effects are 
often observed on higher cognitive functions such as memory, which are thought to 
benefit less from high levels of arousal. The positive effects of caffeine are 
particularly robust in states of low arousal, in particular during caffeine withdrawal in 
regular caffeine consumers. Clear detrimental effects of withdrawal from caffeine 
have been reported on mood, but detrimental effects of withdrawal on cognitive 
performance are less consistent, suggesting the enhancements of caffeine may be 
secondary to increases in arousal. 
Evidence of a caffeine withdrawal syndrome suggests some degree of caffeine 
dependence, although the profile of dependence is unlike that for other drugs of abuse. 
There is no evidence of disruption of everyday life or work obligations due to caffeine 
use. However, physiological alterations following chronic caffeine have been 
reported, although tolerance, when reported, is often incomplete. Finally, caffeine has 
reinforcing properties, although, for the most part, these appear to be related to 
withdrawal reversal. 
The research reviewed above supports the use of caffeine in the current series of 
studies. The low toxicity, widespread use and relatively low dependence potential of 
caffeine mean that it can be administered safely to the general population. 
Furthermore, the use of caffeine can be disguised using capsule administration, 
thereby reducing the expectancy or prior conditioned effects that may be associated 
with coffee or tea ingestion. Of particular relevance to the study of conditioned 
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cognitive effects. the evidence suggests that caffeine is a robust psycho stimulant. 
capable of improving cognitive performance and mood. These facilitatory effects of 
caffeine appear to be particularly reliable for measures of reaction time and sustained 
attention among overnight-deprived caffeine consumers. Therefore, it is planned to 
employ these measures and recruit relatively high caffeine consumers with a 
stipulation of overnight caffeine abstinence. Cardiovascular and mood effects of 
caffeine will provide additional measures of caffeine reactivity. 
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CIIAPTER3: 
CLASSICAL CONDITIONING AND CONDITIONED DRUG EFFECTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Stimuli that are present during drug ingestion can acquire the ability to elicit drug-
related responses when presented without the drug. These responses are important 
because they are likely to playa role in motivating and maintaining self-
administration of drugs (O'Brien, Childress, McLellan & Ehrman 1992; Siegel 1999; 
See 2005). The following review will introduce classical conditioning as a type of 
associative learning and provide a brief overview of various factors that affect 
conditioning. The literature on conditioned drug effects will be discussed with 
particular reference to the role of classical conditioning in these effects and the nature 
of the conditioned response. Discussion of the theoretical background of classical 
conditioning provides a framework for the general aims of the present thesis, and 
highlights testable predictions regarding the direction and nature of the conditioned 
response. Furthermore. findings from pharmacological conditioning studies 
demonstrate the important role of conditioned effects in the behavioural responses to 
drugs, and emphasises the paucity of research examining the conditioned cognitive 
effects of drugs. These findings address important issues related to the design of the 
experiments in the present thesis such as the intra- and inter-trial timeframe and the 
nature of the drug-paired stimuli. 
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3.2 ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING AND CONDITIONING THEORY 
Associative learning concerns the learning of the predictive and/or causal relationship 
between two or more events. Such learning is fundamental for survival in an ever-
fluctuating environment. For example, in order to seek out foods that are nutrient-
rich, and avoid those that are potentially toxic, an animal must learn to associate the 
stimulus properties of a food (Le. sight, taste, smell) with its post-ingestive 
consequences. From a practical viewpoint, the study of associative learning has 
provided a framework that has furthered the understanding of human learning, which, 
in tum, has led to practical applications, including the treatment of addictions and 
phobias (Eysenck & Rachman 1965; Rohsenow et aI. 1990). 
Two types of associative learning have been identified: operant and classical 
conditioning. Operant (or instrumental) conditioning (Thorndike 1911; Hull 1943) is 
thought to involve the learning of an association between a stimulus and a response. 
In contrast, classical conditioning (which is most relevant to this thesis) refers to the 
learning that occurs when two stimuli are presented together. 
Unlike cognitive theories of learning that discuss complex and dynamic neural 
networks (Gallistel 1990), associative learning involves relatively simple associations 
that occur automatically. For some years, the study of conditioning decreased in 
popularity, with greater emphasis on cognitive approaches to learning (Wasserman 
1993). However, more recently there has been a return to examining the role of 
cognition (e.g. awareness, expectation, imagery) in associative learning (Martin and 
Levey 1988, Shanks 1990; Kirsch, Lynn, Vigorito and Miller 2004). 
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3.2.1 Classical Conditioning 
Pavlov (1927) observed that repeated pairing of a previously neutral stimulus, which 
elicited no inherent response (the conditioned stimulus - CS) with a second stimulus 
(the unconditioned stimulus - US) that elicited a physiological response (the 
unconditioned response - UR), led to the CS acquiring the ability to elicit a response 
similar to the UR (the conditioned response - CR). Stimulus-substitution theory 
(SST), attributed to Pavlov (1927), claimed that this learning was due to a direct link 
forming between the "brain centres" responsible for processing the CS and US, so that 
activation ofthe CS "brain centre" resulted in an automatic activation of the US 
centre which in tum elicited the unconditioned response (UR). Therefore, CR was 
expected to be quantitatively and qualitatively similar to the UR. 
An alternative explanation for classical conditioning suggests that one stimulus does 
not substitute another, but rather the CS signals the arrival of the US (Tolman 1932). 
In this case, the two stimuli would be expected to elicit similar, but not necessarily 
identical, responses. This model allows for preparatory responses that are dissimilar 
to the DR. However, it should be pointed out that although Pavlov (1927) described 
the CR and UR as "equal", he did not adhere to stimulus substitution in its strictest 
sense. He explicitly discussed a signalling role of the CS, and reported orientating 
responses towards the door (Le. source of US) when a light (CS) was presented (Le. 
preparatory response). 
Since the time of Pavlov, conditioned responding has been consistently demonstrated 
in the laboratory in many different species and across many response systems. Early 
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work focussed on the autonomic nervous system, reporting conditioning of: salivation 
(Kintsch & Witte 1962; Rozin, Reff, Mark & Schull 1984); hormone release (Bykov 
1957; Stockhorst et al. 1999; Pacheco-Lopez et al. 2004); galvanic skin responses 
(Hunt & Daily 1974); cardiovascular function (Cohen & Randell 1984); blood glucose 
responses (Siegel 1975b; Stockhorst, Steinburger & Scherbaum 2000); eyeblink 
responses (Steinmetz, Tracy & Green 2001; Christian & Thompson 2003); and nausea 
(Matteson, Roscoe, Hickok & Morrow 2002; Stockhorst, Steingruber, Enck & 
Klosterhalfen 2006). More recently conditioning of emotional and cognitive 
responding (Shapiro & Nathan 1986; Davis 1990; Zwyghuizen-Doorenboos et 
al.1990; Buchel & Dolan 2000; Foltin & Haney 2000) and feeding-related behaviours 
(Weingarten 1983; Arwas, Rolnick & Lubow 1989; Yeomans, Durlach & Tinley 
2005) has also been documented. Despite the variability in the response systems 
examined, the factors affecting conditioned responding are strikingly similar. 
3.2.2 Factors affecting conditioning 
3.2.2.1 Contiguity and Contingency 
Pavlov's (1927) early findings suggested when two stimuli occur together (Le. are 
contiguous). a learned association will form between them. In support, the strength of 
conditioning generally increases as a function of the temporal and/or spatial proximity 
of the CS and US (Pavlov 1927). However, Rescorla (1966; 1968) reported that 
conditioning only occurred if the CS signalled an increased probability of the US, i.e. 
if the CS was present on more US presentations than it was absent. In contrast, no 
conditioning occurred when a CS was present on 50% of US presentations. These 
findings suggested that contiguity alone was not sufficient to explain conditioning, as 
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conditioning would be expected in any situation where the CS and US occur together. 
In support, the strength of the CR varies as a function of the level of contingency 
between the CS and US; being strongest when the CS occurs on 100% of US 
presentations (Rescorla 1966). 
This raises an important consideration regarding the temporal arrangement of the CS 
and US. For the CS to signal the US, it should precede the US. In support, stronger 
conditioning effects have been observed with this arrangement of stimuli (forward 
conditioning), compared with paradigms where the CS follows the US (backward 
conditioning), or occurs simultaneously with the US (Durkovic and Damianopoulos 
1986; Murdock 1951; Pavlov 1927). The optimal inter-stimulus interval (lSI) varies 
depending on the nature of the US and CS, but can range from several hundred 
milliseconds (Frey & Ross 1968) to several hours (Garcia. Ervin & Koelling 1966). 
The CS-US interval during simultaneous conditioning is 0 ms, after which 
conditioning strengthens to a point as the CS-US interval is increased and then begins 
to weaken (Ost & Lauer 1965). 
Furthermore, while Pavlov (1927) argued that for conditioning to occur there should 
be temporal overlap between the CS and US, acquisition of CRs in trace conditioning 
procedures, in which the CS onset and offset precedes US presentation, argues against 
this (Yeo, Hardiman, Moore & Russell 1984; Graves & Solomon 1985; Finkbiner & 
Woodruff-Pak 1991; Akins & Domjan 1996). However, trace procedures generally 
produce weaker or less consistent conditioning than procedures in which CS 
presentation overlaps the US onset (Akins and Domjan 1996; Graves and Solomon 
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1985; Pavlov 1927), and the strength of trace CRs may be negatively correlated with 
the CS-offsetlUS-onset interval (Marlin 1981). 
3.2.2.2 Partial Reinforcement 
Partial reinforcement schedules pair the CS with some, but not all, of the US 
presentations. As a general rule of thumb, conditioning should occur when the CS is 
present on more US trials than it is absent, as the probability of the US occurring is 
greater if the CS is presented; and the strength of the CR positively correlates with the 
level of reinforcement (Rescorla 1966). In general, in comparison to 100% 
reinforcement schedules, partial reinforcement schedules produce a slower rate of 
learning and show a marked resistance to extinction (Jenkins & Stanley 1950) 
3.2.2.3 Latent Inhibition 
Latent inhibition refers to the retardation of conditioning that occurs due to pre-
conditioning exposure to the CS, and has been demonstrated across several species 
and using a variety of measures (Mackintosh 1983; Kiernan & Westbrook 1993; 
Crombag et al. 2001). The general consensus is that that pre-conditioning exposure 
reduces attention paid to the CS, as it is not linked to any significant event (Lubow & 
Moore 1959; Mackintosh 1975; Pearce & Hall 1980; Bouton 1993). 
Latent inhibition has been shown to vary as a function of: CS intensity (Crowell & 
Anderson 1972; Rodgriguez & Alonso 2002); the number of CS pre-exposures 
(Domjan & Siegel 1971); the conditioning to test interval (Crowell & Anderson 1972; 
Kraemer & Roberts 1984); and the presence of other stimuli during pre-exposure 
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(Lubow, Schnur & Rifkin 1976). Furthennore, there is evidence that latent inhibition 
can be affected by context: it is attenuated if the CS is presented in a different context 
to that in which it was pre-exposed (Lovibond, Preston & Mackintosh 1984). Finally, 
when the CS is a complex compound cue, pre-exposure to the CS can facilitate, rather 
than retard, conditioning (Fanselow 1990; Bennett, Tremain & Mackintosh 1996). It 
has been proposed that this may be due to the additional time required to develop a 
coherent configural representation of the compound stimulus (Fanselow 1990). 
3.2.2.4 Effects of Interference 
External Inhibition: Conditioning to one CS (CS1) can be impeded by the presence 
of a second CS (CS2) if the CS2 is more salient or better predicts the US (Pavlov 
1927; Wassennan & Miller 1997). These inhibitory effects on conditioning have been 
attributed to less attention being paid to CS 1 due to it being considered irrelevant in 
comparison to either a pre-conditioned CS2 (blocking) or a more salient CS2 
(overshadowing) (Jones, Gray & Hemsley 1990). 
Blocking occurs when a pre-trained CS blocks the development of conditioning to a 
second CS when they are subsequently paired together with the US (Kamin 1969). 
The effects of blocking were of particular theoretical interest as they demonstrated 
that classical conditioning does not occur due to mere presentation of the CS and US 
together; rather the CS must provide some infonnation regarding the likelihood of US 
occurrence. Blocking has been well-established in non-human models (Garrud et al. 
1984; Schactmann, Kasprow, Chee & Miller 1985; Giannaris, Cleland & Linster 
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2002), and has also been reported in humans although the results are usually 
somewhat weaker (Kimmel & Bevill 1996; Martin & Levey 1991). 
Overshadowing occurs when two (or more) CSs are simultaneously paired with the 
US, and one is more salient than the other (Pavlov 1927; Kehoe 1982; Blaisdell, 
Denniston & Miller 1998). Research has used overshadowing techniques to reduce 
the nausea associated with cytotoxic drug treatment in cancer patients. There is 
evidence that when a distinctive beverage is paired with drug treatment, it acquires the 
aversive properties of the treatment, and overshadows the development of aversion to 
the treatment context. Thus, later exposure to the context alone should result in 
reduced anticipatory- and post-treatment nausea (Stockhorst et al. 1998). 
Conditioned Inhibition: In the above examples of blocking and overshadowing, 
conditioning to one CS is disrupted due to a preferential excitatory association 
between the US and an alternative CS. However, a CS can also acquire conditioned 
inhibitory properties when the CS predicts the absence of the CS (Pavlov 1927). For 
example, in a standard conditioning trial, a well-established CS is paired with a US, 
and reliably comes to elicit a CR. However, if on some trials a second CS is 
introduced (CS2), and on these trials the US does not occur, the CS2 acquires the 
properties of a "conditioned inhibitor" (Pavlov 1927). This results in CR inhibition 
when the CS is presented in parallel with CS2 (Wagner, Mazur, Donegan & Pfautz 
1980; Yeo, Hardiman, Moore & Russell 1984; Neumann, Lipp & Siddle 1997; 
Lambert & Whitehouse 2002; Kearns, Weiss, Schindler & PanliIio 2005). 
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3.2.2.5 Occasion Setting 
Occasion setters are stimuli that are present during conditioning that may modulate 
the CS-US association, particularly when there is ambiguity surrounding the CS-US 
association (Bouton & Swartzentruber 1986; Holland 1992). Unlike conditioned 
inhibition, however, occasion setters are not assumed to enter into a direct association 
with the US. Occasion setters are not restricted to discrete stimuli present during 
conditioning training, but can be the environmental context in which the training takes 
place (Bouton and Swartzentruber 1986). Some theorists have described occasion 
setters as retrieval cues, which serve to "select" the most appropriate representation or 
"meaning" of the CS (Bouton & Swartzentruber 1986; Maren & Holt 2000); a 
phenomenon akin to context-dependent memory, whereby the retrieval ofa memory 
is largely influenced by the context in which retrieval takes place (Tulving & 
Thomson 1973). Thus, occasion setters appear to serve as "rules of thumb", 
providing information about when a CS is likely to signal a US and when it is not. 
Occasion setters may also play an important role in post-conditioning changes in the 
signalling value of the CS, as occurs during extinction training (Bouton 2004). 
3.2.2.6 Extinction 
Extinction refers to the gradual attenuation, and eventual termination, of an 
established CR that reliably occurs after repeated presentation of the CS without the 
US (Pavlov 1927). Rescorla and Wagner (1972) attributed this to an "unlearning" of 
the original CS-US association. However, under certain conditions the CR can be re-
established, suggesting that the original learning is not eradicated (Pavlov 1927; 
Bouton 2002, 2004; Delamater 2004). In addition, context has a profound effect on 
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responding following extinction. For example, if conditioning occurs in one context 
and extinction in a different context, conditioned responding can be reinstated on 
return to the original context (renewal effect) (Brooks & Bouton 1994; Bouton & 
King 1993). It has been argued that during extinction an additional CS-no US 
relationship is learnt and that the context may serve as retrieval cue (or occasion 
setter) for either the CS-US or CS-no US association (Bouton 2004; Delamater 2002). 
F~rthermore, the re-expression of an extinguished conditioned response to a CS can 
occur after re-exposure to the US alone (reinstatement) (Rescorla & Beth 1975) or 
spontaneously due to the mere passage oftime (spontaneous recovery) (Rescorla 
2004). Taken together, renewal, reinstatement and spontaneous recovery provide 
persuasive evidence that the CS-US association is not "unlearned" during extinction. 
3.2.2.7 CS Generalisation Effects 
Stimuli that are sensorily similar to a CS, but not identical to it may come to elicit 
CRs in a similar way to the original CS. For example, Pavlov (1927) noted that when 
a tone was trained to elicit a CR, similar tones of lesser or greater pitch spontaneously 
acquired the ability to also elicit CRs, and the strength of the generalised CR was 
related to the level of similarity to the original CS (Pavlov 1927). Stimulus 
generalisation has been replicated across species and response systems (Linster & 
Smith 1999; Devriese et al. 2000; Baldi, Lorenzin & Bucherelli 2004; Chandra & 
Singh 2005; Ginane & Dumont 2006). Findings have also demonstrated that stimulus 
generalisation can be attenuated by pre-exposure to the would-be generalised CS 
(Bennett, Wills, Wells & Mackintosh 1994; Chotro & Alonso 2003; Sanjuan Mdel, 
Alonso & Nelson 2006). 
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3.2.2.8 Higher Order Conditioning and Sensory Preconditioning 
In both higher order conditioning and sensory preconditioning, a CS comes to elicit a 
CR without any direct association with the US. Sensory preconditioning involves the 
pairing of two stimuli (CS 1 and CS2), prior to CS 1 being paired with a US. When 
subsequently presented alone, the CS2 evokes a CR via its previous association with 
CS 1 (Archer, Mohammed, Danysz, Jarbe & Jonsson 1986; White & Davey 1989; 
Muller; Gerber, Hellstein, Hammer & Menzel 2000). In a similar vein, in higher 
order conditioning, a CS, which through previous pairings with a US reliably evokes a 
CR, is paired with a second CS (CS2) (Holland & Rescorla 1975; Amiro & Bitterman 
1980; Green & Schweitzer 1980). This results in the CS2 eliciting a CR, despite not 
being directly paired with the US. 
3.2.2.9 Contingency Awareness 
While it is generally accepted that for conditioning to occur there should be some 
degree of contingency between the CS and US, what is less clear is the extent to 
which knowledge of the CS-US contingency is necessary for conditioning. For 
example, Dawson and Bifemo (1973) manipulated levels of contingency awareness of 
a CS (tone)-US (shock) relationship by means of verbal instructions. Clear 
conditioned effects were only observed in participants who demonstrated contingency 
awareness, and only at the point at which this awareness was expressed. Much of the 
early research examining contingency awareness utilised autonomic conditioning 
procedures, in which the general consensus was that conditioning only occurred in 
participants who were contingency aware (Dawson & Schell 1985; Davey 1987). 
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Devriese, Winters, van Diest and van den Bergh (2004) reported conditioning of 
odours in a differential conditioning paradigm, but only in participants who displayed 
CS-US contingency awareness. However, not all contingency aware participants 
displayed conditioning, suggesting that awareness was necessary but not sufficient to 
support conditioning. 
There are some methodological concerns regarding the reliability and validity of 
awareness measurements in a conditioning paradigm. For example, concurrent 
measures of awareness are considered as more reliable as they are closer in time to the 
event and, thus less susceptible to forgetting than retrospective measures. However, 
concurrent measures may interfere with the test procedure, be sensitive to demand 
characteristics or, if not sufficiently masked, may prime participants to the 
contingency itself. Furthermore, there is some question regarding the validity of the 
ability to verbalise contingency as a measure of underlying contingency knowledge 
(see Lovibond & Shanks 2002 for review). 
In non-autonomic preparations, there is evidence of conditioning without explicit 
contingency knowledge. For example, it is relatively common to obtain conditioned 
evaluative responses in the absence of contingency awareness (Martin & Levey 1978; 
Baeyens, Eelen & van den Bergh 1990; Kirsch, Lynn, Vigorito & Miller 2004; 
Walther & Nagengast 2006), although Field (2000) argues that evaluative 
conditioning may be a distinct form of conditioning with regards to its insensitivity to 
contingency awareness. However, evidence of conditioned effects with subliminal 
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stimuli (Ohman & Soares 1993; Soares & Ohman 1993,) suggests that conditioning 
can occur without contingency knowledge. 
Finally, the influence of contingency awareness may vary with the nature of the 
conditioning paradigm. Ross and Nelson (1973) suggested that cognitive factors 
including contingency awareness may only be important in differential conditioning 
procedures rather than in single cue conditioning procedures. In addition, Clark and 
Squire (1998) demonstrated successful delay conditioning, but disrupted trace 
condition, when participants were classified as contingency unaware. 
In sum, although there is some evidence of conditioning in the absence of CS-US 
contingency knowledge, a large body of research suggests that in many situations 
such contingency knowledge is necessary for the development of conditioning. 
However, there are problems associated with both concurrent (e.g. contingency 
priming) and retrospective (e.g. recall inaccuracies) measures of contingency 
awareness. Furthermore, when participants demonstrate contingency awareness, it is 
often difficult to elucidate whether the effects elicited by a CS are due to conditioning 
or expectancy. The importance of contingency awareness may also be influenced by 
the response system being measured. 
3.3 CONDITIONED DRUG EFFECTS 
Conditioning studies typically involve training laboratory animals to learn an 
association between a US and an arbitrary CS such as a tone, light or odour. This 
approach is advantageous because the properties of the CS (e.g. intensity, duration) 
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can be strictly controlled. In addition, the CS is unlikely to have been encountered 
previously, particularly in connection with the US, thus the likelihood of interference 
effects due to CS pre-exposure or conditioning history are reduced. However, it is 
likely that people and other animals learn about relationships between natural stimuli 
that co-occur in their environment (Domjan 2005). For example, it is common for 
chemotherapy patients to experience nausea in the presence of cues that have been 
associated with their treatment (Bovbjerg 2006; Stockhorst et al. 2006). Similarly, 
there is substantial evidence showing that drug effects can act as a US and be 
conditioned to associated stimuli, however the nature of the CR may vary (Eikelboom 
& Stewart 1982). The following section reviews the drug conditioning literature, 
detailing studies that have found CRs that are drug-like and those that have reported 
eRs that are drug-opposite to the original drug effect. Factors that may influence the 
direction and nature of the CR are also discussed. 
3.3.1 Drug-like conditioned responses 
Pavlov (1927) was the first to condition drug effects by pairing the administration of 
morphine with a neutral stimulus (tone) in dogs. The morphine injection alone 
induced salivation, and after repeated pairings, the neutral tone began to elicit drug-
like salivation when presented alone. In subsequent tests, it was found that the stimuli 
associated with the injection procedure, e.g. syringe, skin swab, experimenter, had 
also acquired the ability to elicit salivation. 
More recently, drug-like CRs to the locomotor activating effects of psycho stimulants 
such as cocaine (Carey & Gui 1998a; Adams, Careri, Efferen & Rotrosen 2000; 
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Tirelli, Michel & Brabant 2005), amphetamine (Pickens & Crowder 1967; Tirelli & 
Terry 1998; Ahmed, Oberling, Di Scala & Sandner 1996; Martin-Iverson & Fawcett 
1996) and apomorphine (Godoy & Delius 1999; Tirelli & Heidebreder 1999) have 
been shown in rats. Iso-directional conditioned drug effects have also been obtained 
with drugs not generally considered to be stimulants, such as morphine, when these 
drugs produce stimulatory effects on behaviour measures including locomotor activity 
and salivation (Hayashi, Ohashi & Tadokoro 1980; Badiani, Oates & Robinson 2000). 
This seems to suggest that iso-directional CRs are expressed when the US has a 
stimulatory effect on behaviour. 
Conditioned drug-like effects have also been reported in humans. For example, 
Muntaner et a1. (1989) reported that an intravenous infusion procedure that had 
previously been used to administer cocaine acquired the ability to elicit conditioned 
cardiovascular responses similar, albeit of a lesser magnitude, to cocaine. More 
recently, Foltin and Haney (2000) reported cocaine-like increases in heart rate and 
. blood pressure in experienced cocaine users who were presented with a set of cues 
that had been repeatedly paired with cocaine. Furthennore, these responses decreased 
across subsequent extinction trials, which is consistent with the suggestion that these 
effects were due to conditioning. Enhanced craving for cocaine was also observed in 
response to presentation of drug-paired stimuli compared with placebo-paired stimuli. 
This finding is consistent with the assertion that drug-paired stimuli can acquire 
incentive-motivational properties that can sustain drug use or initiate relapse 
(Robinson & Berridge 2003; See 2005). 
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Drug-like conditioned responding in humans may explain the findings of laboratory-
based cue reactivity studies (Drummond 2000). Many studies have reported drug-like 
responding and craving in the presence of drug-related paraphernalia in drug users 
(Ehrman, Robbins et al. 1992; Avants, Margolin, Kosten & Cooney 1995; Drummond 
2000). In addition, drug addicts often report craving in the presence of drug-related 
cues in real-world situations (Siegel 1999). 
It has also been argued that summation of iso-directional CRs with the drug response 
results in a progressive potentiation of the drug effect (Tilson & Rech 1973; Hayashi 
et al. 1980), which may explain some instances of sensitisation to the effects of drugs. 
In support, it has been reported that gradual increases in the magnitude of the drug 
response occur with repeated drug exposure in the presence, but not the absence, of 
drug-related cues (Tilson & Rech 1973; Post, Lockfeld, Squillace & Contel 1981; 
Weiss, Post, Pert, Woodward & Murman 1989; Quandros, Souza-Formigoni, Nobrega 
& Oliveira 2003). Moreover, evidence of context specific sensitisation indicates that 
sensitisation is not solely due to neural adaptations as a result of repeated drug 
exposure. Finally, sensitisation may be attenuated by extinction trials, as would be 
predicted by conditioning theory (Battisti, Uretsky & Wallace 2000). 
3.3.2 Drug-opposite conditioned responses 
Siegel (1978) first demonstrated that stimuli repeatedly paired with morphine 
administration elicited hypothermia in rats in the absence of drug. a response that was 
opposite to the acute hyperthermic effect of morphine. Siegel (1975) referred to such 
responses as "conditioned compensatory responses" (CCR), and suggested that they 
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counteract a homeostatic disturbance caused by the drug or are made in anticipation of 
drug presentation (Macrae, Scholes & Siegel 1987). CCRs have been observed 
following drug-induced disturbance of several homeostatically regulated systems 
including temperature (Siegel 1978; Le, Poulos & Cappell 1979; Mansfield & 
Cunningham 1980), heart rate (Newlin 1986; Macfarlane & White 1989; Schwartz-
Stevens & Cunningham 1993) and blood glucose (Siegel 1975b), and in anticipation 
of analgesic (Siegel 1975a) and eye blink reflex effects of drugs (Andrews, 
Blumenthal & Flaten 1998; Flaten, Simonsen, Waterloo & Olsen 1999). 
CCRs have also been observed in spontaneous ongoing behaviours that are not 
homeostatically regulated, nor have an absolute baseline level of responding, such as 
locomotor activity and cognitive performance. For example, Duncan, Alici and 
Woodward (2000) administered alcohol or saline to rats in two distinctly different 
environments. After repeated pairings, the rats were given saline in the environment 
previously paired with alcohol, and significant increases in locomotor activity, 
indicative of a conditioned compensatory response, were observed. A similar finding 
has been shown to the detrimental effects of alcohol on cognitive performance in 
humans (Shapiro & Nathan 1986). 
It has been proposed that the antagonistic CCR strengthens as a result of repeated CS-
US pairings and increasingly attenuates the drug effect, which could explain some 
forms of drug tolerance. In support, Siegel (1975) found environmental-specific 
tolerance to the analgesic effects of morphine. Tolerance was only evident in rats that 
were tested for pain sensitivity in the same environment in which they had received 
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morphine (test environment). In contrast, rats that had received the same number of 
morphine infusions in the home cage, showed no evidence of tolerance when 
subsequently tested in the test environment. 
Situational specific tolerance to the effects of drugs has also been demonstrated in 
humans. Social drinkers were found to show tolerance to the tachycardic effects of 
ethanol in an environment previously paired with ethanol administration, but not in an 
environment previously paired with placebo (Dafters & Anderson 1982). These 
findings have been replicated in rats and humans using various drugs including 
morphine (Mucha, Volkovskis & Kalant 1981; Shapiro, Dudek & Rosellini 1983), 
nicotine (Epstein, Caggiula & Stiller 1989), carisoprodol (Flaten, Simonsen, Waterloo 
& Olsen 1997), naloxone (Goodison & Siegel 1995), alcohol (Le et al. 1979) and 
haloperidol (Poulos & Hinson 1982). 
A conditioning explanation of tolerance is further supported by studies showing that 
procedures that retard or potentiate the development of a CR similarly affect the 
development of tolerance. For example, tolerance has been shown to undergo 
extinction (Siegel 1975a), spontaneously recover following extinction trials (Millin & 
Riccio 2002), and be attenuated by CS pre-exposure (latent inhibition) (Tiffany & 
Baker 1981), and by the introduction of a novel stimulus (external inhibition) (Siegel 
1999). 
It has been proposed that CCRs may contribute to continued drug use and/or relapse 
(Poulos & Cappell 1991; Siegel 1999). Greater behavioural and physiological 
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symptoms of drug withdrawal in the presence of previously drug-related stimuli have 
been reported. and Poulos and Cappell (1991) argue that these withdrawal symptoms 
are CCRs that have not been offset by the effects of the drug. This is supported by the 
observation that withdrawal symptoms are often qualitatively opposite to the direct 
effects of the drug (Siegel 1999). 
3.3.3 Predicting the direction of the CR 
Understanding the factors that may affect whether a drug-like or drug-opposite CR is 
expressed is vital to be able to predict the direction of the CR. One factor that may 
have particular bearing on the direction of the CR is the nature of the unconditioned 
drug effect (Domjan. 2005). In general. depressant effects or effects that perturb well-
regulated physiological systems tend to initiate compensatory responses that can be 
conditioned and expressed as CCRs (Siegel 1975a; 1978). In contrast. drug effects 
that do not disrupt homeostasis or have stimulant effects tend to condition drug-like 
responses (Ahmed et al. 1996; Tirelli and Terry 1998). For example. the conditioned 
effects of context on locomotor activity have been reported to be drug-like when the 
unconditioned drug effect is one of psycho stimulant activation (Foltin & Haney 2000; 
Tirelli et al. 2005). but have been reported to be drug-opposite when the 
unconditioned effect is the depressant action of alcohol (Duncan et at. 2000). 
Furthermore, it has been reported that tolerance rapidly develops to the aversive, but 
not euphoric effects of drugs (Babbini & Davis 1972; McAuliffe & Gordon 1974; 
Esposito & Kometsky 1977; Collier 1980), suggesting that physiological systems 
initiate mechanisms to counteract negative, but not positive, effects of drugs (Stewart 
& Badiani 1993). CCRs have also been observed in respon,. e t . ru1!'.i!t!ects that ~~'~' ~ ~\ ~ t·" 
., -c"". 
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cause perturbations in well-regulated physiological systems, with no CCRs observed 
in response to positive subjective drug effects that are not explicitly regulated by a 
homeostatic mechanism (Rozin, Reff, Mark & Schull 1984; Ehrman, Ternes et al. 
1992). 
While consideration of the nature of the UR may enable predictions to be made 
concerning the direction of the CR, it should be noted that theoretically it has been 
argued that all CRs are similar to the UR (Pavlov 1927). Eikelboom and Stewart 
(1982) have argued that failure to correctly identify the US and the UR explains why 
some CCRs may be mistakenly referred to as drug-opposite. These authors suggest 
that the US and the UR are often identified as the drug and the drug effect 
respectively, when in fact the drug effect is the US and the compensatory adjustment 
is the UR (Eikelboom & Stewart 1982). For example, in the case of morphine 
conditioned hyperanalgesia, the analgesic effect of morphine acts at the US, which 
instigates a compensatory hypoanalgesic response (UR) that is conditioned to the 
stimuli present at the time of morphine administration. Therefore, the CR is 
qualitatively similar to the UR as would be predicted by Pavlov (1927) and SST. 
However, although the Eikelboom and Stewart (1982) model provides·a reasonable 
account of the data, it is often difficult to determine the locus of the drug action. 
Identification of the URieR in a study of autonomic responding is relatively 
straightforward, as the drug often induces a deviation from a homeostatic "optimum". 
However, with behaviours such as locomotion, the drug-induced response is not a 
"novel" response that deviates from an absolute baseline; rather it involves a 
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modulation of an ongoing behaviour (Damianopoulos and Carey 1994). Furthermore, 
the model seems to have trouble accounting for the finding that different CRs may be 
elicited in the same response system depending on the type of CS used .. For example, 
Staiger and White (1988) reported conditioned compensa.tory cardiac effects when 
participants were tested in a room that had been paired with alcohol, but drug-like 
cardiac effects following presentation of a drug-paired drink cue. Eikelboom and 
Stewart (1981) found similar effects of morphine in rats, with conditioned 
hyperthermia occurring in response to discrete environmental cues and conditioned 
hypothermia occurring in response to temporal cues. 
These findings support the argument that two types of conditioned response exist 
(Konorski 1967): a "consummatory" response that substitutes the UR (i.e. elicits a 
response in the same direction as the UR); and a "preparatory" response that enables 
the organism to deal with the US in the most efficient way, which can lead to 
responses that minimise the impact of the US (Le. CRs that are opposite to the UR). 
Furthermore, the data suggest that the nature of the CS may be a factor in determining 
whether a consummatory or preparatory conditioned response is observed. 
It should also be noted that unconditioned drug effects can be biphasic and often 
affect multiple physiological systems. These effects may change over time, may vary 
with dose, and can interact with each other. Different conditioned responses may 
develop to different aspects of the unconditioned drug effect at different times, further 
complicating the predictability of the CR (Stewart, de Wit and Eikelboom 1984). 
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3.4 ESTABLISHING A ROLE OF CLASSICAL CONDITIONING 
The previous section summarised the evidence suggesting that drug effects can be 
conditioned to drug-associated stimuli, and that conditioned drug responses can be in 
a similar or opposite direction to the drug effect. There are however, inconsistencies 
in the drug conditioning literature, with some studies finding little or no evidence of 
conditioning and others reporting findings that conditioning theory has difficulties 
accounting for. Collectively, these studies have raised questions as to whether the 
effects obtained in conditioning experiments can be attributed to classical 
conditioning processes or whether they can be explained by other associative and/or 
non-associative mechanisms (Kesner & Cook 1983; Macrae, Scoles & Siegel 1987; 
Damianopoulos & Carey 1992; Ahmed, Cador, LeMoal & Stinus 1995; Montgomery 
& Kirsch 1997; Niaura 2000; Ohrnori, Abekawa. Ito & Koyama 2000). The 
following section discusses these issues, and addresses methodological factors that 
may have contributed to the lack of conditioned effects in some studies. 
3.4.1 Methodological considerations of drug-conditioning studies 
While there have been many reports of conditioned responding to cues associated 
with drug use (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) some studies have failed to demonstrate 
CRs in tests of conditioning (Shapiro, Dudek & Rosellini 1983; Hakan & Ksir 1988). 
The development of conditioning may, in part, depend on the response measured and 
drug dose used, as a single drug can elicit effects on multiple biological systems that 
can have different temporal profiles, which, in tum, may display different 
conditioning properties (Paletta & Wagner 1986). 
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The progression from the study of autonomic drug effects (Pavlov 1927; Eikelboom 
& Stewart 1982) to more complex behavioural effects such as locomotor activity in 
animals (Tirelli and Terry 1998; Tirelli et al. 2005) or sUbjective effects in humans 
(Foltin & Haney 2000) is also a potential source of increased variability in findings. 
Behaviours that display robust levels at baseline may obstruct the detection of small 
conditioned changes and thus increase the likelihood of a Type II error (Duncan et al. 
2000). The analysis of such behaviours is further complicated by the fact that they are 
influenced by other factors associated with multiple testing including stress, novelty 
and habituation (Carey & Gui 1997). Discrepancies may also arise due to variance in 
the measure used. For example, many studies have examined drug effects on motor 
activity in rodents, however motor behaviour can take various forms including 
grooming, rearing, climbing, magazine entries etc, which are not necessarily 
equivalent behaviours and may be differentially affected by drugs and conditioning 
procedures. Damianopoulos and Carey (1994) found that cocaine decreased 
grooming behaviour but increased levels of rearing, and subsequent CRs to cocaine-
paired stimuli mirrored these differential effects. In addition, Martin-Iverson and 
Fawcett (1996) found that of26 behaviours affected by amphetamine, only eight of 
these were similarly expressed by drug-paired stimuli at a test of conditioning. Why 
some behaviours were more susceptible to the development of a CR than others is 
unclear, but emphasises the importance of considering the reliability of the 
behavioural measure in the interpretation of results. 
The nature of the CS may also playa role in determining whether a CR is expressed. 
There is evidence that a naturalistic cue (e.g. sight or smell of food) will produce more 
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robust conditioning than an arbitrary stimulus (see Domjan 2005). This could be in 
part because a naturalistic CS is more salient or biologically relevant (Miller & 
Matute 1996). For example, stimuli that elicit a strong orientation response, such as 
the sight of a predator, are more likely to be attended to than a light or a tone. 
Moreover, the functional perspective on conditioning (Domjan 2005) contends that 
taste cues are a particularly effective CS for the post-ingestive effects of food or 
drugs. One implication of this is that drug vehicles that comprise strong sensory 
elements (e.g. a strong tasting beverage) may support stronger conditioning than, for 
example, a capsule, as they may form particularly strong associations with the post-
ingestive effects of the drug. In addition, it has previously been reported that a CS of 
high intensity can block conditioning to another CS of lesser intensity, and therefore 
blocking may occur to an environmental es when a salient taste cue is present 
(Feldman 1975). 
A es may also have different conditioning properties depending on whether it is a 
property of the US (e.g. taste of a drug-containing drink) or a separate entity (e.g. 
context cue) (Paletta and Wagner 1986). Meachum and Bernstein (1990; 1992) 
demonstrated qualitatively different eRs to a discrete es that was a component of the 
US (taste) compared to a contextual CS, when associated with the toxin, lithium 
chloride in rats. The discrete cue elicited behaviour that was remarkably similar to the 
effects of the drug (lying on abdomen), whereas the contextual cue induced freezing 
behaviour, which was interpreted as an anticipatory avoidance response (Meachum & 
Bernstein 1992). 
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Other factors that have been argued to affect the likelihood of observing conditioning 
include: the relative novelty of environmental stimuli (Dafters & Bach 1985; Badiani, 
Browman & Robinson 1995); individual differences (Stockhorst et al. 1999); the 
inter-stimulus interval (Broadbent & Cunningham 1996); and the CS duration 
(Schwarz-Stevens & Cunningham 1993). 
Finally, while many studies have examined the learning of associations between drug 
effects and exteroceptive cues, it is also the case that conditioned associations can 
occur between drug effects and other types of cues, including interoceptive cues 
induced by drug-elicited changes in the internal environment (Poulos, Hinson & 
Siegel 1981; Kim, Siegel & Paten all 1999) and temporal cues (Arvanitogiannis, 
Sullivan & Arnir 2000). These conditioned associations may occur alongside, and 
thus interfere with, conditioning to external stimuli. Eikelboom and Stewart (1982) 
reported conditioned hyperthermia to environmental cues and conditioned 
hypothermia to temporal cues after morphine administration in rats. The authors 
argued that if they had not selectively examined the responses to each cue type, the 
net effect would have been no change in behaviour and the conclusion that no 
conditioning had occurred. 
3.4.2 Evaluating the role of conditioning in supposed conditioned drug effects 
Findings have been reported from drug conditioning studies that are discrepant with a 
conditioning interpretation. For example, CRs have been shown to differ qualitatively 
from the acute drug effect. Rotational CRs elicited in the presence of cocaine-paired 
contextual cues have been shown to be dissimilar to the motor responses elicited by 
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cocaine itself (Damianopoulos & Carey 1992), and rats have developed CRs that were 
in a similar direction to the effects elicited by lithium chloride (suppression of 
activity), but were qualitatively different (Damianopoulos & Carey 1992). 
Many studies have reported CRs that are much weaker than the drug effect (see 
Ohmori, Abekawa, Ito & Koyama 2000), but similar in magnitude to the level of 
responding observed in naIve animals on first exposure to the test environment 
(Martin-Iverson & McManus 1990; Damianopoulos & Carey 1992). Consequently, it 
has been suggested that so called conditioned effects may be explained by differential 
habituation to test environment in the group that receives drug in the test context 
(paired group) versus the, group that receives drug outside of the test context (unpaired 
group). Specifically, it is argued that the behaviour of the unpaired group habituates 
to the test context whereas the drug interferes with habituation in the drug-paired 
group such that on the test day when both groups receive placebo, the activity in the 
paired group is greater than the unpaired group and is wrongly attributed as CRs. 
Damianopoulos and Carey (1992) found greater locomotor activity in a group of rats 
given cocaine in an environment previously paired with the drug relative to an 
unpaired group that had not received cocaine in the test environment. However, this 
difference was not due to a reliable increase in responding in the paired group (Le. 
sensitisation) from the initial response. Rather, it was due to a decline in locomotion 
in the unpaired group that accounted for the group differences at test. 
In addition, the role of conditioning in drug sensitisation and tolerance has similarly 
been questioned. Procedures that weaken conditioning by reducing the importance of 
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the context (e.g. extinction, latent inhibition) often do not fully abolish the 
development of tolerance or sensitisation as the conditioning model would predict 
(Carey & Gui 1998a; Drew & Glick 1988; Reimer & Martin-Iverson 1994; 
Anagnostaras & Robinson 1996). As little as 1 hour of CS pre-exposure inhibited the 
development of a conditioned rotational response to amphetamine, but had no effect 
on the development of sensitisation in a distinct environment (Crombag et al. 2001). 
Alternatively, it has been argued that sensitisation occurs via a non-associative 
mechanism, whereby the environment acts as a stressor and potentiates the drug 
effect. In support, sensitisation is observed more robustly in novel environments, and 
neurobiological evidence indicates that a novel environment is stress-inducing 
(Badiani et al. 1998). An alternative associative account of sensitisation suggests that 
contextual cues act as "occasion setters" that modulate the expression of sensitisation 
independently of a direct association with the US (Anagnostaras & Robinson 1996). 
Alternative explanations of conditioned tolerance include behavioural tolerance, 
which involves the learning of a strategic response that counteracts drug-induced 
behavioural disturbances. For example, the experienced drinker learns to adjust 
hislher stance to offset the loss of balance induced by alcohol. Here, the attenuated 
response is not due to a CR that compromises the pharmacological efficacy of the 
drug. Rather, an alternative behaviour is learned and improved through practice, 
which compensates for the drug effect. Hayes and Mayer (1978) claim that Siegel 
(1976) prematurely attributed his findings of environment-specific tolerance of 
morphine analgesia in rats to conditioning, when the findings could be explained by 
behavioural tolerance. 
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Furthermore, a number of studies have functionally dissociated conditioned 
responding from tolerance and/or sensitisation. There are reports of situational-
specific tolerance and sensitisation without evidence of CRs in placebo challenge tests 
(Shapiro, Dudek & Rosellini 1983; Hakan & Ksir 1988; Cepeda-Benito, Tiffany & 
Cox, 1999). Although Tirelli, Michel and Brabant (2005) found both sensitisation 
and drug-like CRs to the locomotor activating effects of cocaine in rats, the CR 
persisted for longer than the sensitised effect. If the CR ~as important for the 
expression of sensitisation, then a sensitised effect should have occurred as long as a 
CR was evident. Moreover, the within-session time courses of sensitisation and the 
CR did not occur in parallel as the conditioning model would predict. Kosowski and 
Liljequist (2005) also observed sensitisation prior to the expression of a drug-like CR. 
Also, it has been reported that haloperidol attenuated sensitisation of cocaine-induced 
locomotor activity without affecting the CR, suggesting a pharmacological 
dissociation (Reimer & Martin-Iverson 1994). 
In contrast, there have also been reports that the CR responds in a way that conforms 
to the principles governing classical conditioning. For example, the CR has been 
shown to: extinguish following CS presentation without the US (Macfarlane & White 
1989; Tirelli & Heidebreder 1999); decay with time (Barr et al. 1983); be retarded by 
CS pre-exposure (latent inhibition) (Norman & Cassaday 2004); be contingent on the 
level of reinforcement (Macrae et al. 1987); be disrupted by the introduction of a 
novel stimulus (external inhibition) (Macrae et al. 1987); and to generalise to a similar 
stimulus (Weiss, Post, Woodward & Murman 1993). However, few studies have 
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explicitly examined whether a conditioned response can be modified according to a 
range of classical conditioning principles. 
3.5 CONDITIONED EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE 
Studies have demonstrated that the effects of caffeine can be conditioned to stimuli 
paired with its administration. For example, cues associated with caffeine ingestion 
(e.g. taste and smell of coffee) can increase physiological and subjective arousal 
(Flaten and Blumenthal 1999), and improve cognitive performance (Zwyguizen-
Doorenbos et al. 1990) similar to caffeine. However, it is often difficult to elucidate 
whether these effects are conditioned effects or expectancy effects based on previous 
experience or the social perception of caffeine as a stimulant drug. 
The use of arbitrary cues that have no prior association with caffeine however, 
provides more convincing evidence for a role of conditioning. In non-human animals, 
these effects have predominantly been studied using conditioned place preference 
procedures in which one context is paired with caffeine and another with placebo. 
The animals are subsequently allowed free access to both contexts. Significantly 
greater amounts of time spent in the caffeine-paired (relative to placebo-paired) 
context is taken as evidence of a conditioned place preference, indicating that the 
positive effects of caffeine have become associated with the context in which it was 
administered (Bedingfield, King and Holloway 1998; Brockwell, Eikelboom and 
Beninger 1991; Patkina and Zvartau 1998). Conditioning of the reinforcing effects of 
caffeine has also been shown in humans in studies which pair novel flavours with 
caffeine and placebo administration. Flavour preferences are acquired over time to 
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novel caffeine-paired flavours compared to novel placebo-paired flavours (Yeomans 
et al. 1998; Yeomans et al. 2000; Tinley Yeomans & Durlach 2003; Yeomans, 
Durlach & Tinley 2005). However, these conditioned effects in humans seem to be 
somewhat dependent on a state of caffeine withdrawal in regular caffeine consumers 
(Yeomans, Spetch & Rogers 1998; Tinley et al. 2003; Yeomans, Ripley, Lee and 
Durlach 2001). 
In sum, the conditioned effects of caffeine on physiological and cognitive responses 
have predominantly examined cues already associated with caffeine (e.g. a cup of 
coffee) and studies employing previously-neural cues have predominantly examined 
changes in evaluative responses. In contrast, little research has examined 
physiological, cognitive and mood effects of previously-neutral stimuli paired with 
caffeine. Finally, the results of taste preference studies suggesting that the reinforcing 
effects of caffeine can be conditioned to caffeine-paired drink cues, further supports 
the use of caffeine in a conditioning paradigm. 
3.6 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
In summary, there is a paucity of studies examining whether drug-induced facilitation 
of cognitive and psychomotor performance can be conditioned to drug-associated 
environmental stimuli. Furthermore. there remains some contention as to the extent 
that reports of conditioned drug effects are actual conditioned responses or may be 
explained by alternative mechanisms. The aim of this thesis was to investigate 
whether drug-associated environmental stimuli could elicit caffeine-like facilitation of 
performance and mood. To evaluate the role of conditioning in these effects, studies 
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were planned to assess whether the apparent conditioned response: extinguished 
following CS alone presentations; was retarded by CS-pre-exposure; generalised to 
similar CS and was blocked by a pre-trained CS; as would be predicted by 
conditioning theory. 
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CIIAPTER4: 
GENERAL METHODS 
This section describes methodological factors that were common to all of the 
experiments in this thesis. 
4.1 PARTICIPANTS 
Participants were staff or students of the University of Birmingham who took part in 
return for either cash or course credits. Several methods of recruitment were 
employed, including poster and campus newspaper advertisements. In addition, . 
recruitment drives were held in the student union at which willing participants 
registered on a campus-wide database to be contacted when studies occurred. In order 
to disguise the nature of the study, the studies were advertised as "effects of over-the-
counter drugs" and participants were told that they may receive one of several 
possible substances at each session: caffeine, paracetamol. aspirin or ibuprofen (with 
the exception of Experiment 2 - see Chapter 6). Participants were those who were 
first to meet the inclusion criteria. 
For each session, participants were asked to refrain from consuming psychoactive 
substances (including caffeine and alcohol) after 11 pm the previous night; sessions 
were rescheduled if participants reported non-compliance. On arrival at the 
laboratory for testing, participants gave verbal confirmation that they had adhered to 
this requirement. To promote compliance with abstinence, a saliva sample was taken 
at the start of each session, although this was not analysed (Richardson et al. 1995). 
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From Experiment 3 onwards, additional procedures were used to promote compliance: 
a reminder email was forwarded to each participant the day before an experimental 
session, and participants were asked to sign a slip confirming that they had abstained 
overnight from all psychoactive substances. 
4.2 INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
Participants were non-smoking, regular caffeine consumers. Consumption levels 
were estimated by means of a screening questionnaire emailed at the time of initial 
contact, and a further questionnaire was administered during the first experimental 
session. The data from that latter questionnaire are reported as the most recent 
estimate. The screening questionnaires asked about the use of over-the-counter drugs 
in line with the study advertisements. Participant's reports of caffeine use were 
converted into estimated mg/day consumption quantities. The caffeine contents of 
drinks (per serving) were estimated as: coffee - 80 mg; tea - 50 mg; cola - 30 mg 
(James 1991; Garattini 1993; Richardson, Rogers, Elliman & O'Dell 1995). Unless 
otherwise stipulated, participants were required to consume at least 200 mg/day of 
caffeine (Rogers et a1. 1995).1 Participants were required to be in good health and not 
taking any prescribed medication (except the contraceptive pill). with normal or 
corrected to normal vision. Participants were not excluded based of their body mass 
index (BMI), but BMI was considered in the data analyses, as differences in BMI may 
1 Although all participants met the inclusion criteria for caffeine consumption on the initial 
questionnaires, these ratings were estimates and occasionally differed from the second measure. 
Therefore, the range of consumption levels given in the method sections may fall below the stipulated 
mg/day criterion. 30 mg/day difference was allowed for participants to continue in the study, but if 
their estimates were more than 30 mg/day lower, they did not take part. 
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affect drug absorption and therefore drug potency at the time of test (Cohen, DiBiasio, 
Lisco & Hurford 1997; Miya et al. 2001). 
4.3 CAFFEINE ADMINISTRATION 
Caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich Co, Poole, UK) was administered in gelatine capsules 
(Shionogi Qualicaps, size-OO, Madrid, Spain) with water (100 ml). The placebo 
capsule contained arrowroot matched for the weight of caffeine (Supercook, Leeds, 
UK). The dose of caffeine used in each study is noted in the relevant method section. 
All capsule administration was double-blind. 
4.4 MEASURES 
Psychomotor and cognitive performance: The performance tasks varied across the 
experiments, so they are described in detail in the relevant experimental sections. 
Mood: Mood was assessed using a questionnaire adapted from Rogers et al. (1995) 
that was designed to assess the effects of caffeine. Sixteen adjectives ("Friendly", 
"Alert", "Cheerful", "Drowsy", "Anxious", "Energetic", Angry", "Muddled", 
"Calm", "Tired", "Dejected", "Tense", "Clear-headed", "Relaxed", "Thirsty" and 
"Jittery") were rated on a 100-mm visual analogue scale from 0 mm (nol at all) to 100 
mm (extremely). In addition, "Headache" was added as a seventeenth item 
i 
(Experiments 2-6), as several studies have reported that increased headache is often 
associated with caffeine withdrawal (e.g. Smit and Rogers 2002). Participants were 
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told to consider each line as the extreme spectrum of that emotion and to bisect the 
line appropriately to show how they were feeling at that specific moment. 
Heart rate and blood pressure: For Experiment I, heart rate was measured by 
palpation of the radial pulse (0 and 30 minutes post-capsule ingestion). For 
experiments 2 to 4, a Dinamap Pro-series 100-400 cardiovascular monitor (Gemedical 
Systems, France) was used to measure heart rate and systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure. This entailed an inflatable cuff being placed round the upper arm of the 
participant. Recordings were taken twice before and twice after capsule ingestion. 
The first recording acted as a habituation trial for participants to become accustomed 
to the procedure, the second recording constituted the pre-drug baseline, the third and 
fourth recordings were taken at 30 and 45-50 minutes post ingestion respectively to 
track any temporal changes. These measures were dropped from Experiments 5 and 6 
due to the absence of reliable effects in the previous experiments. 
4.5 POST-STUDY QUESTIONNAIRES 
Two additional questionnaires were completed by the participants: one at the end of 
each experimental session (post-session questionnaire - PSQ); and one after all 
experimental sessions had been completed (post-experiment questionnaire - PEQ). 
4.5.1 Post-session questionnaires 
The PSQ asked participants what substance they thought that they had received during 
that session. A list of options were presented and participants opted by placing a tick 
next to the relevant choice. In line with the study information, several over-the-
counter drugs (aspirin, caffeine, ibuprofen and paracetamol) were given as options in 
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addition to placebo and "other/don't know". A second question asked participants 
whether they had felt any effects of the capsule (response: tick yes or no), and if so to 
describe these effects. 
4.5.2 Post-experiment questionnaires 
Using open-ended questions, participants were asked what they thought the study was 
testing and what aspects of the procedure made them think this. For the conditioning 
experiments (Experiments 1, 4, 5 and 6), participants were also asked if they had been 
aware of any changes in the procedure during the study. Participants were also asked 
to describe the effects that they believed each of the aforementioned over-the-counter 
drugs (aspirin, caffeine, ibuprofen and paracetamol) had on mood, cognition, heart 
rate and blood pressure. For Experiments 4, 5 and 6, questions were added asking 
participants if they experienced caffeine withdrawal upon abstinence, and if so had 
they experienced caffeine withdrawal during the experimental sessions. Finally, at the 
end of the PEQs used in Experiments 5 and 6, participants were informed that they 
had received caffeine in one cubicle and placebo in the other. They were then asked if 
they could identify the cubicle in which they had received caffeine. 
4.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
Statistical analyses were conducted using the SPSS statistical package (version 11.5) 
for windows. 
A principle components analysis (PCA) was performed on the mood items to reduce 
the number of possible statistical tests. Analysis of the 17 mood items using a 
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varimax rotation revealed five factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 that accounted 
for 69% of the variance. Items were retained on a factor if the loading was greater 
than .5 and less than .4 on all other factors. The five factors were: "Tense negative 
mood" (items loaded onto this factor were: Tense. Jittery. Angry. Dejected). 
"Sleepinesslhydration" (items loaded onto this factor were: Drowsy. Tired. Thirsty). 
"General positive mood" (items loaded onto this factor were: Energetic. Cheerful. 
Friendly) and "Mental clarity" (items loaded onto this factor were: Alert. Clear-
headed, Muddled) "Mental repose" (items loaded onto this factor were: Calm, 
Relaxed). Participant's scores for each factor were calculated by adding the scores of 
the all items loading onto the factor. Two ratings did not load clearly onto any factor 
(anxiety and headache) and were analysed separately. 
For mood and cardiovascular measures "change-from-baseline" scores were 
calculated by subtracting the post-session scores from the baseline scores. 
Measurements were taken at O. 30 and 50 minutes post-caffeine ingestion. resulting in 
three change scores (0-30, 0-50 and 30-50 minutes). On most occasions the 0-30 and 
30-50 data either produced no significant effect or was similar to the 0-50 data. Thus. 
for brevity, the 0-50 data is reported. On occasions where there was an additional 
significant effect at the 0-30 or 30-50 time point, these data are reported with the 
relevant time point given in parenthesis. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
EXPERIMENT 1: CONDITIONED PERFOR1\IANCE, SUBJECTIVE AND 
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Studies of the conditioning of drug effects have demonstrated that stimuli paired with 
drug ingestion can acquire the ability to elicit drug-related conditioned responses 
(Pavlov 1927). These conditioned responses can be opposite to the original drug 
effect, particularly in situations where the drug has negative effects or perturbs a 
homeostatic ally regulated physiological system (Siegel 1975a, 1978; Mansfield & 
Cunningham 1980; Newlin 1986; Macfarlane & White 1989), In contrast, drug-
related stimuli have been reported to elicit drug-like physiological effects and craving 
(Pickens & Crowder 1967; Ehrman, Robbins et a1. 1992; Carey & Gui 1998a; Foltin 
& Haney 1999). Although conditioned drug effects have been well-studied, there is a 
paucity ofliterature examining the conditioned effects of drugs on psychomotor and 
cognitive performance. Shapiro and Nathan (1986) demonstrated a conditioned 
compensatory response to the deleterious effects of alcohol on performance, and 
Zwyghuizen-Doorenboos et a1. (1990) reported caffeine-like improvements on 
vigilance performance after decaffeinated coffee, although the latter was not a study 
of conditioning and furthermore the effects may have been influenced by expectancy 
or other constituents of coffee. Therefore, the present study was designed to examine 
whether caffeine-like improvements on performance could be conditioned to stimuli 
previously paired with caffeine ingestion. 
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A typical between-subjects conditioning paradigm was used (Robbins & Ehrman 
1992) as has been employed frequently in both animal (Tilson & Rech 1973; Carey & 
Gui 1998b; Adams et a1. 2000; Tirelli et a1. 2005) and human (Newlin 1986; Shapiro 
& Nathan 1986; Macfarlane & White 1989; Yeomans et a1. 2000) conditioning 
studies. A group of caffeine consumers attended four conditioning trials at which 
they received caffeine in a test cubicle (caffeine-paired group). This provided an 
opportunity for a learned association to be fonned between the effects of caffeine and 
the environmental context. On the final session. participants were administered 
placebo in the test cubicle. These effects were compared against a control group who 
received placebo in the test cubicle on all sessions (caffeine unpaired group). A 
between-subjects paradigm is preferential over a within-subject paradigm (in which 
one CS is paired with drug and a matched CS is paired with placebo) as learning in 
the drug-paired context in a within-subjects paradigm cannot be isolated from learning 
in the placebo-paired context. Consequently, factors such as stimulus generalisation 
and/or inhibition may attenuate or obscure conditioning in a within-subjects design. 
Therefore, although within-subjects paradigms have been used successfully to 
demonstrate conditioned effects of drugs (Foltin & Haney 2000; Field & Duka 2001). 
a between-subjects design was considered preferential initially. To control for 
pseudo-conditioned effects (i.e. significant effects at the 'conditioning test due to mere 
exposure to the US and not to a CS-US' association), the groups received the converse 
capsule at the end of each conditioning trial in a different location. This ensured that 
by the conditioning test all participants had received equal amounts of drug; the only 
group difference was the relationship between drug administration and CS exposure. 
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This procedure replicated that of a pilot experiment conducted by Attwood, Terry and 
Higgs (2004), in which two groups of overnight-withdrawn participants received 
either 250 mg of caffeine or placebo on four sessions in a constant test environment. 
The dose was selected because previous studies have reported facilitatory effects of 
caffeine on psychomotor and cognitive performance at doses ranging from 200 to 300 
mg (Lieberman et al. 1987; Roache & Griffiths 1987; Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al. 
1990; Kerr, Sherwood & Hindmarch 1991; Lieberman, Tharion, Shukitt-Hale, 
Speckman & Tulley 2002; van Duinen, Lorist & Zijdewind 2005). Overnight-
withdrawn regular caffeine consumers were recruited as they are reportedly 
particularly sensitive to the effects of caffeine (James & Rogers 2005) 
In the Attwood et al. (2004) study, the group that received caffeine paired with the test 
context showed faster reaction times, relative to the unpaired group, and this 
advantage persisted in a subsequent conditioning test, at which both groups received 
placebo in the test context. However, baseline measures were not taken, and although 
there is little reason to expect that group performances differed significantly at 
baseline, this cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the present study incorporated baseline 
measures, which were completed in a different test cubicle, thus reducing the possible 
influence oflatent inhibition (see Section 3.2.2.3). In addition, the earlier study was 
conducted single-blind and therefore the effects may also have been influenced by 
experimenter bias. Thus the present study used a double-blind procedure. 
The present study administered caffeine and placebo via capsules as opposed to a 
novel juice vehicle that was used in the pilot study (Attwood et al. 2004). The use of 
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capsules minimised the possibility that the participants would detect the absence of 
drug on the conditioning test in the paired group. Also, because the capsules could be 
made up in advance, there was no need for a second experimenter to be present on 
each test day to make up the drinks. Finally, because the beverage had a strong, 
unusual taste, and taste cues are reported to be particularly salient for the conditioning 
of post-ingestive effects (Domjan 2005), the juice drink CS may have overshadowed 
other stimuli associated with the test context (see section 3.2.2.4). 
The present study comprised four caffeine-CS pairings (or placebo-CS pairings for 
unpaired group). This replicated the number of trials used in the pilot study, at which 
caffeine-like effects were obtained during the test of conditioning. Furthermore, 
previous drug studies have reported drug-related CRs after four pairings of drug and a 
neutral CS (Staiger & White 1988; Foltin & Haney 2000; Stockhorst et al. 1999). For 
example, Field and Duka (2002) demonstrated the acquisition of conditioned 
responses by neutral stimuli paired with alcohol over four conditioning trials. 
Inter-trial intervals were no less than 24 hours and no more than 7 days. An upper 
limit of 7 days was stipulated in order to keep data collection within a suitable 
timeframe (Le. within one University semester). A minimum inter-trial interval of24 
hours was adhered to for several theoretical reasons. First, there is evidence that 
massed rather than spaced trials.may disrupt conditioning (Sunsay, Stetson and 
Bouton 2004; Yin, Barnet and Miller 1994). Also, due to an approximate 4 hour half-
life, caffeine may still be exerting pharmacological actions at a second trial if two 
trials were to be conducted on the same day. This would mean that the unpaired 
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group (who received caffeine at the end of each session) may not be strictly 
"unpaired" at the time of the second trial. Finally, as has been frequently suggested 
here, caffeine is particularly effective when participants are in a state of overnight 
caffeine withdrawal. Robelin and Rogers (1998) found significant effects of an initial 
dose of caffeine, with no additional effects of a second dose (see also Heatherley, 
Hayward, Seers & Rogers 2005). Therefore, the paired group may no longer 
demonstrate caffeine-induced effects (i.e.DRs) at a second session on the same day. 
Simple and choice reaction time tasks were chosen as the cognitive measures since an 
extensive body of literature suggests that they are particularly sensitive to the effects 
of caffeine (see section 2.4.1.1). Mood and heart rate were also measured. as they are 
also sensitive to the effects of caffeine (Smit and Rogers 2002; Tiffin, et a1.1995; 
Whitsett et aI, 1984), and have previously been conditioned to cocaine-paired stimuli 
(Foltin and Haney 2000; Macfarlane and White 1989). Current mood was assessed 
using visual analogue scales (VASs) (adapted from Rogers et al. 1995 - see section 
4.4) since the Quick Mood Scale (Woodruffe-Peacock, Turnbull, Johnson, Elahi & 
Preston 1998) used in the Attwood, Terry and Higgs (2004) study unexpectedly failed 
to detect any significant effects of caffeine. V ASs have been widely used 
experimentally and have been shown to be sensitive to fluctuations in mood 
(Lieberman et al. 1987; Penetar et al. 1993; Mitchell et al. 1995; Richardson et a1. 
1995; Warburton 1995; Warburton & Mancuso 1998; Smit & Rogers 2000; Brice & 
Smith 2002a; Yeomans et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2003). V ASs are preferential to other 
forms of subjective measure such as "Likert" style scales as the segregation of a line 
into 100 mm allows small changes in mood to be recorded. 
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It was hypothesised that the paired group would demonstrate performance and mood 
benefits, and show decreases in heart rate relative to the unpaired group across the 
conditioning trials. Furthermore, these group differences would be maintained on the 
test of conditioning, at which both groups receive placebo in the test context. 
5.2 METHOD 
5.2.1 Participants 
24 participants (14 femalellO male; mean age 23.5 years, range 18-44 years) with an 
average daily caffeine intake of 351.9 mg (range 280-595 mg) took part in the study 
for cash (£20) or equivalent course credits. 
5.2.2 Design and Materials 
Participants were allocated to one of two experimental groups. One group 
experienced the test context paired with caffeine (paired group) and the other group 
experienced the test context paired with placebo (unpaired). Participants were 
allocated pseudo-randomly to groups such that groups were matched for age and 
gender. The five experimental sessions were spaced such that the interval between 
any two did not fall below 24 hours or exceed 7 days. Task order was fully 
counterbalanced. 250 mg of caffeine or placebo were administered as per section 4.3. 
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5.2.3 Measures 
Simple Reaction Time (SRT): The SRT task comprised 100 trials in which an asterisk 
appeared centrally on a computer screen. Participants were instructed to press the 
space bar on the computer keyboard as soon as they saw the asterisk. The asterisk 
stayed on screen for 1 s and a new stimulus did not appear until a response was made. 
Choice Reaction Time (CRT): The CRT task comprised 120 trials in which a string of 
either "XXX" or "000" appeared centrally on a computer screen. Participants were 
instructed to press one key on the computer keyboard if they saw the X's and another 
if they saw the O's. Each string appeared on screen for 500 ms, and a new stimulus 
did not appear until a response was made. 
Half way through each task, a message appeared on screen prompting participants to 
take a break, and to press any key when they felt ready to continue. To avoid 
anticipatory responding, the inter-stimulus interval for both tasks varied randomly 
between 1,000 and 2,500 ms. Both tasks were preceded by practice blocks 
comprising 10 trials. 
Mood and Heart Rate: Participants completed the 16-item mood questionnaire (see 
section 4.4) immediately before, and 30 minutes after, capsule administration. Heart 
rate was measured (see section 4.4) immediately before and 30-55 minutes after 
capsule administration. 
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The order of the four measures was counterbalanced across sessions and across 
participants, so that each of the 24 potential task orders was used six times (three per 
group), with no participant experiencing anyone task order more than once. 
5.2.4 Procedure 
Participants attended six sessions: a baseline session (which took place immediately 
priOl~ to the first conditioning trial), four conditioning trials and a test of conditioning. 
All testing took place between 09:00 and 13:00 hours. The schedule for the baseline 
session, a typical conditioning trial and the conditioning test are shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. An example schedule of a conditioning trial, plus baseline and the 
d't' . t t d' . I d f . t I con I lORIng es, enotmg one potentia or er 0 experlmen a measures 
Baseline Session (conducted 
immediatelv orior to session one. 
Omins Standardised Instructions 
4 mins Consent form and personal details questionnaire 
6 mins Heart Rate 
8 mins Mood Questionnaire 
/0 mins Choice reaction time task 
19 mins Simple reaction time task 
25 mins Taken to test cubicle for conditioning session 1 
Conditioning Trials (Sessions 1-41 
Omins Saliva Assay 
1 min Heart rate 
3 mins Mood 
5 mins Capsule 
35 mins Measure 1 (e.g. Mood) 
39 mins Measure 2 (e.g. Simple reaction time) 
45 mins Measure 3 (e.g. Choice reaction time 
54 mins Measure 4 (e.g. Heart rate) 
56 mins Leave test cubicle - capsule 2 
57 mins Post session questionnaire 
Conditioning Test (Session 5) 
0-55 mins As for conditioning trials 
57 mins Post experiment questionnaire and debriefing 
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At the baseline session, participants received a set of standardised instructions 
explaining the procedure and requirements of the study, and completed a form 
detailing their daily consumption of caffeine as well as consumption of other 
psychoactive substances and medications. Written consent was also obtained. 
Participants then completed the mood questionnaire, simple and choice reaction time 
tasks and had their heart rate measured. After this, they were taken to the test cubicle 
to begin the first conditioning trial. 
For the conditioning trials, participants were tested individually in a test cubicle 
containing a desk, chair and computer. Immediately after being seated in the cu~icle, 
participants were asked to give a saliva sample by placing a small cotton wool dental 
roll inside the mouth for a few seconds and then removing it and placing it in a 
sealable plastic bag. Then heart rate was measured and the mood scales were 
completed. The capsule was administered, and participants were left alone for 30 
minutes to allow for drug absorption. Reading material was provided (daily 
newspapers and current periodicals). After this interval, the experimenter returned to 
administer the tests. At the end of the session, the participants were taken to a 
different room and the paired group consumed the placebo capsule, and the unpaired 
group consumed the caffeine capsule. Participants then completed the post-session 
questionnaire. 
The procedure for the final session (conditioning test) was identical to that of the 
previous four conditioning sessions, except that all participants received placebo in 
the test environment. At the end of the fifth session, participants completed the post-
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experiment questionnaire. Participants were then debriefed and reimbursed for their 
time. 
5.2.5 Data Analysis 
For the SRT and CRT tasks, RTs falling below 100 ms were considered anticipatory 
and removed. Reaction times more than 3 standard deviations above an individual's 
mean score were deemed outliers and removed (2.3% and 1.4% of SRT and CRT 
scores respectively). Independent t-tests were used to analyse differences between the 
groups at baseline (SRT, CRT and heart rate). The SRT and CRT data from each of 
the conditioning days were split into four blocks of 25 trials and the mean reaction 
times (SRT, CRT) and errors (CRT) were compared over the four conditioning 
sessions using a three factor mixed ANOVA with session (4 levels) and block (4 
levels) as within-subjects factors and group (2 levels) as a between-subject factor. 
Change from baseline scores (Le. the "before caffeine" score was subtracted from the 
"after caffeine" score) were calculated for heart rate and mood measures on the 
conditioning days and then analysed using two-way ANOV A with session and group 
as factors. 
Between-group differences in SRT and CRT performance at test (session five) were 
analysed using two-way ANOV A with group and block as the between- and within-
subjects factors respectively. Differences between the groups in mood and heart rate 
at test were analysed using independent t-tests. 
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A Pearson's Chi-square was used to examine the association between group and 
caffeine identification on the post-session questionnaire. The number of participants 
in each group who identified caffeine and who identified something other than 
caffeine were calculated and used in the chi-square analysis. 
5.3 RESULTS 
There were no significant differences between groups in terms of age, habitual 
caffeine consumption or BMI (Table 5.2). 
Table 5.2. Participant characteristics: means and t-test results of between group 
comparisons (caffeine-paired and caffeine-unpaired) for age, level of daily 
f~ . t' d BMI St d d d . f .. th . ca elDe consumpllon an . an ar eVla Ions are given ID ~aren eSls 
Mean t value Degrees of p value 
Freedom 
Age (years) Paired 24.3 (7.7) -.31 22 >0.05 
Unpaired 23.4 (7.0) 
Consumption Paired 349.1 (89.4) .18 22 >0.05 
(mg/day) Unpaired 354.7 (62.0) 
BMI Paired 23.1 (3.5) -.37 22 >0.05 
Unpaired 23.6 (2.6) 
5.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
There was no significant difference between groups at baseline [t =-0.30, df = 22, P 
>0.05]. For the conditioning trials, there were no significant main effects of group 
[F(l,22) = 0.20; p >0.05] or session [F(3,66) = 0.59; p >0.05] (Figure 5.1). There was 
a main effect of block [F(3,66) = 5.41; p <0.005], whereby performance deteriorated 
across blocks, but no significant interactions between group, session and block 
[Fs(3,66) <1.76; ps >0.05] [Fs(9,198) <0.90; ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 5.1. Mean SRT scores (ms) for caffeine-paired and caffeine-unpaired 
groups (n=12 per group) over four conditioning trials and on the conditioning 
test. Error bars represent SE means. 
On the conditioning test (session five), there was no significant difference between the 
groups in SRI [F(l,22) = 0.87; p >0.05]. There was a significant slowing of reaction 
time across blocks [F(3,66) = 5.35; p <0.005] but no significant group-by-block 
interaction [F(3,66) = 0.93; p >0.05]. 
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5.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
There was no significant difference between the groups at baseline [t = -0.79, df= 22, 
P >0.05]. For the conditioning trials, there was no main effect of group [F(1,22) = 
0.47; P >0.05] but there was a main effect of session [F(3,66) = 4.56; p <0.01]. 
Participants were slower on session one compared to subsequent sessions (Figure 5.2). 
There was also a main effect of block [F(3,66) = 12.50; P <0.001] with faster 
performace on block one compared to subsequent blocks. There were no significant 
interactions [Fs(3,66) <1.90; ps >0.05] [Fs(1,98) = 0.77; ps <0.05]. 
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Figure 5.2. Mean CRT scores (ms) for caffeine-paired and caffeine-unpaired 
groups (n=12 per group) over four conditioning trials and on the conditioning 
test. Error bars represent SE means. 
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On the conditioning test (session five), there was no significant group difference 
[F(l,22) = 0.87; P >0.05]. There was a main effect of block [F(3,66) = 7.21; P 
<0.0001] with faster performance on block one relative to subsequent blocks. There 
was no significant group-by-block interaction [F(3,66) = 0.78; p >0.05]. 
5.3.3 Mood 
There were significant improvements in ratings of "Sleepiness" [F( 1,22) = 6.18; P 
<0.05] and "General Positive Mood" [F(I,22) = 7.81; P <0.005] after caffeine 
compared to negative changes reported after placebo (see Table 3). There was also a 
tendency for ratings of "Mental Clarity" [F(I,22) = 3.06; p = 0.097] to decrease after 
placebo relative to a small increase after caffeine. There were no main effects of 
caffeine on any other mood factors [Fs(l,22) <0.65; ps >0.05]. no significant effects 
of session [Fs(3,66) <1.31; ps >0.05] and no group-by-session interactions [Fs(3,66) 
<2.68; ps >0.05]. 
On the conditioning test there was a significant group difference on ratings of "Mental 
Repose" [t = 2.26; df= 22; p <0.05] with a decrease in the paired group versus an 
increased in the unpaired group (see Table 5.3). There were no significant effects on 
any other mood factor [ts <1.27; dfs = 22; ps >0.05]. 
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Table 5.3. Mean changes (mm) for all mood factors during the conditioning 
trials and on the test of conditioning for the paired and unpaired groups. 
Standard deviations are in parenthesis 
Group Condo Condo Condo Condo Condo 
Tria 1 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Test 
Anxiety Paired -4.7 -4.0 6.9 -3.3 1.5 
(11.4) (9.0) 116.71 (I 5.51 110.6) 
Unpaired -3.0 -6.4 0.6 1.5 -1.6 
(12.7) (17.0) (6.4) (9.6) (10.5) 
Mental Paired 0.1 12.5 -0.6 -3.8 9.8 
Clarity (21.6) (18·11 J20.6~ 128.2) (30·11 
Unpaired -2.8 -4.3 -1.8 -15.3 -4.7 
(21.0) (22.8) (25.2) (20.5) (27.4) 
Mental Paired 4.3 -5.3 10.5 -7.2 -12.7 
Repose (35.4) (21. 7) 139.9) (38·n (22.8) 
Unpaired 4.0 10.4 -1.9 -1.8 8.7 
(30.4) (16.8) (25.5) (17.1) (23.3) 
Positive Paired 5.9 8.3 0.2 23.3 0.3 
Mood (17.7) (30.0) (17.01 (5.6) (37.21 
Unpaired -21.8 -4.6 -4.3 -8.5 -1.3 
(17.9) (20.3) (21.1) (36.1 ) (16.4) 
Tense Paired 6.3 2.0 4.3 -11.2 6.3 
Mood (25.2) (15.8) (34.3) (46.2) (16.1) 
Unpaired -10.2 -2.2 4.8 4.8 9.3 
(34.6) (30.9) (24.1 ) (14.8) (24.5) 
Sleepiness Paired -1.9 -28.0 3.1 -2.2 14.8 
(41.1) (38.9) (32.8) (38.41 (51.1 ) 
Unpaired 10.7 13.7 17.3 13.4 1.6 
(30.5) (34.0) (36.0) (30.4) (25.71 
5.3.4 Heart Rate 
There were no main effects of group [F(1,22) = 1.80; P >0.05] or session [F(3,66) = 
2.00; P >0.05] and no significant session-by-group interaction [F(3,66) = 1.40; P 
>0.05] during the four conditioning trials (data not shown). On the test of 
conditioning, there was a significant effect of group for change in heart rate [t = -3.13. 
df= 22, p <0.01]. The paired group showed a small decrease (-2.0 bpm) compared to 
little change (+0.3 bpm) in the unpaired group. 
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5.3.5 Post-Session Questionnaires 
At the end of each session, participants were asked to indicate what substance they 
believed that they had received that day. The responses are li sted in Tables 5.4 and 
5.5. 
Table 5.4. Number of participants in the unpaired group who believed that they 
had received caffeine in each conditioning trial, compared to alternative 
btl b "d 't kn " su s ances, pace 0 or on ow 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffeine 2 2 3 2 9 
Alternative 3 6 5 5 19 
substance 
Placebo 4* 1* 2* 3* 10* 
Don' t know 3 3 2· 2 10 
· correct cho Ice 
Table 5.5. Number of participants in the paired group who believed that they 
had received caffeine in each conditioning trial, compared to alternative 
btl b "d 't k " su s ances, pi ace 0 or on now 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffeine 2* 5* 4* 3* 14* 
Alternatjve 3 " 2 6 14 
-' 
substance 
Placebo 5 2 4 2 13 
Don ' t know 2 2 2 I 7 
·correct choIce 
Pearson's chi-square analysis showed there was no significant association between 
group (i.e. whether caffeine was administered) and reported identification of caffeine 
[x2 = 1.43; df = 1; P >0.05]. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
There were no significant effects of caffeine during the conditioning trials on reaction 
time performance, as the paired group did not respond faster than the unpaired group. 
The present results contrast with the large body of literature showing that caffeine 
enhances psychomotor performance, particularly on reaction time tasks (Lieberman et 
al. 1987; Smith et al. 1994; Attwood et al. 2004). For example, Smit and Rogers 
(2000) demonstrated a facilitatory effect of caffeine on simple reaction time at a dose 
as low as 12.5 mg. However, other studies have found no effects of caffeine on 
reaction time performance using higher doses (Bruce et al 1986; Kuznicki & Turner 
1986; Smith, Kendrick & Maben 1994; Smith, Whitney, Thomas, Perry & Brockman 
1997; Watson et aI2000). Variations in methodology and participant characteristics 
may explain inconsistent findings. 
For example, Rogers et a1. (2003) found that caffeine enhanced performance in 
regular caffeine consumers (>200 mg /day) only. Similarly, other studies have 
demonstrated significant effects of caffeine in deprived consumers with daily caffeine 
consumption levels in the region of250 to 370 mg (Lieberman et a1. 1987; Richardson 
et al; Smit & Rogers 2000; Heatherley et al. 2005). In the present study, participants 
were also required to be regular caffeine consumers (> 200 mg/day), based on ratings 
adapted from (Richardson et al. 1995), as used in Rogers et al. (2003), suggesting that 
habitual level of caffeine consumption is unlikely to explain why participants did not 
show a caffeine effect. 
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Other studies have suggested that the effects of caffeine on cognition are only 
observed when participants are in state of caffeine withdrawal (James 1994; Yeomans 
et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2003; Heatherley et a12005; James & Rogers 2005). In the 
present study, participants were required to abstain from consuming caffeine 
overnight to ensure that they were experiencing withdrawal from caffeine. In 
addition, the participants reported consuming amounts of caffeine that would be 
expected to produce withdrawal after overnight abstinence (Hughes et al. 1993; 
Juliano & Griffiths 2004). Confirmation of abstinence was based on self-report and 
so it is possible that participants had consumed caffeine prior to arrival at the test 
sessions. However, other studies that have taken saliva samples have found 
significant effects of caffeine without analysing the samples (Rogers et al. 2003; 
Heatherley et a1. 2005), and there is no reason to assume reduced compliance by 
participants in the present study. 
The significant effects of caffeine on some mood items also indicate that the drug was 
active at receptor sites following absorption. This activity of caffeine suggests that 
the lack of cognitive effects was not due to methodological issues such as too short an 
absorption interval. In addition, it is unlikely that caffeine effects were obscured by 
ceiling effects on the tasks. The blocked analyses showed clear performance 
deterioration across the tasks for both SRT and CRT, suggesting that caffeine-induced 
performance enhancement was still possible for both measures. 
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A potentially important difference between the pilot study of Attwood et a1. (2004), in 
which significant effects of caffeine were observed, and the present study, is the 
information that was provided when the participants enrolled in the study. The 
recruitment posters for the pilot study advertised for caffeine consumers, which is 
likely to have primed participants that caffeine would be administered. In contrast, in 
the present study participants were screened using a questionnaire that asked for their 
consumption levels of various compounds and foodstuffs. Caffeine was not 
mentioned in any advertising material, so participants were unlikely to have been 
aware that they had been recruited on the basis of their caffeine consumer status. The 
active drug hypothesis asserts that drug expectancy can potentiate the active effects of 
a drug (Dinnerstein, Lowenthal & Blitz 1966), and such effects have been 
demonstrated with caffeine (Flaten & Blumenthal, 1999). Therefore, the pilot study 
may have inadvertently primed participants to expect caffeine, which is widely 
regarded as a stimulant drug, and thus potentiated its psychomotor effects. 
Particularly relevant to this, the paired group correctly identified caffeine most often 
during the session on which they demonstrated the fastest SRT performance and 
significant increases in alertness (session 2), suggesting that the ability to perceive the 
effects of caffeine may correlate with the effects of caffeine. On other sessions, the 
paired group was generally unsuccessful in identifying caffeine as the substance they 
had received, indicating that participants were unable to correctly identify the effects 
of caffeine. Why participants should be better at identifying caffeine on one day 
rather than another is unclear, but may be related to factors affecting participant's 
sensitivity to the effects of caffeine (e.g. baseline arousal). In support, the paired 
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group reported their highest baseline "sleepiness" scores on session two relative to 
other sessions. 
Although the paired group did differ from the unpaired group on some mood 
measures during the conditioning trials, no differences between the groups were 
observed at test. This failure to observe a conditioned effect may have been due to the 
drug effects during conditioning being weak and/or inconsistent. For all the mood 
scales, caffeine tended to offset negative effects of placebo during most sessions, with 
absolute improvements on only one or two sessions 
A significant effect of "mental repose" was observed during the conditioning test 
despite no significant group effect during the conditioning trials. It is unclear why 
there was a group difference at this session. Examination of the means showed that 
both groups reported inconsistent changes during the conditioning trials. 
There were no significant effects of caffeine on heart rate during the conditioning 
trials. There was a significant group effect on the conditioning test, although the 
difference was small (2 bpm). However, on several occasions the experimenter had 
difficulty locating and/or maintaining contact with the pulse, thereby reducing the 
reliability of this measure. Consequently. these scores were not analysed further. 
Future studies will measure cardiovascular function using a heart ratelblood pressure 
monitor. 
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In sum, no clear effects of caffeine were obtained in the present study, which is 
unlikely to be due to participant characteristics, drug dose or insensitivity of the 
performance measures. A factor differentiating the present study from the pilot study, 
where significant effects of caffeine were found, is the information that was available 
to participants at the time of enrolment. It is possible that a group of participants 
encouraged to believe that a study is testing the effects of caffeine will show 
heightened caffeine effects relative to a group of participants who are told that one of 
several possible substances might be administered. The aim of the next study is to 
test this hypothesis by varying the information provided to two groups of participants 
in a placebo-controlled study of caffeine effects. This line of research was 
investigated in order to establish the factors that produce reliable effects of caffeine. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE INFORMATIONIEXPECT ANCY 
ON THE EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
No effects of caffeine on cognitive performance were found in Experiment 1. This 
contrasts with the results of the pilot study (Attwood et aI. 2004), which showed clear 
benefits of caffeine on simple reaction time performance. One explanation for these 
discrepant findings relates to the different information that was presented at the time 
of enrolment. Although the use of caffeine was disguised in both studies by 
informing participants that they may receive one of several possible substances 
(including caffeine), the recruitment posters for the pilot study asked that only 
caffeine consumers sign up for the study, while the participants who signed up for 
Experiment 1 were not given any explicit information about caffeine consumption 
requirements. Consequently, the participants in Experiment 1 were unlikely to be 
aware that they were recruited according to their caffeine consumer status, and may 
have had a reduced expectation of actually receiving caffeine during the study 
compared with the participants in the pilot study. 
There is a large body of literature suggesting that increasing the expectancy of 
caffeine either by information (Mikalsen, Bertelsen & Flaten 200 I; Oei & Hartley 
2005) or by the presence of caffeine-related cues (Flaten & Blumenthal 1999; 
Mikalsen et al. 2001) promotes caffeine-like physiological (Flaten, Aasli & 
Blumenthal 2003), subjective (Mikalsen et al. 2001) and cognitive (Fillmore & Vogel-
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Sprott 1992) responses. However, expectancy effects alone cannot account for the 
differential results of Experiment 1 and the study of Attwood et al. (2004). This is 
because both the caffeine (paired) and placebo (unpaired) groups received the same 
information, but only the paired group showed faster reaction time performance 
during testing. 
These results could be explained via an interaction between the expectation that 
caffeine had been administered and the effects of caffeine. Dinnerstein, Lowenthal 
and Blitz (1966) have argued that drugs potentiate placebo effects by creating an 
internal state that confirms the presence of an active drug. In support of this, 
Lotshaw, Bradley and Brooks (1996) separated the effects of caffeine and caffeine 
expectancy using a balanced-placebo design. Additive effects were found of caffeine 
and expectancy on ratings of mood and performance. Similarly, Flaten and 
Blumenthal (1999) reported additive effects of caffeine-associ~ted stimuli and 
caffeine on mood. They reported that caffeinated coffee increased arousal more than 
caffeinated orange juice, suggesting an additive effect of drug and drug-associated 
cues (Le. taste/smell of coffee). The authors interpreted the latter effect as a 
conditioned response, but a role for expectancy was not ruled out. 
Furthermore, Oliveto et al. (1992) reported stimulant-like effects of caffeine on sub-
scales of the ARCI, but only when caffeine was correctly identified as part of a drug 
discrimination study. When not correctly identified, scores after caffeine were similar 
to placebo. This is consistent with the findings of Experiment 1, in which the 
strongest stimulant effects of caffeine on ratings of "sleepiness" and "mental clarity" 
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correlated with the highest number of correct identifications of caffeine (session two). 
Performance on a digit symbol substitution task did not appear to be related to correct 
identification of caffeine (Oliveto et al.1992). In contrast, the fastest SRT 
performance after caffeine in Experiment 1 occurred on session two, although this did 
not reach significance. 
The aim of the present experiment was to investigate whether information suggesting 
the use of caffeine would interact with the active effects of the drug on cognitive 
performance. Two groups attended two sessions (caffeine and placebo). One group 
were told that the capsule may contain caffeine ("'told" group) and the other group 
was informed that it may contain either: paracetamol, caffeine, ibuprofen or placebo 
("untold" group). 
To increase the likelihood of detecting an effect of caffeine on cognitive performance 
several changes were also made to the battery of measures. As caffeine is particularly 
effective in facilitating sustained attention (Brice and Smith 2002a), the SRT task 
used in Experiment 1 was lengthened by 100 trials. In addition, Baddeley's (1968) 
semantic verification task (SVT) replaced the CRT task used in Experiment 1. 
Studies have previously reported increases in accuracy on this task after caffeine 
(Smith, Kendrick & Maben 1994; Warburton 1995). Inclusion of the SVT also 
enabled the examination of cognitive responses of caffeine beyond a psychomotor 
response. An additional scale assessing "Headache" was added to the mood 
questionnaire as previous research has suggested that headache is a reliable symptom 
of caffeine withdrawal (see Juliano and Griffiths 2004). Finally, a cardiovascular 
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monitor was used to reliably measure heart rate, and systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure. 
It was hypothesised that, relative to all other conditions, greatest task facilitation 
would occur in the "told" group when given caffeine, due to the combined effects of 
drug and expectancy. 
6.2 METHOD 
6.2.1 Participants 
Twenty participants (11 female/9 male; mean age 22.4 years, range 19-31 years) with 
a mean daily caffeine intake of232.7 mg (range 174-422 mg) took part in return for 
cash (£15) or course credits. 
6.2.2 Design and Materials 
Participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups: 
"untold" vs. "told", matched for age and habitual caffeine consumption. Both drug 
(i.e. caffeine vs. placebo) and task (i.e. SRT, semantic verification, mood and 
cardiovascular measures) orders were fully counterbalanced. 250 mg of caffeine and 
placebo were administered as per section 4.3. 
6.2.3 Measures 
Simple reaction time (SRT) task: The SRT task was the same as Experiment 1, except 
that the number of trials was increased from 100 to 200, with a break after 100 trials 
(participants were prompted to press any key when ready to continue). 
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Semantic verification task (SVT): Two letters ("A" and "8") appeared centrally on 
screen - one below the other - along with one of four possible sentences describing 
their configuration ("A is above B", "B is above A", "A is not above B" or "B is not 
above A"). Participants responded via the keyboard to indicate whether the statement 
was true or false (m for true, v for false). This task comprised 160 trials with a break 
after 80 trials (participants were prompted to press any key when ready to continue). 
The stimuli remained on screen for a maximum of 10 seconds and the next trial did 
not begin until a response was made. The inter-trial interval was 1000 ms. Reaction 
time and accuracy were recorded. 
Mood Ratings and cardiovascular measures: Mood was measured by the visual 
analogue scales used in Experiment 1 with the addition of a "IIeadache" scale. A 
Dinamap Pro-series was used (see section 4.4) to measure heart rate and blood 
pressure. 
6.2.4 Procedure 
All participants attended two sessions (caffeine and placebo) at approximately the 
same time of day (between 09:00 and 13:00). Inter-session intervals did not fall 
below 24 hours or exceed 7 days. The "untold" group was informed that they may 
receive one of the following substances: paracetamol. ibuprofen. caffeine or aspirin. 
The "told" group was informed that they may receive caffeine. 
Baseline measures were then taken: two cardiovascular measures; a mood 
questionnaire; and shortened versions of the SRT and semantic verification tasks, 
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comprising 50 and 60 trials respectively, plus an initial 10 trial practice block for 
each. 
Immediately prior to the capsule being administered, a saliva sample was taken. 
Participants were then left alone in the computer cubicle to allow for drug absorption. 
They were instructed to sit quietly, and reading material was provided (a selection of 
current newspapers and periodicals). After 30 minutes, the experimenter returned and 
the tests were conducted. Finally, participants completed the post-session 
questionnaire. The told group received a modified version of this questionnaire in 
which the options of substances were "caffeine", "placebo" and "other". 
Session two followed the same procedure but with the addition of the post-experiment 
questionnaire. Participants were then fully debriefed and reimbursed for their time. 
6.2.5 Data Analysis 
For both cognitive tasks, reaction time scores below 100 ms were regarded as 
anticipatory and removed (0.2%). For SRT, scores more than 3 standard deviations 
above an individual's mean score were deemed outliers and removed (1.1%). 
Independent t-tests were used to test for differences at baseline. Mean reaction times 
(SRT, SVT) and errors (SVT) were compared using a three factor mixed ANOVA 
with capsule and block as within-subjects factors and information ("told" vs. 
"untold") as a between subject factor. For each task, the data was split into four 
blocks of 50 and 60 trials for SRT task and SVT respectively. 
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Cardiovascular and mood measures were analysed using a two-way ANOV A with 
capsule and information as within- and between-subject factors respectively. Two 
data points were not recorded due to equipment malfunction. 
6.3 RESULTS 
There were no significant group differences in age, habitual consumption or BMI (see 
Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1. Participant characteristics: means and t-test results of between group 
comparisons (caffeine "told" and caffeine "untold") for age, level of daily 
f~ . f d BMI St d d d . f . th . ca eme consump .on an . an ar eVla Ions are 10 paren eSls. 
Mean t value Degrees of p value 
Freedom 
Age (years) Told 25.4 (6.4) -1.83 18 >0.05 
Untold 21.5 (2.0) 
Caffeine Told 241.4 (76.0) -.69 18 >0.05 
consumption Untold 224.0 (24.9) 
(mg/day) 
BMI Told 22.9 (2.7) -.32 18 >0.05 
Untold 22.4 (3.7) 
6.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
There were no significant group differences in baseline performance on either session 
one [t = -0.45, df= 18, P >0.05] or session two [t = -0.86, df=18, P >0.05]. There 
were no significant main effects of drug [F(I,18) = 0.61; P >0.05] or group [F(I,18) = 
0.28; P >0.05], and no significant drug-by-group interaction [F(l, 18) = 1.40; P >0.05]. 
There was a main effect of block [F(3,54) = 7.21; P <0.001) as performance 
progressively deteriorated across blocks (see Table 6.2). There were no other 
significant interactions [Fs(3.54) <1.49; ps >0.05]. 
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6.3.2 Semantic Verification Task (SVT) 
Independent t-tests showed no significant group differences on sessions one or two in 
baseline reaction time [ts <0.47, dfs = IS, ps >0.05] or number of errors [ts <0.79, dfs 
= IS, ps >0.05]. There were no significant main effects of drug or group and no 
significant drug-by-group interactions for reaction time or number of errors [Fs(1, 18) 
<1.55; ps >0.05]. There was a main effect of block on reaction time [F(3,54) = 9.33; 
P ~0.001], which was due to a improvement in performance from the first two blocks 
to the second two blocks (see Table 6.2). There were no other significant main effects 
or interactions on the blocked analysis [Fs(3,54) <2.06; ps >0.05]. 
Table 6.2. Mean (ms) (SD) SVT and SRT performance across four blocks 
averaged across told and untold groups (n=20) 
Task Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 
SRT 301.2(45.3) 313.7 (38.8) 323.3 (47.7) 327.5 (43.8) 
SVT 2567.4 (599.5) 2596.2 (740.3) 2297.1 (583.5) 2380.7 (631.7) 
6.3.3 Mood 
There were no main effects of drug [Fs(I,18) <0.28; ps >0.05] or group [Fs(I,18) 
<1.39; ps >0.05] and no significant drug-by-group interactions [Fs(l,IS) >2.37; ps 
>0.05] on any of the mood factors (data not shown). 
6.3.4 Cardiovascular Measures 
There were no significant main effects of drug [Fs( 1,17) <1.67; ps >0.05] or group 
[Fs(I,17) <1.99; ps >0.05] and no significant drug-by-group interactions [Fs(l, 17) 
<1.42; ps >0.05] for systolic or diastolic blood pressure (data not shown). 
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There was a significant main effect of drug for HR [F( 1,16) = 6.42; p <0.05]. 
Reductions in heart rate occurred after both capsules (mean bpm change: told group-
placebo -5.7, caffeine -7.6; untold group - placebo 1.0, caffeine -6.4), but this effect 
was greater following caffeine. There were no other main effects of drug [Fs( 1,17) 
<1.52; ps >0.05] or group [Fs(l, 17) <1.97; ps >0.05] and no significant drug-by-
group interactions [Fs(l, 17) <2.28; ps >0.05] for HR. 
6.3.5 Post-Session Questionnaires 
At the end of each session, participants were asked to indicate what substance they 
believed that they had received that day. The responses are listed in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3. Number of participants in the "told" and "untold" groups who 
believed that they had received caffeine compared to an alternative substance at 
th f~ . d lb' e ca elDe an pi ace 0 sessions 
Caffeine Session Placebo Session 
Reported Reported Reported Reported 
Caffeine Other Caffeine Other 
Told Group 7 3 4 6 
Untold 3 7 3 7 
Group 
A greater number of participants in the told group, relative to the untold group, 
correctly identified caffeine as the substance they had taken during the caffeine 
session. A Pearson's chi-square analysis examining the association between group 
(Le. whether caffeine was expected) and reported identification of caffeine 
approached significance [i = 3.20; df= 1; P = 0.07]. 
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6.4 DISCUSSION 
There were no significant effects of caffeine expectancy or caffeine administration on 
cognitive performance or mood. Importantly, there was no combined effect of 
information that caffeine would be received and caffeine administration. These 
findings suggest that the different information given to participants in the pilot study 
(Attwood et al. 2004) and Experiment 1 cannot account for the different outcomes of 
these studies. 
A larger number of participants in the told group, relative to untold group, correctly 
identified caffeine during their caffeine session. This suggests that the manipulation 
to "prime" participants to expect caffeine (to some extent) was successful. However, 
this greater level of identification was not correlated with greater caffeine-like 
responding in the told group (i.e. main effect of expectancy). The present study, 
however, differed from those that have previously reported effects of caffeine 
expectancy (Fillmore and Vogel-Sprott 1992; Flaten et at. 2003 and Mikalsen et al. 
2001). in that participants were not explicitly told that they would receive caffeine. 
Instead, to keep in line with the pilot study, participants were told that they may 
receive caffeine or placebo, and therefore the expectancy of caffeine was potentially 
weakened. 
Considering the large number of studies that have reported cognitive benefits of 
caffeine (Lieberman et al 1987; Roache & Griffiths 1987; Jarvis 1993; Smith, 
Kendrick & Maben 1994; Smith, Maben & Brockman 1994; Smit & Rogers 2000; 
Brice & Smith 2002a), it is interesting that again no significant benefits of caffeine 
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were observed for the cognitive tasks in this study. Participants were generally faster 
following caffeine compared to placebo on SRT, although this difference did not 
reach significance. A lack of sensitivity of the SRT task is an unlikely explanation, as 
significant effects of caffeine have previously been obtained using this task 
(Richardson et al. 1995; Attwood et al. 2004). Limited support was found for the 
assertion that caffeine can offset the degradation in performance that occurs over time 
due to fatigue. There was a clear deterioration in performance across blocks for SRT, 
however this occurred to a similar extent in both the placebo and ,caffeine conditions. 
A significant effect of block was also obtained for the SVT, however this was 
indicative of a practice effect, with performance improving from the first two to 
second two blocks. This suggests that the task was not fatiguing, and this may have 
reduced its sensitivity to caffeine. However, the improvement in performance on the 
SVT coincided with the task break (i.e. between blocks 2 and 3), suggesting that the 
inclusion of a break interfered with the fatiguing nature of the tasks. In support, 
performance slowed between consecutive blocks that were not separated by a break 
(i.e. blocks one to two, and three to four), although once again, this small deterioration 
was evident in both caffeine and placebo conditions. It is possible, considering the 
simplistic nature of the SRI task and the challenging nature ofSVI, that although 
significant effects of caffeine can be obtained under certain circumstances, these tasks 
were not optimal to demonstrate robust effects of caffeine. Testing a wider range of 
tasks may increase the likelihood of detecting robust significant effects of caffeine. 
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There was a main effect of caffeine on HR, suggesting that the drug was active. 
Although a decrease in HR was observed after both caffeine and placebo, the 
magnitude of this decrease was greater after caffeine. This effect of caffeine was 
similar in size for both the told and untold groups, implying that the expectancy 
manipulation had no effect on this measure. Many studies have reported decreases in 
HR following caffeine (Strickland, Myers & Lahey 1989; Lane, Pieper, Phillips-Bute, 
Bryant & Kuhn, 2002), and this is often attributed to a baro-receptor mediated 
response to a drug-induced increase in blood pressure (Hofer & Battig, 1994). 
However, similar to Kourtidou-Papadeli et a1. (2002), no such corresponding blood 
pressure increase was found, suggesting that caffeine may be decreasing heart rate via 
an alternative mechanism. 
Due to the difficulties encountered demonstrating clear effects of caffeine on 
performance and mood in Experiments 1 and 2, the next experiment tested a higher 
dose of caffeine (400 mg) and a new task battery (CANTABeclipse 1.0.0, Cambridge 
Cognition, UK), in order to ascertain whether such changes produced more reliable 
effects of caffeine. It is possible that, because both the present study and Experiment 
1 recruited participants with a higher daily intake of caffeine than the pilot study, a 
higher dose of caffeine may be required to elicit clear drug effects. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
EXPERIMENT 3: EFFECTS OF T\VO DOSES OF CAFFEINE ON 
SELECTED TASKS FROM THE CAMBRIDGE NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL 
TEST AUTOMATED BATTERY (CANT AB) 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Significant performance benefits of caffeine on tests of reaction time or on a semantic 
verification task were not found in Experiments 1 and 2. Reliable unconditioned 
effects of caffeine are required in order to test for conditioned drug effects because, in 
the absence of a consistent drug effect, there is no basis for a learned US-CS 
association. 
It is possible that the dose of caffeine used in Experiments 1 and 2 was not high 
enough to elicit significant improvements in performance and hence a conditioned 
drug effect. Although psychomotor facilitation has been reported after as little as 12.5 
mg of caffeine (Smit & Rogers 2000), in many other studies much higher doses have 
been tested (Kuznicki & Turner 1986; Jacobson & Edgley 1987; Smith et al. 1994; 
Kaplan et al. 1997; Kamimori et al. 2000). For example, Roache and Griffiths (1987) 
demonstrated greater performance enhancement after 400 mg of caffeine compared to 
200 mg, and Battig and Buzzi (1986) reported caffeine-facilitated attention at a dose 
of 450 mg. Although there are generally fewer reports of caffeine effects at high 
doses, this is in part due to recent studies predominantly testing the effects of doses of 
caffeine that are considered more relevant to levels of habitual use (Brice & Smith 
2002a). Furthermore, Haskell et al. (2005) demonstrated significant improvements in 
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vigilance performance among moderate caffeine consumers (>50 mg/day) after a 
higher dose (150 mg) of caffeine, but not a lower dose of caffeine (75 mg) relative to 
placebo. 
In addition, there is evidence that high consumers develop tolerance to aversive 
effects of the drug (see Fredholm et al. 1999) that are often associated with higher 
doses of caffeine, but not to the performance enhancing effects of caffeine (Jarvis 
1993). This suggests that higher consumers may be able to show performance 
benefits at higher doses of caffeine that would otherwise be masked in lower 
consumers due to aversive effects. Experiment 1 recruited higher caffeine consumers 
~280 mg/day) than did Attwood et al. (2004) (~.150 mg/day), so the differences in 
performance may have reflected lower responsiveness to caffeine by the higher 
consumers. 
The dose of caffeine required to elicit significant effects on cognitive performance is 
also likely to be influenced by a complex interaction of factors such as type of task 
and the vehicle used to administer caffeine. For example, Flaten and Blumenthal 
(1999) showed stronger effects of caffeine when administered in coffee compared to 
orange juice indicating additive effects of the drug and drug-related cues. This 
suggests a higher dose may be required when administering caffeine via capsule (as in 
the current series of experiments) compared with administration via caffeinated 
coffee. 
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Another possibility for the lack of effects of caffeine in Experiments 1 and 2 is that 
the specific tasks used were not optimal for detecting effects of caffeine on cognition. 
In the present study, a selection of tests was used from the Cambridge 
Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB). The CANTAB 
computerised tests have been validated in a large body of peer-reviewed publications 
(CANTABeclipse 2006), and have been proven sensitive to the effects of drugs 
including MDMA (Morgan 1998), scopolamine (Robbins et al 1997), alcohol 
(Weissenborn & Duka 2003) and antipsychotic drugs (Tyson, Roberts & Mortimer 
2004). Durlach (1998) has shown significant differential effects of (caffeinated and 
decaffeinated) tea on choice reaction time motor responding and decision time 
responding using the CANTAB battery. This may explain why measurement of total 
reaction time responding (both motor and decision time responding) did not show 
effects of caffeine in Experiments 1 and 2. 
The CANT AB task battery completed by participants in the present study comprised 
tests of: rapid visual information processing (RVIP); match-to-sample visual search 
(MTS); simple reaction time (SRT); choice reaction time (CRT) and spatial 
recognition (SR). This enabled testing of multiple cognitive processes, including 
sustained attention and psychomotor responding, which have been widely reported to 
be improved by caffeine (see section 2.4). MTS performance was assessed because 
caffeine has been shown to improve reaction time performance on this task (Durlach 
1998). Finally, the SR task was chosen because there are some reports that caffeine 
can enhance performance on memory tasks (Smith et al. 1994; Warburton 1995; 
Rogers & Demoncourt 1998). 
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Testing was restricted to afternoons because this coincides with the reported drop in 
arousal that often occurs after lunch (Monk 2005), and which has been reported to be 
attenuated by caffeine (Smith et a1. 1991). Furthermore, afternoon testing required a 
longer abstinence, thereby increasing the likelihood and/or severity of withdrawal 
(Dews, O'Brien & Bergman 2002; Juliano & Griffiths 2004). Because asking 
participants to remain abstinent from caffeine for longer may reduce compliance, 
additional procedures were included to encourage participants to remain abstinent 
until test. First, emails were sent the morning before each experimental session 
reminding participants to refrain from consuming any psychoactive substance from 
11 pm that night. Second, participants were asked to sign a form at the start of ea~h 
session confirming that they had adhered to these requirements. 
In summary, this study was designed to test the effects of a higher dose of caffeine on 
performance ofa wider range of tasks than Experiments 1 and 2. It was predicted that 
the higher dose of caffeine would improve performance on the CANT AB task battery 
relative to placebo in a group of caffeine-withdrawn regular caffeine consumers. 
7.2 METHOD 
7.2.1 Participants 
Twelve participants (8 female/4 male; mean age 21.5 years, range 18 to 29 years) with 
an average daily caffeine intake of320.8 mg (range 280 to 490 mg) took part in return 
for either cash (£15) or course credits. 
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7.2.2 Design and Materials 
A repeated-measures design was used in which participants took part in each of the 
three experimental conditions (0, 250 and 400 mg caffeine). The order in which the 
capsules were given was fully counterbalanced between participants. The interval 
between any two test sessions did not fall below 24 hours or exceed 7 days. 250 and 
400 mg of caffeine and 250 mg placebo were administered as per section 4.3. 
7.2.3 Measures 
All cognitive tasks were from the CANTABeclipse task battery (Cambridge 
Cognition, Cambridge, UK). Participants responded using a specialised press-pad, 
which was placed 15 cm in front ofa touch-sensitive computer screen. The tasks are 
described below in the order in which they were completed. 
Rapid Visual Informantion Processing (RVIP): A series of single digits appeared 
sequentially on the computer screen; each digit was displayed for 600 ms before being 
immediately replaced with the next. Participants were required to respond, via a press 
pad, whenever they identified one of three 3-digit number strings (3-5-7; 2-4-6; 4-6-
8). The task ran for six consecutive blocks (total task time: 6 minutes), each 
containing nine target strings, although data from the first block were not analysed. A 
practice trial of 2 minutes preceded each test run. 
Match to Sample Visual Search (AfTS): An abstract pattern (target) appeared 
centrally on the computer screen. After a 1.5 second interval, distracter patterns 
appeared in boxes surrounding this central pattern. Within the array of distracters, one 
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pattern was an identical match to the central target. To initiate each trial, a press-pad 
key was depressed until the identical pattern was identified. At this point, the 
participant was required to move their hand from the press pad and touch the identical 
pattern on screen. If the response was incorrect (indicated by a red cross on the 
screen), participants were asked to continue choosing from the distracter patterns until 
they had chosen the correct one. There were three levels of difficulty that differed 
according to the number of distracters: two (level 1), four (level 2) or eight (level 3). 
Reaction duration, movement duration and errors were recorded. The main task was 
preceded by a practice block of three trials (one per level), but these data were not 
analysed 
Simple Reaction Time (SRT): The simple reaction time task comprised two 
experimental blocks, each of 15 trials. The stimulus was a small yellow spot, which 
was presented for 250 ms inside a white circle that remained centrally on screen 
throughout the test. Each trial began with the participants depressing the press-pad 
key until the yellow spot appeared, at which point they were required to touch the 
screen (inside the white circle) as quickly as possible. The next trial did not begin 
until the participants had once again depressed the press pad key. 
Choice Reaction Time (CRT): The choice reaction time task comprised four 
experimental blocks (15 trials each) in which five white circles were arranged around 
a central point on the screen. The white circles remained on screen throughout the 
test. For each trial, the yellow spot appeared in one of these five circles, and 
participants had to touch this circle as quickly as possible. 
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For both reaction time tests the inter-trial interval varied randomly between 750 and 
2,250 ms to reduce anticipatory responding. Both tasks were preceded by a practice 
block of ten trials (data not analysed). 
Spatial Recognition: Five squares appeared sequentially at various locations on the 
screen. Each square remained on screen for 3 seconds. before being immediately 
replaced with the next Participants were instructed to remember the location of these 
squares. Once all five had been presented. there were five separate response trials. 
For each trial, two squares appeared simultaneously at two locations. Participants 
were asked to identify the square that was in an identical location to one of the 
previously presented five. When they had made their choice, both squares 
disappeared and were replaced with a new pair until all five of the original squares 
had been represented. There was a 1.5 second interval between each test trial. This 
test was performed four times, including an initial practice test (data not analysed). 
The measures taken were reaction time and number of errors. 
Mood and Cardiovascular measures: As for Experiment 2. 
7.2.4 Procedure 
Participants attended three sessions on different afternoons. All testing took place 
between 12:00 and 18:00 hours, and participants attended each session at 
approximately the same time of day. Participants were seated in a small computer 
cubicle comprising table, chair and computer. On session one, an information sheet 
was provided and participants gave informed consent and completed a questionnaire 
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asking participants about their daily usage of various substances including caffeine. 
Finally, participants completed a practice run on the computer task battery. 
The remainder of session one was identical to that of sessions two and three. Five 
minutes prior to capsule administration, cardiovascular readings were taken and the 
first of three mood questionnaires was completed. Participants were then asked to 
give a saliva sample, and sign a form confirming overnight abstinence of psychoactive 
substances. The cardiovascular measures were then taken again, following which a 
capsule was ingested. Participants were left alone in the cubicle for 30 minutes to 
allow for drug absorption. Reading material was provided (newspapers and current 
periodicals). At 30 minutes post-ingestion, the experimenter returned and the 
cardiovascular measures and mood questionnaire were completed. Then the 
participant completed the battery of computer tasks, at the end of which blood 
pressure, heart rate and mood were measured for the last time. Participants were then 
asked to complete the post-session questionnaire. Table 6.1 depicts the time course of 
the sessions 
At the end of the final session, participants completed the post-experiment 
questionnaire, and were debriefed and paid or awarded equivalent course credits for 
their time. 
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Table 7.1. Schedule of experimental sessions, including a baseline session 
Baseline session (conducted 
immediately prior to session 1): 
Omins Information sheet, consent, personal details form 
5 mins RVIP 
12 mins MTS 
15 mins SRT/CRT 
23 mins SR 
Main Session: 
Omins CV and mood measures (l ) 
3 min Saliva Assay and confirmation slip 
4 mins Capsule 
34 mins CV and mood measures (2) 
37 mins RVIP 
43 mins MTS 
46 mins SRT/CRT 
54 mins SR 
57 mins CV and mood measures (3) 
60 mins Post session Questionnaire 
7.2.5 Data Analysis 
Reaction time measures for SRT, CRT and MTS were split into reaction (RD) and 
movement (MD) durations by the CANT ABeclipse software. RD was the time taken 
to release the press pad following target presentation and MD was the time taken to 
move the hand from the press pad to the screen. 
Reaction time scores below 100 ms were considered anticipatory (SRT, CRT and 
MTS) and removed, and scores more than 3 standard deviations above an individual's 
mean score were deemed outliers (SRT, CRT, MTS MD) and removed (SRT: 1.6% 
and 1.4%, CRT: 1.5% and 1.2%, MTS 0% and 0.1% removed from RD and MD data 
respectively). No upper limit was applied to the MTS RD data. However, the MD 
response simply requires participants to move their hand from press pad to screen (15 
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cm), therefore an upper limit was included for MTS MD. When a MD score was 
removed for MTS, the corresponding RD score was also removed (total removed 
<0.01 %). Outliers were not considered for RVIP as participants had a limited time to 
respond, after which the responses were deemed errors and removed by the computer 
software. Three types of errors were possible on the RVIP task: missing a target 
(commission error); an erroneous response to a non-target (Le. false alarm); or 
responding to a target too soon (Le. an anticipatory response before all three targets 
were presented). All three error types were analysed separately but there was no 
difference in the results, so the data for total errors are reported. 
The data were analysed using a one-way ANOV A with caffeine dose (0, 250 and 400 
mg) as the within-subjects factor. Mean reaction and movement duration (SRT, CRT, 
MTS) and total reaction times (RVIP, SR) and errors (MTS, RVIP, SR) were 
analysed. Where a main effect of dose was found, post-hoc paired t-tests were used to 
determine which doses were significantly different. A Bonferroni correction was 
used, resulting in a p-value of 0.025 being required before significance was assumed. 
The RVIP reaction time data were separated into three equal blocks comprising of 15 
targets per block. These data were analysed using a 3 (caffeine dose) x 3 (block) 
repeated measures ANOV A. Change-from-baseline scores for the mood factors and 
cardiovascular measures were analysed using a one-way ANOV A. In a separate pilot 
study, using a different participant sample (n = 6). the effects oflengthening the 
caffeine absorption interval were also tested. There were no additional benefits of a 
45-minute absorption interval relative to a 30-minute absorption interval. Therefore, 
for brevity, these data are not reported. 
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7.3 RESULTS 
7.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
There was a main effect of caffeine dose for reaction duration [F(2,22) = 3.60; p 
<0.05], with faster times after caffeine relative to placebo (see Figure 7.1). T-tests 
revealed that 400 mg [t = -3 .09, df = 11 , P <0.025] but not 250 mg [t = -1. 15, df = 11 , 
P >0.025] of caffe ine significantly improved performance relative to placebo. For 
movement duration, participants were fastest following 400 mg of caffeine and 
slowest after placebo, but the difference was not significant [F(2,22) = 1.45; p >0.05] . 
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Figure 7.1. Mean SRT reaction duration (RD) and movement duration (MD) 
(ms) following 0, 250 or 400 mg caffeine. Error bars represent SE means. 
*Significantly faster than placebo p >0.0025. 
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7.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
Participants responded fastest after the highest dose of caffeine and slowest after 
placebo for both reaction and movement durations. The capsule effect approached 
significance for reaction duration [F(2 ,22) = 3.00; p = 0.07], but was not significant 
for movement duration [F(2 ,22) = 2.46; P >0.05] (see Figure 7.2). The comparisons 
between placebo and 400 mg caffeine showed a trend towards significance for 
reaction [t = -1.99, df = 11 , P = 0.07] and movement [t = -1.87, df = II , p = 0.09] 
durations. The comparisons between placebo and 250 mg caffeine were not 
significant [ts <1.43 ; dfs = II , ps >0.025]. 
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Figure 7.2. Mean (n = 12) CRT reaction duration (RD) and movement durations 
(MD) (ms) following 0, 250 and 400 mg caffeine. Error bars represent SE means. 
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7.3.3 Match-to-sample Visual Search (MTS) 
The effect of caffeine dose approached significance for level one reaction duration 
(RD) [F(2,22) = 2.8 1; P = 0.08]. Participants were fastest after 400 rng and slowest 
after placebo (see Figure 7.3). The placebo and 400 rng caffeine comparison 
approached significance [t = -2.37, df = 11, P = 0.04] , however the 250 mg and 
placebo comparison was not significant [t = -0.77, df = 11 , P >0.025]. Participants 
were also fastest after 400 mg relative to the other caffeine doses on levels two and 
three RD, however the effect of caffeine dose did not reach significance [Fs(2 ,22) 
<2.56; ps >0.05]. There were no main effects of caffeine dose on any level for 
movement duration [Fs(2,22) <0.50; ps >0.05] or errors [Fs(2 ,22) <1.38; ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 7.3. Mean reaction duration (RD) and movement duration (MD) (ms) for 
MTS level one following 0, 250 and 400 mg caffeine. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
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7.3.4 Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVIP) 
There was no main effect of caffeine dose on RVIP reaction time [Fs(2,22) = 0.01; p 
>0.05] or number of errors [Fs(2,22) = 0.72; P >0.05]. There was evidence of a 
deterioration in performance across blocks after placebo, which did not occur in either 
caffeine conditioning, however, these effects did not reach significance [Fs(2,22) 
<0.96; ps >0.05] (see Table 7.2). 
Table 7.2. Mean (n=12) RVIP (ms) scores separated in to three blocks after 0, 
250 and 400 mg caffeine. Standard deviations are in parenthesis. 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 
Omg 350.8 (44.4) 361.1 (52.1) 364.6 (60.90 
250mg 356.5 (66.6) 356.5 (39.3) 351.1 (29.0) 
400mg 362.4 (65.4) 339.1 (43.6) 342.7 (53.2) 
7.3.5 Spatial Recognition (SR) 
There was no main effect of caffeine dose on reaction time [F(2,22) = 0.10; p >0.05] 
or errors [F(2,22) = 2.77; P >0.05]. 
7.3.6 Mood 
There was a significant effect of caffeine dose on "mental clarity" [F(2,22) = 3.45; P 
= 0.05]. T-tests revealed that the difference between placebo and 400 mg, but not 250 
mg [t = 0.43; df= 10; p >0.025], approached significance [t = 2.26; df= 10; p = 
0.048]. There were no other significant main effects [Fs(2.22) <2.23; ps >0.025] (see 
Table 7.3). 
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Table 7.3. Mean changes (mm) on all mood factors following 0, 250 and 400 mg 
caffeine. Standard deviations are in parenthesis 
o mg caffeine 250 mg caffeine 400 mg caffeine 
Anxiety 0.0 (13.7) -5.0 (21.5) -2.3 (12.4) 
Headache 
-14.9 (30.7) -6.3 (19.7) -12.0 (22.2) 
Mental Clarity 
-0.9 (35.6) 4.8 (24.4) 24.1 (27.4) 
Mental Repose 
-7.2 (28.7) 7.6 (21.5) 10.2 (29.2) 
Positive Mood 
-10.3 (42.3) -2.7 (34.7) 14.2 (25.3) 
Sleepiness 
-5.9(41.3) -1.8 (45.4) -28.5 (50.4) 
Tense Mood 9.1 (26.8) -0.5 (26.5) 2.4 (27.9) 
7.3.7 Cardiovascular Measures 
There were no significant effects for systolic and diastolic blood pressure, or heart 
rate [Fs(2,22) <2.33, ps >0.05]. 
7.4 DISCUSSION 
Dose-dependent improvements in performance after 400 mg but not 200 mg caffeine 
relative to placebo administration were observed for both the reaction and movement 
duration measures of SRT, CRT and MTS level one. There were no significant 
effects of caffeine on RVIP or on the cardiovascular measures. Finally, participants 
reported increases in mental clarity relative to placebo, which approached significance 
for the 400 mg but not 250 mg dose of caffeine. 
These findings are in agreement with the many studies that have reported faster 
reaction times following caffeine (Lieberman et al. 1987; Roache & Griffiths 1987; 
Jarvis 1993; Smith, Kendrick & Maben 1994; Smith, Maben & Brockman 1994; Smit 
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& Rogers 2000; Brice & Smith 2002a). The optimal performance-enhancing dose of 
caffeine is often reported to be around 200 to 250 mg (Fredholm et al. 1999; Lorist & 
Tops 2003). However, performance benefits of 400 mg of caffeine have been 
demonstrated on psychomotor tasks (Jacobsen & Edgley, 1987; Roache & Griffiths, 
1987), although there is a lack of recent data on high doses of caffeine and cognitive 
performance due to a trend towards using doses more consistent with every day use. 
It is possible that habitual caffeine consumption influences the response to acute doses 
of caffeine. The participants recruited in the present thesis were relatively high 
caffeine consumers compared to the majority of studies that recruit participants with a 
daily caffeine intake of around 100 to 250 mg. This may have resulted in benefits 
only being observed at higher doses, due to tolerance to some of the effects of 
caffeine in high consumers (Zahn & Rapoport 1987; Evans & Griffiths 1992). 
In the present study, both reaction and movement durations were facilitated by 
caffeine, although only the reaction duration element ofSRT was significantly 
improved. Caffeine is known to stimulate psychomotor activity via disinhibition of 
striatal motor pathways (Fenu, Cauli & Morelli 2000; Karcz-Kubicha et al. 2003; 
Fisone et aI. 2004), and therefore caffeine's facilitation of reaction time may be 
mediated by effects on the motor component of the response. However, these results 
indicate that caffeine also has the capacity to affect speed to react to a stimulus, prior 
to the motor response. 
Despite some studies reporting clear benefits of caffeine on RVIP performance 
(Frewer & Lader 1991; Hasenfratz & Battig 1994; Warburton 1995; Warburton, 
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Bersellini & Sweeney 2001; Yeomans et al. 2002), no significant effects were 
obtained in the present study. Although it is often reported that cognitively 
demanding tasks show a lower sensitivity to the effects of caffeine, caffeine is thought 
to be particularly effective in offsetting fatigue in repetitive sustained attention tasks 
(see Smith 2002). Therefore, presumably, any benefits of caffeine should be 
particularly evident in later blocks of the task when the placebo group begin to show 
signs of fatigue. Consistent with this suggestion, in the present study, performance 
slowed across blocks after placebo, and there was a trend for this slowing to be 
attenuated by caffeine. 
Caffeine benefits were observed for the mood factor "mental clarity" after 400 mg 
caffeine compared to placebo. It is possible that the V ASs failed to pick up subtle 
changes on some mood scales. Smit and Rogers (2002) point out that even validated 
mood scales can be compromised by various sources of "noise" that can mask real 
effects. In particular, they highlight the importance of the instructions given to 
participants and the decrease in motivation that may occur as result of completing 
mUltiple forms leading to repetitive responses. Although clear written instructions 
were given to the present participants, this may not have been sufficient to ensure 
reliable responding. This will be addressed by providing more explicit training on the 
completion of the scales in future experiments. 
The results of the present study suggest that CANTABeclipse is an effective tool to 
assess the cognitive effects of caffeine in a sample of caffeine consumers. In addition, 
the 400 mg dose of caffeine produced greater improvements on performance and 
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mood (relative to placebo) than the 250 mg dose of caffeine. Therefore, the aim of 
the next experiment was to assess the conditioned cognitive effects of a 400 mg dose 
of caffeine using the CANT AB system. 
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CHAPTER 8: 
EXPERIMENT 4: CONDITIONED EFFECTS OF 400 mg CAFFEINE ON 
CANTAB TASK PERFORMANCE, AND SUBJECTIVE AND 
CARDIOVASCULAR MEASURES 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Due to the weak effects of caffeine observed in Experiments 1 and 2, Experiment 3 
examined the effects of a higher dose of caffeine on selected tasks from the 
CANT ABeclipse task battery. Greater benefits of 400 mg of caffeine were observed 
relative to placebo on measures of mood and performance. compared to a lower dose 
of 250 mg. The present ~tudy was designed to replicate the conditioning paradigm 
used in Experiment 1, utilising 400 mg of caffeine and the CANT ABeclipse tasks that 
demonstrB:ted significant effects in Experiment 3, to examine whether the cognitive 
and mood effects of caffeine can be conditioned to the context in which caffeine is 
received. 
Some additional methodological changes were implemented in the present study. 
Firstly. the number of CRT trials was doubled by the addition of two extra blocks. 
Caffeine is reportedly effective in attenuating the effects of task fatigue (Smith 2002), 
and therefore effects should be more robust if a task is fatiguing, with evidence of 
performance deterioration over time after placebo. To ensure the experimental 
sessions were of comparable length to the previous study, the task battery was 
shortened by the omission of the spatial recognition task. 
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Secondly, additional questions were added to the post-experiment questionnaires 
asking participants if they experience caffeine withdrawal or craving following acute 
caffeine abstinence. Caffeine effects on mood and performance are reported to be 
particularly robust when regular caffeine consuI!lers are tested in an acute state of 
caffeine withdrawal (James 1994; Rogers et a1. 2003; James 2005), although not all 
regular caffeine consumers report withdrawal upon caffeine abstinence (Juliano & 
Griffiths 2001). It is therefore plausible that weak effects of caffeine may be obtained 
if participants do not usually experience caffeine withdrawal effects. Thus, these 
questions provided a gauge of the level of perceived caffeine withdrawal within the 
sample. 
Finally, the lack of caffeine effects on several mood factors in Experiment 3, despite 
clear caffeine effects on performance, may have been due to insufficient training in 
the use of the VAS scales (Smit & Rogers 2002). Although clear instructions were 
provided on each V AS questionnaire, extra training was now added with the 
experimenter verbally reiterating these instructions, emphasising the importance of 
thinking of the line as a continuous spectrum of each mood trait. 
It was hypothesised that the paired group who received caffeine in the test context 
(Le. paired group) would demonstrate superior performance relative to the group who 
received caffeine in the test context (i.e. unpaired group) across the conditioning 
trials, and that these benefits would be maintained on the test of conditioning, at 
which both groups receive placebo in the test context. 
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8.2 METHOD 
8.2.1 Participants 
Twelve participants (10 female/2 male; mean age 21.2 years, range 18-26) with an 
average daily caffeine intake of 300.6 mg (range 184 to 545 mg) took part in this 
study in return for cash (£25) or course credits. Two additional participants were 
enrolled into the study, but failed to complete all of the experimental sessions. 
8.2.2 Design and Materials 
Participants were pseudo-randomly allocated to one of two experimental groups: 
paired vs. unpaired, such that these groups were matched for gender, age and levels of 
habitual caffeine consumption. Experimental sessions were spaced so that the interval 
between any two did not fall below 24 hours or exceed 7 days. 400 mg of caffeine 
and placebo were administered as per section 4.3. 
8.2.3 Measures 
The RVIP, MTS, SRT, cardiovascular and mood measures were as used in 
Experiment 3. The CRT task was as in Experiment 3, but with the addition of two 
experimental blocks. 
8.2.4 Procedure 
Participants attended five sessions: four conditioning trials and one conditioning test. 
In addition, session one was immediately preceded by a baseline session. Table 8.1 
summarises the time course of the sessions. All testing took place between 12:00 and 
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18:00 hours, and participants attended each session at approximately the same time of 
day. 
Table 8.1. Schedule of experimental sessions, including baseline and 
conditioning test 
Baseline Session (conducted 
immediately prior to session one 
Omins Standardised Instructions 
5 mins Consent form and personal details -.9.uestionnaire 
7mins CV measures and mood questionnaire 
10 mins RVIP 
16 mins MTS 
19 mins SRT/CRT 
28 mins Taken to test cubicle for condition session 1 
Conditioning Trials (Sessions 1-4) 
Omins CV and mood measures (1) 
3 mins Saliva Assay 
4 mins Capsule (1) 
34 mins CV and mood measures (2) 
37 mins RVIP 
43 mins MTS 
46 mins SRT/CRT 
54 mins CV and mood measures (3) 
57 mins Leave test cubicle - capsule (2) 
58 mins Post session_questionnaire 
Conditioning Test (Session 5) 
0-58 mins As conditioning trials 
58 mins Post ex~erimentquestionnaire and debriefing 
At the baseline session, participants received a set of standardised instructions 
explaining the procedure and requirements of the study. They also completed a 
questionnaire, which asked about their daily consumption of various foodstuffs and 
medications (including caffeine), and gave their consent to continue. Baseline 
measures on all tasks were then taken (i.e. mood questionnaire, cardiovascular 
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measures, CANTAB tasks). Immediately after this session, participants were taken to 
the test cubicle to begin the first conditioning trial. 
The conditioning trials took place in the cubicles described in Chapter 4 (Experiment 
1). First, mood and cardiovascular measures were taken, and participants gave a 
saliva sample and signed a form confirming overnight abstinence. A capsule was then 
administered (caffeine - paired group; or placebo - unpaired group), and participants 
were left alone for 30 minutes. Reading material was provided (daily newspapers and 
current periodicals). After this interval, the experimenter returned to administer the 
tests. At the end of each session, participants were administered the converse capsule 
(Le. the paired group received placebo and the unpaired group received caffeine) in a 
different room. Finally, participants completed the post-session questionnaire. 
The final session (conditioning test) procedure was identical to the previous four 
conditioning trials, except that all participants received placebo in the test cubicle. At 
the end of the fifth session, participants completed the post-experiment questionnaire. 
Participants were then debriefed and paid or awarded equivalent course credits for 
their time. 
8.2.5 Data Analysis 
Reaction times below 100 ms (SRT, CRT and MTS), and more than 3 standard 
deviations above an individual's mean score (SRT, CRT, MTS MD) were considered 
outliers and removed (total removed - SRT: 1.7 and 1.5%, CRT: 1.1 and 1.7%, MTS 
0% and 0%, for reaction and movement durations respectively). Mean reaction times 
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(SRT, CRT, RVIP) and number of errors (MTS, RVIP) were compared between 
groups and over the four conditioning sessions using a three-factor mixed ANOVA 
with session and block as within-subjects factors and group as a between-subject 
factor. For SRT and CRT, each block comprised 15 trials, resulting in two and four. 
blocks respectively. RVIP was blocked into 3 blocks comprising 15 trials each. 
Mean reaction times of MTS were analysed using a two-way ANOV A with session 
and group as the within- and between-subjects factors respectively. Reaction times 
for SRT, CRT and MTS were split into reaction and movement durations and 
examined in separate analyses. Change from baseline scores were calculated for 
heart rate and mood factors and also analysed by a two-way ANOV A. On tests 
comprising a block factor (SRT, CRT, RVIP), two-way ANOVAs (with group and 
block as between and within subject factors respectively) were used to determine 
whether there were significant group differences at baseline and at the conditioning 
test. On all other tests, independent t-tests were used. The chi-square analysis of the 
post-session data was as Experiment 1. 
8.3 RESULTS 
There were no significant differences between groups on age, habitual caffeine 
consumption or BMI (see Table 8.2). 
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Table 8.2. Participant characteristics: mean and t-test results of between group 
comparisons (caffeine-paired and caffeine-unpaired) for age, level of daily 
caffeine consumption and BMI. Standard deviations are in parenthesis. 
Mean t value Degrees of p value 
Freedom 
Age (years) Paired 20 (1.3) -2.214 10 >.05 
Unpaired 22 (2.3) 
Consumption Paired 310.0(112.1) .238 10 >.05 
(mg/day) Unpaired 291.3 (157.0) 
8M( Paired 20.9 (2.7) -1.240 10 >.05 
Unpaired 22.7 (2.3) 
8.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant differences between groups for SRT 
reaction (RD) or movement (MD) durations at baseline [ts > 1.05, dfs = 10, ps >0.05]. 
There were no main effects of group, session or block and no significant interactions 
for either RD or MD [Fs(l.lO) <0.98; ps >0.05] [Fs(3,30) <1.85; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: RD was significantly faster on block two compared to block one 
[Fs(1,10) <6.93; ps <0.05] (see Table 8.3). There were no other significant effects or 
interactions for RD or MD [Fs(1,10) <2.10; ps >0.05]. 
Table 8.3. Mean (ms) SRT reaction durations (RD) and movement durations 
(MD) on the conditioning trials and at the conditioning test in the paired and 
unpaired groups. Standard deviations are in parenthesis. 
Group Condo Condo Condo Condo Condo 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Tria14 Test 
SRTRD Paired 304.1 308.5 314.8 284.4 305.4 
(25.4) (17.8) (43.3) (19.7) (30.6) 
Unpaired 297.1 298.7 304.2 294.4 292.0 
(27.4) (23.5) (29.5) (19.0) (32.0) 
SRTMD Paired 330.8 355.1 346.1 320.6 355.0 
.(86.0) (105.7) (89.4) (70.1 ) (122.2) 
Unpaired 293.5 293.5 276.2 294.0 285.5 
(86.0) (62.4) (85.8) (82.1 ) (111.6) 
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8.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant differences between groups for 
reaction or movement durations at baseline [ts <0.27, dfs = 10, ps >0.05]. There were 
no significant main effects of group, session or block for reaction or movement 
durations [Fs(l ,lO) <0.77; ps >0.05] [Fs(3 ,30 <2.42; ps >0.05]. There was a 
significant group-by-block interaction for reaction duration with the paired group 
[F(3 ,30) = 3.09; p <0.05], showing less deterioration across blocks relative to the 
unpaired group (see Figure 8.1). There were no other significant interactions for 
reaction or movement duration [Fs(3,30) <0.51 ; ps >0.05] [Fs(9,90) <1.17; ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 8.1. Mean (N = 6 per group) CRT reaction duration scores (ms) for the 
paired and unpaired groups. The bars represent successive blocks (15 trials 
each) Data are shown as the means of the four conditioning sessions. Error bars 
represent SE means. 
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Conditioning Test: There were no significant effects of group or block and no 
significant interactions for reaction and movement durations [Fs(l,lO) <0.78; ps 
>0.05] [Fs(3,30) <1.37; ps >0.05]. 
8.3.3 Match-to-Sample Visual Search (MTS) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant group differences at baseline on MTS 
reaction or movement duration at any level [ts <1.57, df= to, ps >0.05]. There was 
no main effect of group for reaction or movement duration at any level [Fs(l,to) 
<0.96; ps >0.05]. There was a significant main effect of session [F(3,30) = 4.08; p 
<0.05] for level two reaction duration as reaction duration decreased across sessions. 
There were no other effects of session or significant interactions for reaction or 
movement duration at any level [Fs(3,30) <2.65; ps >0.05]. There were no significant 
effects of session or group and no significant interactions for errors at any level 
[Fs(3,30) <2.06; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: There were no significant group differences during the 
conditioning test for reaction or movement durations or errors [ts <0.78, dfs = 10, ps 
>0.05]. 
8.3.4 Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVIP) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant group differences at baseline on RVIP 
reaction time [t = 0.10, df = 10, p >0.05] or number of errors [t = 0.45, df = 10, P 
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>0.05]. There were no significant main effects of group for RVIP reaction time or 
errors [Fs(1, 1 0) <0,33; ps >0.05]. There was a main effect of session for RVIP errors 
[F(3,30) = 4.01; P <0.05] whereby participants displayed fewer errors across sessions, 
but no effect of session for reaction time [F(3,30) = 2.57; P >0.05]. There were no 
other significant interactions for reaction time or errors [F (2,20) = 0.16; P >0.05] 
[Fs(3,30) <0.37; ps >0.05] [Fs(6,60) <1.84; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: There were no significant main effects or interactions during the 
conditioning test for RVIP reaction time or errors [Fs(l,lO) <0.59; ps >0.05] 
[Fs(2,20) <2.17; ps >0.05]. 
8.3.5 Mood 
Conditioning Trials: There was a significant main effect of group for "Headache" (0-
30 minutes) [F(l,10) = 5.18; P <0.05]. The paired group showed an increase in 
headache (5.7 mm; SD = 16.7 mm) compared to a decrease in the unpaired group (-
5.0 mm; SD = 16.8 mm). There were no other main effects of group [Fs(l,10) <3.31; 
ps >0.05] (see Table 3). There were no significant main effects of session or 
significant interactions for any of the mood factors [Fs(3,30) <2.29; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: There were no significant effects of group for any of the mood 
factors [ts <0.90, dfs = 10, ps >0.05] (see Table 8.4). 
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Table 8.4. Mean changes (mm) for all mood factors on the conditioning trials and 
at the conditioning test in the paired and unpaired groups. Standard deviations 
• th . are lD paren eSlS. 
FactorlTrait Group Condo Condo Condo Condo Condo 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Test 
Anxiety Paired -6.7 2.7 11.0 8.7 -5.8 
(31.7) (3.3) (16.7) (9.2) (28.4) 
Unpaired -1.8 -9.0 -5.2 4.5 -7.8 
(7.8) (13.1) (12.9) (19.6) (16.4) 
Headache Paired 5.5 1.5 6.7 1.5 -5.7 
(24.8) (39.9) (51.3) (29.3) (12.6) 
Unpaired -6.0 0.5 -11.2 7.0 4.8 
(26.1 ) (18.0) (22.8) (11.2) (175) 
Positive Paired 5.0 2.1 -14.8 -6.2 -10.3 
Mood (22.8) (26.8) (4S.2) (34.4) (3S.8) 
Unpaired -10.2 -10.8 -2.3 8.7 8.7 
(20.7) (22.4) (33.6) (S4.7) (4S.4) 
Mental Paired 10.8 16.0 12.3 -13.0 -13.5 
Clarity (29.3) (S 1. 1) (69.2) (33.5) (48.1) 
Unpaired 16.S -20.S 7.0 -4.S -0.2 
(2S.S) (11.0) (37.3) (33.0) (28.4) 
Mental Paired 12.3 -2.8 -7.5 12.3 -9.5 
Repose (43.7) (46.4) (27.9) (61.S) (40.2) 
Unpaired -5.8 7.7 1.5 9.3 -3.2 
(10.8) (35.4) (25.7) (21.9) (52.6) 
Tense Paired -14.0 6.3 -1.5 -2.3 -27.0 
Mood (61.4) (18.4) (39.9) {41.4) (47.8) 
Unpaired 4.0 16.2 1.5 -14.8 -2.7 
(24.5) (19.2) (17.5) (27.3) (68.3) 
Sleepiness Paired 1.5 -4.2 11.0 23.8 -7.3 
(36.0) (62.3) (36.9) (56.0) (49.4) 
Unpaired -22.2 22.5 5.0 19.8 -0.8 
(52.5) (63.9) (6S.4) (33.S) (58.6) 
8.3.6 Cardiovascular Measures 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant main effects of group [Fs(l,10) 
<2.11; ps >0.05] or session [Fs(3,30) <1.95; ps >0.05] for SBP, DBP or HR. There 
was a significant group-by-session interaction for SBP. Post-hoc independent t-tests 
showed group differences that approached significance on session two [t = -1.84, df = 
10, p = 0.096] and session four [t = 1.82. df= 10, p = 0.09]. SBP decreased in the 
paired (relative to unpaired) group on session two, and increased in the unpaired 
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(relative to paired) group on session four. There were no significant interactions for 
DBP or HR [Fs(3 ,30) <2.5 1; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: There were no effects on any cardiovascular measure during the 
conditioning test [ts <0.89, dfs = 10; ps >0.05]. 
8.3.7 Post-Session Questionnaires 
At the end of each session, participants were asked to indicate what substance they 
believed that they had received that day from a li st of substances (see section 4 .5). 
The responses are shown in Tables 8.5 and 8.6. 
Table 8.5. Number of participants in the unpaired group who believed that they 
had received caffeine during the conditioning trials compared to an alternative 
btl b "d' 1m " su s ance, PI ace 0 or on t ow 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffeine 1 1 0 2 4 
Other 2 5 5 3 15 
substance 
Placebo 3* 0* 1* ] * 5* 
Don' t know 0 0 0 0 0 
·correct choIce 
Table 8.6. Number of participants in the paired group who believed that they 
had received caffeine during the conditioning trials compared to an alternative 
btl b "d 't k " su s ance, pace 0 or on now 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffeine 3* 3* 1* 2* 9* 
Other 2 ] 2 1 6 
substance 
Placebo 0 2 2 2 6 
Don' t know 1 0 1 1 3 
·correct choIce 
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Pearson's chi-square analysis examining the association between group and reported 
identification of caffeine was not significant [r (I, N=12) = 2.64, P >0.05]. 
The post-experiment questionnaire asked participants whether they ever experienced 
cravings for caffeine or withdrawal symptoms following a period of no intake. If they 
responded "yes" to this question they were then asked whether they had felt any such 
withdrawal and/or craving prior to any experimental session. The results are 
displayed in Table 8.7. 
Table 8.7. Number of participants who reported experience of withdrawal 
and/or craving in general and at experimental sessions in unpaired and paired 
~roups 
No. of participants who ever Ifso, no. of participants who experienced 
experience caffeine withdrawal caffeine withdrawal and! or craving at the 
and/or craving (N=6per group) sessions 
Unpaired 2 1 
Paired 3 1 
Total 5 2 
42% (5 out of 12) of participants reported ever experiencing caffeine withdrawal 
symptoms and/or caffeine craving upon abstinence, and only 17% (2 out of 12) 
reported feeling such symptoms during any of the experimental sessions. 
8.4 DISCUSSION 
No main effects of caffeine were found for any of the cognitive tasks during the 
conditioning trials and therefore unsurprisingly no conditioned effects of caffeine 
were observed at test. Choice reaction duration deteriorated across blocks in the 
unpaired but not the paired group, and a similar pattern was obtained for RVIP 
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reaction time, which is consistent with the suggestion that caffeine can offset task 
fatigue (see Smith 2002). However, in general there were no robust effects of 
caffeine on cognitive performance. In addition, there were only modest effects of 
caffeine on mood, as only reports of "Headache" were affected by caffeine, but in 
contrast to predictions suggesting that caffeine attenuates withdrawal-related 
headache, ratings of headache increased in paired group 
In agreement with previous findings, caffeine significantly affected blood pressure but 
these effects were not consistent or predictable across trials (Kourtidou-Papadeli et a1. 
2002). Future studies should take into account factors that may affect the reliabil~ty of 
CV measures such as activity prior to the test sessions. 
These results contrast with the significant effects of caffeine found in Experiment 3. 
One possibility for the contrasting findings is that the sample size (which was smaller 
in the present study than those previously reported in this thesis) was too small to 
detect statistically reliable results. However, on many of the cognitive measures, the 
direction of the effects was opposite to those predicted suggesting that the effects 
would not have strengthened with additional participants. 
Alternatively, because only five of the 12 participants reported ever experiencing 
caffeine craving or withdrawal upon abstinence, and only two of these reported being 
aware of caffeine craving and/or withdrawal during the study, it is possible that the 
modest effects of caffeine were due to low responsiveness to caffeine due to lack of 
withdrawal effects. To address this issue, a more rigorous screening procedure could 
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be introduced to identify participants who demonstrate performance benefits of 
caffeine. 
It may also be significant that the present study was a between-subjects design 
whereas Experiment 3 used a within-subjects design. Although in the present study 
groups did not significantly differ on the basis ofBMI, age and levels of habitual 
consumption, other factors which may have influenced responses to caffeine such as: 
personality (Gilliland 1980); anxiety (Bruce, Scott, Shine & Lader 1992); 
pharmacokinetics (Lader, Cardwell, Shine & Scott 1996); co-commitant drug use 
(Patwardhan, Desmond, Johnson & Schenker 1980); and beliefs about the effects of 
caffeine on performance (Dei & Hartley 2005) were not controlled for. Furthermore, 
significant effects may be masked by inter-subject variability in baseline responding. 
A within-subject design reduces such variability and has the added advantage of 
increasing the statistical power to detect effects without increasing the number of 
participants. This is particularly advantageous for studies in which suitable 
participants (e.g. non-smoking, high caffeine consumers) are difficult to recruit. 
Therefore, the next experiment implemented a within-subjects design and included a 
pre-experiment screening procedure to increase the likelihood of observing significant 
effects of caffeine. 
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CHAPTER 9: 
EXPERIMENT 5: CONDITIONED PERFORMANCE AND SUBJECTIVE 
EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE USING A DIFFERENTIAL CONDITIONING 
PARADIGM 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
No significant effects of caffeine on mood or performance were observed in 
Experiment 4 despite the fact that clear effects of the same dose of caffeine were 
observed in Experiment 3. These contrasting findings may relate to the fact the 
participants in Experiment 3 received both caffeine and placebo according to a within-
subjects design whereas a between-subjects design was used in Experiment 4. 
There is considerable experimental evidence suggesting that responses to caffeine are 
affected by individual differences (Lader et al. 1996). Although the two groups in 
Experiment 4 were similar in age, habitual consumption, cigarette smoking and BMI, 
there are other factors that are known to affect responding to caffeine that could not 
easily be controlled. For example, there can be substantial inter-individual variability 
in the rate at which caffeine is absorbed and metabolised, due to both physical (e.g. 
concomitant drug-use, food in gastrointestinal tract) and genetic factors (Lader et al. 
1996; Magkos & Kavouras 2005). Furthermore, between-subject variability in 
baseline responding may mask the effects of caffeine. 
The present study used a within-subjects differential conditioning paradigm to reduce 
inter-subject variability in responding. For half of the conditioning trials, one context 
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(CS+) was paired with caffeine, and for the other half of the trials placebo was 
administered in different context (CS-). These sessions were followed by two tests of 
conditioning, in which responses to placebo were assessed in the CS+ and the CS-
contexts. Foltin and Haney (2000) used a similar procedure to examine the effects of 
pairing two sets of neutral cues with either placebo or cocaine smoking, and 
demonstrated cocaine-like physiological responding and craving to the cocaine-
paired, but not placebo-paired, cues. In addition, differential procedures have 
successfully demonstrated conditioning to the physiological and behavioural effects of 
alcohol (Glautier, Drummond & Remington 1994), physiological effects and craving 
responses to nicotine (Lazev, Herzog & Brandon 1999; Field & Duka 2001) and the 
rated pleasantness of caffeine (Yeomans, Durlach & Tinley 2005). 
Because learning in one context may affect learning in the other context, the temporal 
arrangement of the trials in differential conditioning paradigms requires consideration. 
Both alternating (Le. a CS+ always followed by a CS- trial) and randomised 
procedures have been used previously (Glautier et al.1994; Field & Duka 2001; 
Yeomans, Durlach & Tinley 2005). While it may be argued that alternating 
procedures promote expectancy effects, there are also potential problems with fully or 
quasi-randomised procedures. For example, if multiple CS- sessions occur at the 
beginning or at the end of the learning phase this can inhibit conditioning through 
processes of latent inhibition or extinction, respectively (Maes & Vossen 2000). 
Therefore, an alternating procedure was used in the present study but the conditioning 
trials were separated by at least 24 hours to reduce expectancy effects. Infonnation 
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about the previous session is less likely to be remembered after 24 hours than after 
shorter inter-session intervals (Foltin & Haney 2000; Field & Duka 2002). 
To maximise the likelihood of obtaining clear caffeine effects on performance, 
participants were screened before the main experiment to identify caffeine consumers 
displaying caffeine-induced performance enhancements. Participants attended two 
60-minute experimental sessions (caffeine versus placebo). Only participants who 
showed reaction time benefits of caffeine relative to placebo were offered a place on 
the main study. Similar procedures have been used in caffeine discrimination studies 
to identify participants who are able to discriminate drug from placebo. For example, 
Oliveto et al. (1992) attempted to establish reliable discrimination of caffeine (versus 
placebo) capsules in a group of caffeine consumers. After an initial training phase, 
participants were tested for discrimination, and only participants who achieved a 
performance criterion were enrolled into the final experimental phase of the study. 
Participants performing below this criterion were discontinued from the study. 
It was predicted that participants would display mood and performance benefits of 
caffeine relative to placebo. Furthermore, these benefits would be maintained in the 
caffeine-paired context relative to placebo-paired context when placebo was 
administered in both contexts. 
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9.2 METHOD 
9.2.1 Participants 
9.2.1.1 Screening 
49 participants (18 male; mean age 23.2 years) participated in the screening 
procedure. A comprehensive report of the procedure, demographics and results is 
presented in Chapter 11. 45 participants attended two sessions (caffeine vs. placebo) 
on separate afternoons at approximately the same time of day. Capsule order was 
counterbalanced across participants and capsule administration was double blind. 
Caffeine administration, the task battery and the experimental procedure were 
identical to the main study (see 9.2.4), with the following exceptions: a) the sessions 
took place in a general usage laboratory so that there was no pre-exposure to the 
conditioned stimuli prior to the conditioning trials; b) practice versions of the SRT 
and CRT tasks (two blocks of 15 trials) were included at the beginning of each 
session. 
Participants were included in the main study if their reaction times following caffeine 
administration were consistently faster than their reaction times following placebo 
administration. To maintain the double blind procedure, two additional experimenters 
examined the data and selected the participants. Of the twenty participants who were 
accepted from the screening procedure, twelve agreed to participate in the main study. 
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9.2.1.2 Main Study 
Two participants failed to complete all of the sessions, as their data was omitted from 
the analysis. The remaining ten participants (7 female/3 male; mean age of 22 years, 
range 18-29 years; BMI mean 22.5, range 20.7-25.8) had an average daily caffeine 
intake of251 mg/day (range 144 to 450 mg), and participated in return for cash (£50) 
or course credits. 
9.2.2 Design and Materials 
This within-subject design required participants to attend 10 sessions comprising four 
trials in which caffeine was paired with one context (CS+) and four trails in which 
placebo was paired with a different context (CS-). These conditioning trials were 
followed by two tests of conditioning, in which placebo was administered in both 
contexts. CS- and CS+ sessions were alternated (i.e. CS+ lICS-I, CS+2/CS-2, 
CS+3/CS-3 and CS+4/CS-4) and capsule order (placebo/caffeine vs. caffeine/placebo) 
and the context which served as the CS+ were counterbalanced across participants. 
The sessions were spaced so that the interval between any two did not fall below 24 
hours. Although it was originally stipulated that the interval between sessions should 
not exceed 7 days, illness in one participant and the Christmas vacation (2 
participants) resulted in some longer inter-session intervals (up to 28 days). 400 mg 
of caffeine and placebo were administered as per section 4.3. 
Conditioned Stimuli: The test rooms that served as either the CS+ or the CS- were 
matched in size and both contained a table, chair and computer. They were 
differentiated by colour (black versus white painted walls and ceiling), and contained 
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distinct olfactory and visual cues. A distinct odour was added to each cubicle by 
using a Glade plug-in diffuser (SC Johnson, Surrey). Fragrances were chosen based 
on the results of a pilot questionnaire that asked participants (N=20) to rate four 
sample odours from the Glade plug-in range. Ratings were made using 100 mm 
visual analogue scales with the anchors "not at all" (0) and "extremely" (100). The 
two fragrances chosen for the study were "Bamboo and White Fresia" (added to the 
white cubicle) and "Smells of the Orient" (added to the black cubicle), on the basis 
that they were well matched for pleasantness [t = 0.22, df= 19, P >0.05]. pungency [t 
= 0.36, df= 19, p >0.05] and novelty [t = 0.85, df= 19, P >0.05], yet were also 
considered relatively distinct (similarity score of 30 mm on a 100 mm V AS). 
The same 20 participants also completed a VAS (100 mm) asking them to rate eight 
size A6 prints (GB poster. com) for "liking", "familiarity" and "interest" ("not at all" 
to "extremely"), The two best matched were pictures ofNeuschwanstein Castle, 
Germany and Bora Bora Island, which did not significantly differ on any of the 
ratings (liking [t = -0.34, df= 21, P >0.05]; familiarity [t = 0.39, df= 21, P >0.05]; 
interest [t = 0.87, df= 21, p >0.05]). Full-size (91 x 61 cm) versions of these prints 
were subsequently placed in the white and black cubicles respectively, 
9.2.3 Measures 
The CANT AB tasks and mood measure were as used in Experiment 4, but the 
cardiovascular measures were omitted due to lack of consistent effects observed in 
previous studies. 
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9.2.4 Procedure 
All testing took place between 12:00 and 18:00 hours, and participants attended each 
session at approximately the same time of day. The individual test sessions followed 
the same procedure as Experiment 4 (see section 8.2.4), with the exception that the 
cardiovascular measures were no longer taken (see Table 9.1). 
The conditioning tests also followed the same procedure, except that all participants 
received placebo in each test environment. At the end of the tenth session, 
participants completed the post-experiment questionnaire and were then debriefed and 
paid or awarded course credits for their time. 
Table 9.1. Schedule of conditioning trials and conditioning test 
Conditioning Trials (Sessions 1-8) 
Omins Mood measures (1) 
3 min Saliva Assay 
4 mins Capsule 
34 mins Mood measures (2) 
37 mins RVIP 
43 mins MTS 
46 mins SRT/CRT 
54 mins Mood measures (3) 
57 mins Leave test cubicle - capsule 2 
58 mins Post session questionnaire 
Conditioning Test (Session 5) 
0-58 mins As conditioning trials 
58 mins Post experiment questionnaire and debriefing 
9.2.5 Data Analysis 
Reaction times below 100 ms (SRT, CRT and MTS), and more than 3 standard 
deviations above an individual's mean score (SRT, CRT, MTS MD) were considered 
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outliers and removed (SRT: 1.5% and 1.2, CRT: 1.7% and 1.0%. MTS: 0% and 0% 
removed for reaction and movement duration respectively). For the conditioning 
trials, mean reaction times (RVIP). reaction and movement durations (MTS, SRT and 
CRT) and errors (RVIP, MTS) were compared using repeated measures ANOVAs 
with drug (caffeine versus placebo) and conditioning trial (1 to 4) and block as within 
subject factors. ANOVAs for RVIP, SRT and CRT included an additional within-
subjects factor of block. Change from baseline scores for the mood factors were 
analysed using two-way ANOV As comprising drug and session within-subject 
factors. Where appropriate, post-hoc paired t-tests (using the Bonferroni correction) 
were used to examine the drug effects across the conditioning trials. The effects of 
drug order and room were also analysed. and significant effects or interactions are 
reported in the relevant sections; non-significant effects are not reported. 
Paired t-tests (CS+ compared with CS-) or 2-way AN OVA with conditioned stimulus 
type and block as factors were used to determine whether the responses to placebo in 
the CS+ context differed from responses to placebo in the CS- context. 
Repeated measure ANOVAs (CS condition and block as within-subjects factors) were 
used to determine whether there were significant differences between CS conditions 
on the conditioning test for all measures comprising a block factor. For all other 
measures, paired t-tests were used. The chi-square analysis of the post-session data 
was as Experiment 1. 
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9.3 RESULTS 
9.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
Conditioning Trials: For reaction duration, there was a trend towards a significant 
effect of drug [F(I,9) = 3.76; p = 0.085] and a significant main effect of block [F(I,9) 
= 5.59; P <0.05], with quicker performance after caffeine relative to placebo and 
marginally (mean: 4.7 ms) faster performance on block one versus block two. There 
was also a significant interaction between drug and trial [F(3,27) = 3.08; p <0.05]. 
Participants were faster after caffeine on sessions one and two, but this difference was 
lost on later trials due to faster responding after placebo (see Figure 9.1). 
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Figure 9.1. Mean SRT reaction duration scores (ms) for the CS+ (caffeine) and 
CS- (placebo) conditioning trials and tests. Error bars represent SE means. 
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Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the difference between caffeine and placebo RD 
performance was significant for trial 2 only [t = 3.26, df= 9, P <0.0125]. There were 
no other significant interactions [F(I,9) = 0.39; p >0.05] [Fs(3,27) <1.63; ps>0.05]. 
For movement duration, there was a significant main effect of drug F( 1 ,9) = 10.43; P 
<0.05] with participants responding faster after caffeine relative to placebo. There 
was no significant effect of trial [F(3,27) = 1.69; P >0.05] or block [F(3,27) = 1.16; P 
<0.05] and no significant caffeine-by-trial [F(3,27) = 0.73; P >0.05] (see Figure 9.2) 
or block interactions [F(I,9) = 0.01; P >0.05] [Fs(3,27) <1.49; p>0.05]. 
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Figure 9.2. Mean SRT movement duration scores (ms) for the CS+ (caffeine) 
and CS- (placebo) conditioning trials and tests. Error bars represent SE means. 
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There was a main effect of room [F(I,8) = 6.0; p <0.05] with responding faster in the 
white cubicle (310.6 ms) compared to the black cubicle (323.3 ms). There was a 
significant drug-by-drug order interaction [F(l,8) = 28.9; p <0.02], in which 
participants assigned to the placebo-caffeine order were faster after caffeine (308.4 
ms) relative to placebo (344.1 ms), compared to little difference between caffeine 
(303.7 ms) and placebo (305.0 ms) for participants who were assigned to the caffeine-
placebo order. 
Conditioning Test: There were no significant effects of conditioned stimulus type or 
block and no significant interactions between these factors for reaction and movement 
[Fs(l,9) <1.77; ps >0.05]. There was a main effect of block for movement duration 
[F(l,9) = 12.05; p >0.05] with performance slowing from block one (279.6 ms) to 
block two (291.1 ms). 
9.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
Conditioning Trials: For reaction duration, there was a significant main effect ,of drug 
[F(I,9) = 8.02; P <0.03] and trial [F(3,27) = 4.67; P <0.01], and a trend towards a 
main effect ofblock[F(3,27) = 2.38; P = 0.092]. Participants were faster overall after 
caffeine relative to placebo, and there was an improvement in performance across 
trials (see Figure 9.3), and a slowing across blocks. The means show that the caffeine 
benefit was largest for the first trial [t = 2.37, df= 9, p = 0.04]. There were no 
significant interactions for reaction duration [F(3,27) <1.72; P >0.05] [F(9,81) <1.56; 
p >0.05]. 
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Figure 9.3. Mean CRT reaction duration scores (ms) for the CS+ (caffeine) and 
CS- (placebo) conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
For movement duration, there was a significant main effect of drug [F(I,9) = 9.06; P 
<0.02] and an effect of trial that approached significance [F(3,27) = 2.67, P = 0.067]. 
Participants were faster after caffeine and showed a general improvement across trials 
(see Figure 9.4). There was no significant effect of block [F(3,27) = 0.72; P <0.05] 
and no significant interactions [Fs(3,27) < 0.19; ps >0.05] [Fs(9,81) <0.87; ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 9.4. Mean CRT movement duration scores (ms) for the CS+ (caffeine) 
and CS- (placebo) conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error bars 
represent SE means. 
Conditioning Test: There were no main effects of conditioned stimulus type or any 
interactions for reaction or movement durations [Fs(3,27) < 1.47; ps >0.05] [Fs(9,81) 
<0.38; ps >0.05]. 
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9.3.3 Match-to-Sample Visual Search (MTS) 
Conditioning Trials: There was a significant main effect of drug [F( 1 ,9) = 5.19; p 
<0.05] and trial [F(3,27) = 6.74; P <0.005] for level one reaction duration. Overall 
performance was faster after caffeine and improved across trials. However, there was 
also a significant drug-by-trial interaction [F(3,27) = 3.57; P <0.05] with faster times 
after caffeine compared to placebo on trials 1 and 2 only. Post-hoc t-tests revealed a 
significant effect of drug on trial two only [t = 3.31, df= 9, p <0.01] (see Figure 9.5). 
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Figure 9.5. Mean reaction duration (ms) on level one of MTS for caffeine and 
placebo conditions across four conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error 
bars represent SE means. 
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Participants did not make any errors for level one and therefore only error data for 
levels two and three are reported. There were no significant effects of drug or trial 
and no significant interactions for reaction duration on levels two or three [Fs(3,27) 
<2.14; ps >0.05]. There was a significant effect of room order for all levels of 
reaction duration [Fs(1 ,8) >5.60; ps <0.05], with participants experiencing the rooms 
in the order black/white displaying significantly slower performance relative to those 
allocated to the order whitelblack. In addition there were no significant main effects 
or interactions on movement duration or errors at any level [Fs(3,27) <2.13; ps 
>0.05]. 
Conditioning Test: There were no significant effects of conditioned stimulus type for 
reaction or movement durations at any level [ts <1.69, dfs = 9, ps >0.05]. There were 
no significant effects of conditioned stimulus type on errors for levels 2 or 3 [t = 2.24, 
df= 9, P >0.05]. There was a main effect of room for level one reaction duration [t = 
3.80, df= 9; p<O.005] with faster performance in the white cubicle (652.6 ms) relative 
to the black cubicle (752.1 ms). 
9.3.4 Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVIP) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no significant main effects of drug [F( 1 ,9) = 2.44; P 
>0.05], trial [F(3,27) = 0.28; p >0.05] or block [F(2,18) = 0.13; p >0.05], and no 
significant interactions [F(2,18) = 2.25; p >0.05] [F(3,27) = 0.55; P >0.05] [Fs(6,54) 
<1.43; ps >0.05] for reaction time. 
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There was a near significant effect of drug [F(l,9) = 5.07; p = 0.051) on errors, with 
fewer errors after caffeine, and a significant effect of trial [F(3,27) = 3.30; p <0.05], 
with fewer errors across trials (see Figure 9.6). There was a significant trial-by-block 
interaction [F(6,54) = 2.60; P <0.05] with fewer errors across blocks on earlier trials 
but participants making more errors across blocks on later sessions. There was no 
main effect of block [F(2,18) = 2.15; P >0.05], nor any other significant interactions 
[F(2,18) = 0.18; P >0.05] [F(3,27) = 0.44; P >0.05] [F(6,54) = 0.71; P >0.05]. 
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Figure 9.6. Mean number of errors on RVIP for the CS+ (caffeine) and CS-
(placebo) conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
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Conditioning Test: There were no main effects or interactions for reaction time or 
errors [Fs(3,27) < 1.47; ps >0.05] [Fs(9,81) <0.38; ps >0.05]. 
9.3.5 Mood 
Conditioning Trials: Placebo produced significant increases in "sleepiness" [Fs( 1,9) 
> 15.38; ps <0.004] and significant decreases in "positive mood" [F(l,9) = 11.41; P 
<0.008] and "mental clarity" [F(1,9) = 24.42; p <0.008], relative to little change after 
caffeine. Following caffeine, there were decreases in "mental repose" [F(1,9) = 4.88; 
p = 0.06] and increases in headache (30-50 mins) [F(I,9) = 3.65; P = 0.09] that 
approached significance (see Figure 9.7). There were no significant main effects of 
trial [Fs(3,27) <2.46; ps >0.05]. 
There was a significant drug-by-trial interaction for "general positive mood" [F(3,27) 
= 5.39; p <0.008], and a trend towards an interaction for "sleepiness" (30-50 mins) 
[Fs(3,27) = 3.52; P = 0.03] (see Table 9.2). For "general positive mood", the effect of 
drug was significant for trial one [t = -4.16; df = 9; p <0.005], but not for subsequent 
sessions [ts <1.39; dfs = 9; ps >0.05]. For "sleepiness", comparisons were significant 
for both trial one [t = 5.62; df= 9; P <0.0001] and trial two [t = 2.24; df= 9; P <0.05], 
but not for subsequent trials [ts <0.31; dfs = 9; ps >0.05] (see Table 9.2). In addition, 
there were significant session-by-drug-by-drug order interactions for "sleepiness" 
[F(3,24) = 4.17; P <0.05] and "general positive mood" [F(3,24) = 5.35; P <0.05]. The 
interaction appears to be due to one instance (trial two) when the placebo/caffeine 
ordered participants reported increases in sleepiness and decreases in general positive 
mood after caffeine relative to placebo. 
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Figure 9.7. Mean change (mm) in rated "sleepiness", "general positive mood", 
"mental clarity", "mental repose" and "headache" (30-50 mins) combined over 
the placebo (CS-) and caffeine (CS+) conditioning trials. Error bars represent 
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Table 9.2. Mean changes (mm) in "positive mood" and "sleepiness" across the 
four conditioning trials in the CS- (placebo) and CS+ (caffeine) conditions. 
St d d d . f' th . an ar eVla IOns ID paren eSls 
Condition Trial] Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 
Positive CS- -41.7 (38.9) -6.0 (36.3) -18.4(17.3) -11.0 (32.9) 
Mood CS+ 17.2 (25.5) -3.8 (35.7) -1 0.4i26.3) 4.3 (37.2) 
Sleepiness CS- 43.7 (17.2) 42.2 (40.0) 4.1 (33.1} 11.9 (38.4) 
CS+ -3 .3 (24.0) 8.7 (46.9) 2.5 (23.8) 8.0 {3 1.5) 
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Conditioning test: There was a significant difference between CS+ and CS-
respond ing on ratings of "headache" [t = -2.42, df = 9, p <0.05] and a trend 
approaching significance on "mental clarity" [t = 1.89, df = 9, P = 0.09] (see Figure 
9.8). There was an increase in "mental clarity" and "headache" in the CS+ context 
relative to a decrease in "mental clarity" and no change in "headache" in the CS-
context. There were no other significant differences between CS+ and CS- conditions 
during the tests of conditioning [ts <1.74, dfs = 9, ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 9.S. Mean change (mm) in rated "mental clarity" and "headache" on the 
tests of conditioning in the CS+ and CS- contexts. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
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9.3.6 Post-session Questionnaires 
At the end of each session, participants were asked to indicate what substance they 
believed that they had received that day. The responses are li sted in Tables 9.3 and 
9.4. 
Table 9.3. Number of participants who believed that they had received caffeine 
during the conditioning trials in the CS- context, compared to alternative 
btl b "d 't k " su s ances, pi ace 0 or on now 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffeine 0 2 0 1 3 
Other 10 6 9 8 33 
substance I' 
Placebo 0* 1* 0* 1* 2* 
Don ' t know 0 1 1 0 2 
·correct choIce 
Table 9.4. Substances participants believed they had received during each CS+ 
conditioning trial 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Total 
Caffe ine 8* 1* 5* 2* 16* 
Other 2 7 4 7 20 
substance 
Placebo 0 1 0 0 1 
OtherlDon' t 0 1 I 1 3 
Know 
·correct choIce 
A greater number of participants identified caffeine as the substance they had taken 
during the CS+ conditioning trials compared to the CS- conditioning trials. The 
pearson' s chi-square analysis examining the association between condition (i.e. 
whether caffeine was administered) and reported identification of caffeine was 
significant [X2 = 11 .67; df = 1; p <0.005]. On the test of conditioning in which 
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placebo was administered in the context paired with caffeine (CS+), two out often 
participants reported that they had received caffeine and two reported placebo. The 
remainder stated that they thought they had received one of the other substances. 
The post-experiment questionnaire asked participants whether they ever experienced 
cravings for caffeine or withdrawal symptoms following a period of no intake. If they 
responded "yes" to this question they were then asked whether they had felt any such 
withdrawal and/or craving prior to any experimental session. The results are 
displayed in Table 9.5. 70% of the participant sample reported ever experiencing 
caffeine withdrawal and/or craving during periods of acute caffeine abstinence. Of 
these, 43% reported feeling such effects during the experimental sessions. 
Table 9.5. Number of participants who reported experience of withdrawal 
an d/ .. I dt . tl . or cravmg m genera an a expenmen a sessIOn 
No. of participants who ever If so, no. of participants who experienced 
experience caffeine withdrawal caffeine withdrawal and! or craving at the 
and/or craving sessions 
Count 7 3 
9.4 DISCUSSION 
Benefits of caffeine were observed for SRT and CRT and for MTS reaction time and 
RVIP accuracy. Furthermore, caffeine attenuated the negative changes in mental 
clarity, sleepiness and general positive mood that were reported after placebo. There 
was also a trend for caffeine to decrease ratings of mental repose. These clear effects 
of caffeine suggest that the use of the within-subjects design and the screening 
procedure were effective in increasing the likelihood of detecting effects of caffeine. 
This implies that previous inconsistencies in reports of the effects of caffeine on 
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cognition may be in part due to inter-subject variability in responding and sensitivity 
to caffeine. 
There was also some evidence of conditioned responding to the context previously 
paired with caffeine (CS+). Participants reported greater mental clarity and headache 
after placebo in the CS+ context compared to decreases or no change (respectively) 
after placebo in the CS- context. However, there was no difference in responding to 
the CS+ compared with the CS- for the cognitive measures, despite the detection of 
effects of caffeine on cognition during conditioning. It is important to note that for 
the majority of cognitive measures there was no effect of caffeine at the end of the 
conditioning trials, apparently due to placebo performance improving across 
conditioning trials. A similar pattern was also observed for "general positive mood" 
and "sleepiness". 
One explanation for this pattern of results is that practice effects were operating in the 
placebo but not the caffeine trials. However, this seems unlikely, especially since 
robust practice effects are not observed for simple tasks such as SRT. In addition, the 
similar pattern of results found for some mood factors further undermines an 
explanation based on practice effects alone. It is also unlikely that the effects are due 
to demand characteristics relating to the substance the participants thought they had 
. received on the placebo trials. When asked to identify the substance that they had 
received at the iatter CS- trials, participants were not more likely to choose caffeine, 
compared to earlier trials, indicating that the performance and mood improvements 
were not subjectively evaluated as "caffeine-like". Alternatively, the improvements 
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in perfonnance and mood in the placebo group be explained by a generalisation of an 
early drug-like conditioned response from the CS+ to the CS- context. Conditioning 
literature has showed that conditioned effects often generalise to stimuli that are 
similar to the original CS (Pavlov 1927; Sandoz, Pham-Deleque, Renou & Wadhams 
2001). Moreover, Godoy & Delius (1999) reported that a conditioned response 
generalised from a CS+ to a CS- context in an animal s~udy examining apomorphine 
sensitisation (Godoy & Delius 1999). If the findings of the present study were due to 
a generalised CR, then it is predicted that a CR would be observed in the CS+ context 
after fewer conditioning trials, i.e. prior to its generalisation to the CS- context. 
The reason why learning may have generalised is unclear but there are two possible 
explanations: Firstly, the effects of caffeine may have conditioned to a cue present in 
both contexts (e.g. the experimenter, computer hardware, capsule), and this may have 
overshadowed less salient cue elements of the context that were distinctive to each 
context (e.g. fragrance). Overshadowing effects of salient discrete cues over context 
cues has been confirmed experimentally (Walter & Riccio 1983; Hall & Symonds 
2006). For example, Hall & Symonds (2006) found that a particularly salient CS 
(flavoured drink) inhibited the aversive conditioning to a compound context cue. It is 
plausible that the capsule itself may have been a particularly salient cue, given the UR 
is a post-ingestive consequence of the capsule, and post-ingestive aversions have been 
shown to condition more readily to a vehicle-related cue (e.g. taste) than to a visual or 
auditory cue (Domjan, 2005). 
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Alternatively, the CS+ and CS- may not have been sufficiently distinct. In the real 
world, stimuli are not constant, therefore the ability to generalise learning from one 
context to another is an important adaptive mechanism. For example. when 
conditioning is established to a tone CS, similar tones acquire the ability to elicit CRs 
spontaneously (Pavlov, 1927). Although the contextual elements of the CS differed in 
the present study (i.e. different posters, different fragrances, different coloured tables 
and chairs), the fundamental elements were the same (Le. they both comprised 
posters, fragrances, tables and chairs). Such generalisation of conditioned responding 
has been reported in autonomic conditioning preparations, whereby a cue with similar 
sensory (phonetic) properties to an established CS+ elicited conditioned galvanic skin 
responses, despite no prior pairing with the US (shock) (Mandel & Bridger 1973). 
It is noteworthy that the magnitude of improvement in the CS- context (i.e. to a level 
comparable to the caffeine context) is greater than would be predicted by Pavlovian 
theory. Findings from generalisation gradient studies report that CR strength is 
directly related to the level of proximity or similarity between the CS and the 
generalised stimuli (Pavlov 1927; Gutman and Kalish 1956); therefore the generalised 
CR is expected to be of a lesser magnitude than the original CR (Pavlov 1927; 
Domjan 1986). However, previous studies have employed discrete CS such as a tone 
or tactile stimulation of the skin. Pavlov (1927) claimed that the CS produced 
localised cortical activation, which "irradiated" to surrounding cortical areas relating 
to sensorily similar stimuli. However, it is unclear how this relates to compound cues 
comprising many discrete elements. The irradiation argument would suggest multiple 
sites of activation, and these may summate to produce higher levels of responding 
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than would be predicted with discrete cues. It is also interesting that performance in 
the CS+ context did not improve during the latter trials (Le. no evidence of an additive 
relationship between CR and drug effect), although there are claims that the UR and 
CR may not interact in a simple additive manner (Carey & Gui 1997). 
The pattern of data favours generalisation of conditioned effects rather than 
discrimination. It would be reasonable to expect that across the course of the 
conditioning trials, differentiation ofthe two contexts would increase as participants 
have more time to develop coherent representations of the complex compound cues 
(Fanselow 1990). However, if the current findings are a result of contextual 
generalisation of a CR then it appears that participants formed gestalt-like configural 
representations of the context (Le. a computer cubicle, scented with poster) rather than 
differentiating on the basis of sensory differences (i.e. white computer cubicle, floral 
scented with poster of a castle). 
When asked what substance they thought that they had received, participants opted for 
caffeine significantly more often on caffeine trials than on placebo trials. This 
suggests that participants were better able to detect caffeine in the present study 
compared to Experiments 1 and 4, in which the number of identifications of caffeine 
did not significantly differ depending on whether caffeine or placebo was received. 
However, in the present study this appeared to be due to a large number of correct 
identifications of caffeine occurring on the first caffeine trial, after which 
identification of caffeine dropped substantially, despite significant mood and 
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performance effects being observed, suggesting that participants' explicit awareness 
that they had received caffeine did not influence the effects of caffeine. 
Furthermore, the within-subjects design and alternating trial procedure did not seem 
to promote contingency awareness, as no participant correctly reported the nature of 
the study, and when told that they had consistently received caffeine in one context 
and placebo in another, only 30% correctly identified the room in which they had 
received caffeine. Therefore, the current effects were acquired without explicit 
awareness of the CS-US contingency. 
In sum, the effects of caffeine were more robust in the present study than in previous 
experiments in this thesis. This may have been mediated by the screening procedure 
that was designed to identify "caffeine responders". It is interesting that 70% of the 
present sample reported that they experience caffeine withdrawal symptoms and/or 
craving during periods of caffeine abstinence (compared to 42% in Experiment 4). 
This suggests that the participants identified in the screening procedure may have 
shown effects of caffeine as they were also those who most readily experienced 
caffeine withdrawal. This is consistent with the large body of literature indicating that 
acutely deprived caffeine consumers are particularly sensitive to the effects of 
caffeine (James 1994; Lane 1997; Yeomans et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 2003) 
The present study demonstrated significant cognitive effects of caffeine relative to 
placebo that did not condition to the test context. However, early performance (and 
mood) benefits of caffeine declined due to systematic improvements in the placebo 
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condition. It was hypothesised that this may have been due to the acquisition of an 
early CR that generalised to the CS- context. This would suggest that a CR could be 
observed if tested earlier in the procedure. before stimulus generalisation occurs. 
Thus, the aim of Experiment 6 is to replicate Experiment 5 with fewer conditioning 
trials, in order to test for a conditioned response prior to any generalisation. 
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CHAPTER 10: 
EXPERIMENT 6: CONDITIONED PERFORMANCE AND SUBJECTIVE 
EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE WITH TWO CONDITIONING TRIALS 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Experiment 5 examined whether the effects of caffeine on performance and mood 
could be conditioned to a previously-neutral context using a differential conditioning 
paradigm. Despite significant effects of caffeine across the conditioning trials, no 
conditioned cognitive effects were observed. However, further analysis of the data 
revealed that while caffeine improved performance on the early conditioning trials, 
these benefits were lost during the later conditioning trials due to systematic 
improvements in performance after placebo. One explanation of this pattern ofresuIts 
is that a conditioned association was formed between the effects of caffeine and the 
test context (CS+) that generalised to the CS- environmental context, resulting in the 
expression of a conditioned response in the placebo-paired context on later trials. 
The aim of Experiment 6 was to test this hypothesis by reducing the number of 
conditioning trials so that testing occurs before any possible generalisation to the 
placebo-paired context. The number of conditioning trials was reduced to four (two 
per CS). Although there was evidence of generalisation by trial three in Experiment 
5, it was felt that a single CS+/caffeine pairing may be insufficient to support 
conditioning. Although there is evidence of conditioned taste aversions after a single 
trial (see Domjan 1986), these are presumed to be particularly specialised examples of 
conditioning due to the significant biological importance associated with avoidance of 
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toxins (Domjan 2005). Animal have shown limited evidence of conditioning after a 
single conditioning trial (Cepeda-Benito, Davis, Reynoso, Harraid 2005; Cepeda-
Benito & Tiffany 1992), and a human conditioning study demonstrated strong 
conditioned effects after three, compared on one, conditioning trials (Barrett, King & 
Pang 2000). Furthermore, due to the counterbalanced trial ordering in Experiment 5 
(i.e. CS+/CS- vs. CS-/CS+), half of the participants had received three CS+/caffeine 
pairings by the third CS- session, which may have provided more time and learning to 
promote the generalised effect. 
A screening procedure was also used in the present study to identify caffeine 
responders. In Experiment 5, less than half of the screening sample (44%) was faster 
after caffeine than placebo. Examining the reported average caffeine intake of the 
sample revealed that the higher consumers (>200 mg/day approximately) were more 
likely to show caffeine-induced performance benefits than the lower consumers «200 
mg/day). Therefore the minimum level of caffeine intake required for enrolment into 
the screening procedure for Experiment 6 was increased to 200 mg/day. 
10.2 METHOD 
10.2.1 Participants 
10.2.1.1 Screening 
21 participants (6 male, 15 female; mean age 21.3 years, range 18-29 years; mean 
BMI 22.7, range 19.0-26.4) with an average daily caffeine intake of262.3 (range 175-
625 mg) took part in the screening procedure, in return for cash (£10) or course 
credits. 
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Screening materials and procedure: The experimental design. measures. caffeine 
administration and procedure were all identical to the screening procedure for 
Experiment 5. Twelve participants were accepted from the screening procedure and 
all took part in the main study. 
10.2.1.2 Main Study 
Twelve participants (4 male. 8 female; mean age 22 years, range 18-29 years; mean 
BMI 22.7. range 19.0-26.3) with an average daily caffeine intake of256.8 mg (range 
175-625 mg) took part in the study in return for cash (£30) or course credits. 
10.2.2 Design and Materials 
This study used the same differential conditioning paradigm as Experiment 5. with the 
exception that in the present study there were two CS- and two CS+ conditioning 
trials prior to the tests of conditioning. Capsule order. room order and the room in 
which caffeine was received were fully counterbalanced. All testing took place 
between 12:00 and 18:00 hours. and participants attended each session at 
approximately the same time·of day. Experimental sessions were spaced so that the 
interval between any two did not fall below 24 hours or exceed 7 days. 
All test materials, including the caffeine and placebo capsules, the to-be-conditioned 
stimuli (e.g. cubicles, visual and olfactory cues) and dependent measures (e.g. 
cognitive test battery and mood V AS) were identical to those used in Experiment 5. 
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10.2.3 Procedure 
The procedure (both screening and main) was identical to Experiment 5. 
10.2.4 Data Analysis 
Reaction times below 100 ms (SRT. CRT and MTS). and more than 3 standard 
deviations above an individual's mean score (SRT, CRT, MTS MD) were considered 
outliers and removed (SRT: 1.8% and 1.0, CRT: 1.3% and 1.8%, MTS: 0.2% and 
0.2% removed for reaction and movement duration respectively). 
All data analyses were as per Experiment 5. Due to a technical error, the task battery 
data for one experimental session for one participant was lost. Linear regression was 
used to estimate the missing data points (Tabacknick and Fidell, 2001). Each 
complete data set was used as the IV in tum. and the regression equation yielding the 
best significant fit was used to estimate the missing data point. 
1 0.3 RESULTS 
10.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
Conditioning Trials: There was a significant effect of drug for reaction duration 
[F(I,ll) = 11.09; p <0.01], with faster responding after caffeine relative to placebo 
(see Figure 10.1). There was no main effect of trial [F( 1,11) = 0.12; P >0.05] or block 
[FO,II) = 1.73; p >0.05] and no significant interactions [Fs(1,Il) <1.36; ps >0.05]. 
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Figure 10.1. Mean SRT reaction duration (ms) for the CS+ (caffeine) and CS-
(placebo) conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
There were no main effects of drug, trial or block and no significant interaction 
[Fs(l,ll) <2.30; ps >0.05] for movement duration (see Figure 10.2). 
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Figure 10.2. Mean SRT movement duration (ms) for the. CS+ (caffeine) and CS-
(placebo) conditioning trials and conditioning tests. Error bars represent SE 
means. 
Conditioning Tests: Participants were faster in the CS+ context compared to the CS-
context for both reaction and movement durations (see Figures 10.1 and 10.2). This 
difference was significant for movement duration [t = -3.03, df= 11, P <0.02], but did 
not reach significance for reaction duration [t = -1.47, df= 11, p> 0.05]. 
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10.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
Conditioning Trials: There was a significant effect of drug [F(l,ll) = 9.12; P <0.05] 
for reaction duration, with faster responding after caffeine relative to placebo (see 
Figure 10.3). There was no main effect of trial [F(I.II) = 0.22; P > 0.05] or block 
[F(3,33) = 1.07; P >0.05] and no significant interactions [F(I,11) = 2.60; p> 0.05] 
[Fs(3,33); P <1.07]. 
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Figure 10.3. Mean CRT reaction duration (ms) in the CS- and CS+ contexts 
during the conditioning trials and test. Error bars represent SE means. 
There was a trend towards a drug effect for movement duration [F(1,II) = 4.67; p = 
0.054], with faster responding after caffeine relative to placebo (see Figure 10.4). 
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There was no main effect of trial [F(1,ll) = 3.15; p> 0.05] or block [F(1,ll) = 0.31; 
p> 0.05] and no significant interaction [F(l.ll) = 1.90; p >0.05]. 
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Figure 10.4. Mean CRT movement duration (ms) in the CS- and CS+ contexts 
during the conditioning trials and test. Error bars represent SE means. 
Conditioning Test: Participants responded faster in the caffeine-paired (CS+) context 
compared to the placebo-paired (CS-) context. This difference was significant for 
movement duration [F(l,ll) = 8.03; P <0.05], but did not reach significance for 
reaction duration [F(1,ll) = 1.31; p >0.05]. 
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10.3.3 Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVIP) 
Conditioning Trials: For reaction time, there were no main effects of drug, trial 
[Fs(I,II) <0.80; ps >0.05] or block [Fs(2,22) = 1.10; p >0.05]. There was a 
significant drug-by-trial interaction [F(l,11) = 5.23; p <0.05]. Post-hoc tests revealed 
a significantly faster responding after caffeine relative to placebo on trial one [t = -
2.30, df= 11, p <0.05], compared to faster responding after placebo on trial two (non-
significant) [t = 1.03, df= 11, P >0.05]. There were no other significant interactions 
[Fs(2,22) <0.82; ps >0.05]. 
There were no main effects of drug or trial [Fs(1,11) <0.44; ps >0.05] on RVIP errors. 
There was a significant drug-by-trial interaction [F(I,11) = 8.16; P <0.02). Post-hoc 
tests revealed significantly fewer errors after caffeine relative to placebo on the trial 
one [t = -3.29, df= 11, p <0.01], and fewer errors after placebo during trial two (non-
. significant) [t = 1.41, df= 11, p >0.05]. There were no main effects or significant 
interactions of block [Fs(2,22) <1.11; ps >0.05] for reaction time or errors. 
Conditioning tests: There was no significant difference between responding in the 
two contexts during the tests of conditioning for reaction time or errors [Fs (1,11) 
<0.87; ps >0.05]. There were no main effects of block for reaction time or errors [Fs 
(2,22) <1.89; ps >0.05] and no context-by-block interactions. There was a significant 
drug-by-drug order interaction [F (l, 10) = 11.6; P <0.0 I] with participants assigned to 
the CS+/CS- order displaying faster performance in the CS+ context (365.1 ms) 
relative to the CS- context (398.7) compared to participants assigned to the CS-/CS+ 
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order who demonstrated faster performance in the CS- context (403.0 ms) relative to 
the CS+ context (471.3 ms). 
10.3.4 Match-to-Sample Visual Search (MTS) 
Conditioning Trials: There were no main effects of drug [Fs(I,11) <1.12; ps >0.05] 
for any level of MTS reaction duration. For all levels, there was a reaction time 
decrease across trials which approached significance for level one [F( 1,11) = 4.34; p 
= 0.061], and reached significance for levels two [F(1,II) = 12.09; p <0.01] and thr,ee 
[F(1,II) = S.93; P <0.037]. There were no significant drug-by-trial interactions 
[Fs( 1, 11) <1.80; ps >O.OS]. Participants did not make any errors for level one and 
therefore only error data for levels two and three were analysed. There were no 
significant main effects or interactions for movement duration or errors on any level 
ofMTS [Fs(I,11) <2.47; ps >0.05]. 
Conditioning test: There were no significant effects for reaction durations, movement 
durations or errors [ts <1.81; dfs = 11, ps >0.05]. 
10.3.5 Mood 
Conditioning Trials: There were significa~t increases in ratings of "headache" (0-30 
mins) after caffeine relative to decreases after placebo [F(1,ll) = 13.07; p <O.OOS]. 
There were no other significant effects of drug or trial [F( 1,11) <3.16; ps >O.OS]. 
There was a near significant drug-by-trial interaction for "mental clarity" [F( 1,11) = 
3.60; p =0.08], with increases after caffeine on trial one compared to a decrease after 
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placebo [t=1.39, df= 11, p >0.05]. In contrast, there was a decrease after caffeine and 
no change after placebo on trial two [t=-0.78, df= 11, p >0.05] (see Table to.1). 
There were no other significant interactions [Fs(1,II) <2.40; ps >0.05]. 
Table 10.1. Mean changes (mm) on all mood factors across the two conditioning 
trials in the CS- (placebo) and CS+ (caffeine) conditions and at the conditioning 
t t St d d d . f ." th' es • an ar eVla Ions are ~lVen ID paren eSls. 
Condition Cond. Trial 1 Cond. Trial 2 Cond. Test 
Anxiety CS- -6.0f27.4) 2.5 (7.3) -1.S (6.4) 
CS+ 1.3 (14.8) 0.1 (8.9) -2.9 (14.3) 
Headache CS- -0.9 (2S.8) 2.9 (12.01 -3.0 (11.21 
CS+ 9.4120.2) 4.0 (9.5) 4.3 (7.S) 
General Positive CS- -14.8 (53.7) -14.1 (24.0) -22.0 (23.4) 
Mood CS+ -11.4 f56. 9) -18.9 (27.9) -17.9 (45.S) 
Mental Clarity CS- -14.5 (22.9) 0.5 (24.01 2.75 (16.0) 
CS+ 6.0 (38.9) -6.5 (26.01 -17.2 (24.S) 
Mental Repose CS- -14.3 (22.2) -2.0 (19.7} I.S (23.9) 
CS+ -12.7 (36.4) 1.7 (31.2) 14.1 (27.4) 
Tense Negative CS- 4.0 (25.0) -14.3 (39.2) -S.1 (23.9) 
Mood CS+ 3.8 (42.8) -5.7 (43.8) 1.6 (21.1) 
Sleepiness CS- 4.3 (43.6) 11.0 (57.2) 31.5 (42.3) 
CS+ -3.2 (19.5) 7.2 (22.0) -6.1 (50.0) 
Conditioning test: Despite no significant differences between conditions at the 
conditioning test [ts <1.80; dfs = 11; ps >0.05]. there were trends that approached 
significance. There were substantial increases in "sleepiness" in the CS- context 
relative to decreases in the CS+ context [t = -1.98, df= 11, P = 0.07]. "Mental 
clarity" decreased in the CS- context compared to a small increase in the CS+ context 
[t = 2.10, df= 11; p = 0.06]. 
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10.3.6 Post-session Questionnaires 
At the end of each session, participants were asked to indicate what substance they 
believed that they had received that day. The responses are listed in Tables 10.2 and 
10.3. 
Table 10.2. Number of participants who believed that they' had received caffeine 
during the conditioning trials and conditioning test in the CS- context, compared 
t It f btl b "d 't k " oa erna Ive su s ances, pi ace 0 or on 'now 
Conditioning Conditioning Condo Test 
Trial 1 Trial 
Caffeine 1 4 3 
Other 8 5 8 
substance 
Placebo 1* 1* 1* 
Don't know 2 2 0 
·substance that was actually adnuRlstcred 
Table 10.3. Number of participants who believed that they had received caffeine 
during the conditioning trials and conditioning test in the CS+ context, compared 
t It f btl b "d 't k " oa erna Ive su s ances, pi ace 0 or on now 
Conditioning Conditioning Condo Test 
Trial 1 Trial 
CatTeine 5* 2* 2 
Other 6 8 9 
substance 
Placebo 0 0 1* 
Don't know 1 2 0 
·substance that was actually administered 
The Pearson's chi-square analysis examining the association between condition (i.e. 
whether caffeine was administered) and reported identification of caffeine (during 
conditioning trials) was not significant [X2 = 0.44, df= 1; p >0.05]. 
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Half of participants (six out of twelve) rep?rted ever experiencing caffeine withdrawal 
and/or craving upon abstinence. Of these, three reported experiencing craving at 
some point during the experimental procedure (see Table 10.4). 
Table 10.4. Number of participants who reported experience of withdrawal 
and/or craving in general and at the experimental sessions 
No. of participants who ever If so, no. of participants who experienced 
experience caffeine withdrawal caffeine withdrawal and! or craving at the 
and/or craving sessions 
Count 6 3 
10.4 DISCUSSION 
Across the conditioning trials, participants were faster after caffeine compared to 
placebo on all aspects ofSRT and CRT reaction duration. Furthermore, there was 
evidence of caffeine-like facilitation in the CS+ context at the conditioning tests when 
placebo was administered in both contexts. In addition, "mental clarity" was 
increased and "sleepiness" reduced in the CS+ context at test compared with the CS-
context. Taken together, these data provide evidence of conditioned caffeine effects 
to stimuli previously-paired with caffeine administration. 
Shapiro and Nathan (1986) have shown that conditioned compensatory responses 
develop to the detrimental effects of alcohol on performance. IIowever, this is one of 
the first studies to examine explicitly whether drug-like facilitation of task 
performance can be conditioned to previously neutral stimuli. The majority of 
previous studies have focused primarily on conditioning of the physiological, 
reinforcing and/or subjective effects of caffeine. Zwyghuizen-Doorenboos et al. 
(1990) reported conditioned effects of caffeine on a vigilance task but coffee was used 
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as the vehicle for caffeine, thus the results may also be explained by interactive effects 
of caffeine and expectancy or effects of constituents in coffee other than caffeine. 
An alternative explanation is that participants may have associated the negative 
effects of caffeine withdrawal with the CS- context. Thus the conditioned effects 
. observed may have been conditioned withdrawal effects to the CS- context rather than 
conditioned stimulant effects to the CS+ context. However, several observations 
make this interpretation unlikely. Firstly, reaction time performance in the CS+ 
context did not deteriorate from the last conditioning trial to the conditioning test 
when caffeine was replaced with placebo. Thus, at the test of conditioning 
participants were demonstrating a caffeine-like level of performance in the CS+ 
context, supporting an interpretation of conditioned stimulant effects. Secondly, 
participants tended to show an improvement in reaction time performance in the CS-
context from session one to two. Conditioning theory would predict that a CR would 
strengthen with additional CS-US pairings and therefore a conditioned withdrawal 
response would produce weaker conditioning on session two compared to session one. 
Thirdly, the self-reported level of withdrawal during the experimental sessions was 
low (three out of twelve), implying that withdrawal effects may have been absent in 
most participants or at least, too small to be explicitly identified. Finally, the nature 
of the studies was such that only caffeine administration was explicitly paired with a 
test context. The withdrawal effects of caffeine have a slow onset and are persistent 
suggesting that they would have been present outside of the experimental sessions. 
Thus, withdrawal effects would not have been explicitly paired with any experimental 
cue and conditioning theory would not predict conditioning in these circumstances. 
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Pavlovian theory (1927) claims that the CR should be similar to the UR, with the 
magnitude of the CR dependent on CS intensity (Domjan 1986). The current findings 
suggest that the CR was of a similar magnitude to the UR. On most measures 
responses were of a comparable level during the conditioning test (CS+ session 3) to 
the responses on the second CS+ conditioning trial. Although for both SRT and CRT, 
performance was faster in the CS+, compared to CS-, context throughout testing, 
there was significantly faster responding on reaction durations (SRT and CRT) during 
the conditioning trials, but the benefits of the CS+ (relative to CS-) context during the 
conditioning test reached significance on movement duration elements of the 
response. As previously mentioned, few studies have separated the reaction and 
movement response times, and therefore fine delineation of effects has not been 
possible. These results imply that during the CS+ conditioning trial a general 
conditioned improvement may have been elicited that benefited all aspects of reaction 
time responding to some extent. 
The CRs elicited during the conditioning test may have been weakened by the fact 
that the main effect of caffeine appeared to be weaker on session two compared to 
session one on all reaction time elements. Based on the findings of Experiment 5, it 
was plausible that some level of generalisation would recur and obscure conditioned 
effects. However, although the difference between conditions is attenuated on session 
two, this is less obviously a result of generalisation of an excitatory conditioned 
response, as for some elements of the response (CRT RD and MD), this effect is 
partially mediated by somewhat slower performance after caffeine from CS+ sessions 
one to two. In contrast, the pattern of SRT RD data appears to replicate the 
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Experiment 5 generalisation hypothesis, with faster responding occurring in CS- from 
sessions one to two. This suggests some conditioning, albeit weak, may occur after a 
single conditioning trial. 
Alternative interpretations suggest mechanisms other than conditioning may explain 
the heightened responding that occurs to drug-paired stimuli. Animal models of 
conditioned locomotion to psychostimulants (e.g. Tirelli & Heidbreder 1999) have 
noted that the CR was often of a similar magnitude to the response made by saline-
treated animals during their first exposure to the test context. This led to the 
contention that the drug attenuated the natural habituation that occurs over time to a 
novel environment. Therefore, the CR was actually a heightened exploratory 
response due to the novelty of experiencing the context in a drug-free state for the first 
time. In support, studies have shown that psychostimulant drugs, such as cocaine and 
amphetamine, interfere with an animal's ability to habituate to a novel environment 
(File 1977; Stahle 1992). How exploratory behaviour in rats translates to human 
information processing is unclear, but is likely to be related to heightened attention 
invoked by an "unexplored" context (Balkenius 2000), which progressively decreases 
over time (habituation). On this basis, the faster responding to the CS+ (relative to 
CS-) at the conditioning test, would be a novelty-induced facilitation in performance, 
possibly mediated by an increase in attentional processes that did not occur to the CS-
due to habituation across the conditioning trials. However, two observations make the 
anti-habituation hypothesis an unlikely explanation ofthe present findings. Firstly, 
unlike the animal data, the "CR" was not similar to the responses prior to habituation, 
i.e. to the CS- on session 1. On most reaction time measures (SRT/CRT RD, CRT 
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MD) the response to CS+ on the final session (i.e the CR) was substantially faster 
than the response made after to the CS- (placebo) on trial one. Secondly, there is no 
evidence of habituation in the placebo condition. A decrease in arousal due to 
habituation would be expected to slow reaction time performance, however, on all 
measures, performance improved from the first to second placebo session. 
In a similar vein, the CR may have been an increase in arousal due to "surprise" 
induced by the change in procedure from CS+ trials two to three (i.e. change from 
caffeine to placebo) (Robbins & Ehrman 1992). In support, ratings of sleepiness 
decrease during the conditioning test relative to the second CS+ trial, indicative of 
heightened arousal at the conditioning test. However, when asked if they had noticed 
any change in the procedure at any time on the post-experiment questionnaire, no 
participants mentioned being aware of a change in substance, thereby undermining the 
suggestion that they were "surprised" by the dose of placebo at the conditioning test. 
Alternatively, expectancy of caffeine could induce caffeine-like effects during the 
conditioning tests, if participants have learned to expect caffeine in a particular room. 
In this case, the CS+ does not have any intrinsic ability to elicit a response. However, 
the identification of caffeine in the CS+ context did not differ significantly from the 
CS- context (i.e. where participants actually received placebo), suggesting little basis 
for a learned expectancy effect. Furthermore, when asked in the post-experiment 
questionnaire, if they could identify the room in which they had received caffeine, 
only three out of twelve identified the CS+ correctly. From the remaining nine 
participants, three guessed incorrectly (choosing the CS- context), and six stated that 
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they did not know. Therefore, participants were generally unaware of which context 
had been paired with caffeine. 
Interestingly, conditioned effects were obtained despite this lack of contingency 
awareness. A large body of literature suggests that explicit knowledge of the CS-US 
contingency is necessary for the acquisition of a CR (Hogarth, Dickinson, Hutton, 
Bamborough & Duka 2006; Hogarth & Duka 2006). However, these data suggest that 
performance effects may be conditioned to a caffeine-paired context without such 
explicit understanding. It is plausible that participants may have acquired implicit 
knowledge of the CS-US contingency, which they were unable to report explicitly, 
however this could not be ascertained from the present data, and is a potential avenue 
for future research. 
Despite, benefits of caffeine over placebo in the present study, the effects of caffeine 
were somewhat weaker than those obtained in Experiment 5. In some instances, the 
effects of caffeine did not reach significance, implying that perhaps the study was 
underpowered. However, Experiment 5 showed stronger effects despite a smaller 
sample size than the present study, indicating that an issue of power is unlikely. 
Alternatively, individual differences in responsiveness to caffeine may have affected 
the strength of the effect. Despite showing caffeine responses during the screening 
procedure, responsivity to caffeine in unlikely, to be an all-or-none phenomenon, and 
the participants recruited for this study may simply be less responsive than those in 
Experiment 5, showing benefits on some measures but not others. The PSQ data 
showed that participants were relatively poor at identifying caffeine in the present 
study, with no significant differences in caffeine identification between caffeine and 
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placebo sessions. In Experiment 5, participants were more likely to correctly identify 
caffeine, implying they were more likely to subjectively experience a caffeine-like 
effect. Furthermore, a lower percentage of participants report ever experiencing 
withdrawal or craving for caffeine in this study compared to Experiment 5, which has 
been heavily implicated as an important factor in determining the reliability and 
robustness of caffeine effects. 
In sum, this study found some evidence of conditioned caffeine-like effects during the 
conditioning test. However, the somewhat weak effects of caffeine (Le. not 
significant on all sessions and no effects on mood, MTS or RVIP) may have limited 
conditioning. Clearly, further research is required to develop these early findings, but 
the implication is that performance facilitation of psychostimulant drugs may be 
conditioned to stimuli present at the time of drug administration. 
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CHAPTER 11: 
EXPERIMENT 7: DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSIVENESS TO CAFFEINE AND 
PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE IN MODERATE AND IIIGII 
REGULAR CAFFEINE CONSUMERS 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
In previous experiments reported in this thesis, there were problems obtaining reliable 
effects of caffeine. However, data from the screening procedure of Experiment 5 
provided some insights into between-subjects variability of caffeine responses, which 
are reported in this chapter. The screening procedure involved participants attending 
two sessions, at which they were administered either caffeine or placebo and 
completed the mood and cognitive measures. Only participants who displayed faster 
reaction times after caffeine relative to placebo were offered a place on the main 
study. In earlier experiments reported in this thesis, only relatively high caffeine 
consumers were recruited, based on the assumptions that higher caffeine intake may 
result in greater withdrawal symptoms, which are known to promote the effects of 
caffeine, and tolerance to some of the aversive effects of caffeine. However, these 
were merely assumptions based on previous findings, and the screening procedure 
provided the opportunity to test the effects of 400 mg of caffeine in a large sample of 
caffeine-consumers who differed in their level of habitual caffeine consumption. 
The mood-enhancing effects of caffeine have been well documented (e.g. see Smith 
2002 for review). However, there is evidence to suggest that not all habitual caffeine 
consumers report such effects. Evans and Griffiths (1992) stratified a group of 
regular caffeine consumers into caffeine "choosers" and "non-choosers" based on a 
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caffeine-versus-placebo choice procedure. In tests of the subjective effects elicited by 
caffeine, the "choosers" reported more positive effects of caffeine on mood (e.g. 
increased vigor, friendliness, energy) in comparison with the "non-choosers" who 
tended to report negative subjective effects (e.g. tension, anxiety, jitteriness). The 
observation that the "choosers" tended to show negative subjective effects of placebo 
(e.g. headache and fatigue) relative to "non-choosers" indicates that the "choosers" 
might have experienced greater caffeine withdrawal symptoms compared with the 
"non-choosers" and this influenced their responding. This is consistent with the 
observation that the facilitatory effects of caffeine are often observed in deprived 
consumers of caffeine, but not in non-consumers (Smit & Rogers 2002; Rogers e~ a1. 
2003; James & Rogers 2005). However, it is also possible that the caffeine 
"choosers", but not "non-choosers" had developed tolerance to the aversive anxiety-
related effects of caffeine that occur at high doses (Jacobson & Thurman-Lacey 
1992). 
Smit and Rogers (2000) have also argued that levels of daily caffeine intake may 
i~fluence the effects of caffeine on cognitive performance. They reported that the 
beneficial effects of caffeine on cognitive performance were more robust in a group of 
high caffeine consumers (>200 mg/day) relative to a group of moderate consumers 
«100 mg/day). However, since all participants were overnight-withdrawn from 
caffeine, it was not possible to determine whether this was due to a greater negative 
impact of withdrawal in the high consumers, or to differences in sensitivity to the 
effects of caffeine. 
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It has also been shown that individuals consuming high levels of caffeine ~350 
mg/day) demonstrate an attentional bias for caffeine related words, whereas moderate 
consumers (100-250 mg/day) and non-consumers do not (Yeomans et al. 2005). 
Moreover, Yeomans et a1. (2005) found that the attentional bias in the high consumers 
correlated both with reported levels of habitual caffeine intake and caffeine craving. 
Hence, while there is evidence to suggest that individual differences in habitual levels 
of caffeine consumption influence the response to caffeine, the factors that mediate 
this differential responsiveness remain unclear. The present study tested the effects of 
400 mg caffeine (or placebo) in participants deemed as either moderate «200 
mg/day) or high (>200 mg/day) caffeine consumers, based on a criterion adapted from 
Smit & Rogers (2000). 
11.2 METHOD 
11.2.1 Participants 
49 students and staff from the University of Birmingham, UK (18 male, 31 female; 
mean age 23.2 years, range 18-41 years) were recruited by means of an e-mailed 
intake questionnaire to ensure that all were non-smoking, habitual caffeine 
consumers. Three participants were excluded for not attending both sessions. and one 
participant was excluded for not being able to swallow the capsule; therefore data for 
45 participants are included in the analyses. The participants were separated into two 
groups (moderate versus high consumers) whose daily caffeine intake was less than or 
greater than 200 mg/day respectively (see Table 1). 
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11.2.2 Design and Materials 
Each participant attended two sessions (caffeine and placebo). Inter-session intervals 
did not fall below 24 hours or exceed 14 days. Capsule order was counterbalanced 
across participants and capsule administration was double blind. Prior to each 
session, participants were asked to abstain from all psychoactive substances from 
23 :00 hrs the previous night. 400 mg of caffeine and placebo were administered as 
per section 4.3. 
11.2.3 Measures 
All measures were identical to those used in Experiment 5, with the addition of 
baseline SRT and CRT tasks. Each baseline task comprised two blocks of 10 and 15 
trials. 
11.2.4 Procedure 
All testing took place between 12:00 and 18:00 hrs, and participants attended their 
sessions at approximately the same time of day. On arrival, participants confirmed 
overnight abstinence from any psychoactive substances and provided a saliva sample. 
A baseline mood questionnaire and practice on the SRT and CRT (two blocks each) 
were completed immediately before capsule ingestion. An interval of 30 minutes then 
elapsed to allow for drug absorption, during which time the participants were asked to 
sit quietly (reading material, e.g. current periodicals, was provided). After this 
interval, the experimenter returned to administer the mood and cognitive measures. 
Finally, participants completed the post-session questionnaire. 
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11.2.5 Data Analysis 
Reaction times below 100 ms (SRT, CRT and MTS), and more than 3 standard 
deviations above an individual's mean score (SRT, CRT, MTS MD) were considered 
outliers and removed (SRT: 0.9% and 1.0, CRT: 1.9% and 1.5%, MTS: 0% and 0.4% 
removed for reaction and movement duration respectively). 
Independent I-tests examined between group differences at baseline for reaction time 
performance and mood. Gender and capsule order were also analysed but did not 
influence results; therefore these data are not reported. 
Two-way ANOV As with group (high consumer, moderate consumer) and drug 
(caffeine, placebo) as the between and within-subject factors respectively were 
conducted on data from the cognitive tasks. Baseline scores were found to correlate 
with the test measures, and therefore baseline was included as a covariate where 
possible. The number of errors was analysed for the RVIP and MTS tasks. A priori 
planned comparisons were conducted to analyse the effect of capsule on mood and 
performance scores in the high and moderate consumer groups. A Pearson's Chi-
square was employed to examine the association between group and responses on the 
post-session questionnaire. 
11.3 RESULTS 
Some BMI data were missing due to six participants choosing not to complete the 
personal details form in full. therefore the BMI analysis comprised data from 39 
participants. There were no significant differences between groups for age or BMI, 
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however there was a significant group difference in levels of habitual caffeine 
consumption (see Table 11.1). 
Table 11.1. Participant characteristics: means and t-test results of between group 
comparison - moderate consumers (MC) (intake <200 mg/day) and high 
consumers (He) (intake >200 mg/day) of caffeine - for gender, age, level of daily 
caffeine consumption and BMI. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
Mean tvalue Degrees of p value 
Freedom 
Gender (m:f) Me 9:15 N/A N/A N/A 
He 9:12 
Age (years) Me 23.7 (4.3) 0.45 43 >0.05 
He 22.6 (5.8) 
Consumption Me 150.7 (44.2) -7.50 43 >0.0001 
(mg/day) He 304.8 (76.4) 
BMI Me 22.3 (3.2) 0.44 37 >0.05 
He 21.8 (3.3) 
11.3.1 Simple Reaction Time (SRT) 
At baseline, there were no significant differences between groups on reaction or 
movement duration [ts <0.42, dfs = 41, p >0.05]. There were no significant main 
effects of caffeine or group on reaction duration [Fs(1,40) <2.97; p >0.05] or 
movement duration [Fs(l ,40) <0.61; P >0.05]. However, there were significant 
caffeine-by-group interactions for both reaction [F(1 ,40) = 4.59; P <0.05] and 
movement durations [F(I,40) = 4.57; P <0.05]. Paired t-tests revealed that the high 
consumers [t = 2.80, df= 20, p <0.05], but not the moderate consumers [t = 0.16; df= 
21; P >0.05], were significantly faster on reaction duration after caffeine compared 
with placebo (see Figure 11.1). For movement duration, the moderate consumers 
were significantly slower after caffeine relative to placebo [t = 2.78, df = 21, P <0.05]. 
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In contrast, the high consumers were marginally faster after caffeine, although this 
difference was not significant, [t = 0.74, df = 20, P >0.05]. 
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Figure 11.1. Mean SRT reaction (RD) and movement (MD) durations (ms) for 
moderate «200 mg) and high (>200 mg/day) consumer groups. Error bars 
represent SE means. *Significantly different from placebo, p <O.OS. 
11.3.2 Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 
There were no significant differences at baseline between groups for either reaction or 
movement durations [ts <0.86; dfs = 4 1; p >0.05]. There was a significant main effect 
of caffeine for reaction duration [F(1 ,40) = 8.58; P <0.0]] , but no effect of group 
[F(1 ,40) = 1.56; P >0.05] , nor a significant interaction [F(1 ,40)=1.12; p>.05]. Paired 
t-tests showed that only the high consumers were sign ificantly faster after caffeine 
compared with placebo [t = 2.78, df = 20, P <0.05] (see Figure 11 .2). For movement 
durations, there were no significant main effects of caffeine or group, nor was there a 
significant interaction between group and capsule [Fs(1 ,40)<1.24; p>.OS]. 
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Figure 11.2. Mean CRT reaction (RD) and movement (MD) durations (ms) for 
moderate «200 mg/day) and high (>200 mg/day) consumer groups. Error bars 
represent SE means. *Significantly different from placebo, p<.05. 
11.3.3 Match-to-sample Visual Search (MTS) 
There were no significant main effects of capsule or group on any level of MT 
reaction and movement durations, [Fs(1,43) <3.13 ; p >0.05]. There was one 
significant interaction between group and capsule for level three movement duration 
[F(1 ,43) = 4.42; P <0.05]. The group means suggested that the moderate consumers 
were slower after caffeine relative to placebo, with little difference for the high 
consumers, however this difference did not reach significance [t = -1.84, df = 23, P 
>0.05]. There were no other significant interactions [Fs( J ,43) <3.49; P >0.05]. 
There were no errors for level one performance therefore only errors for levels two 
and three were analysed. There were no significant main effects or significant 
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interaction for level two errors [Fs(I,43) <0.62; p >0.05]. There was a significant 
effect of caffeine for level three errors [F(I,43) = 5.17; p <0.05] due to participants 
making fewer errors after caffeine than placebo. There was no main effect of group 
and no significant interaction [Fs(I,43) <2.54; p >0.05]. Paired t-tests revealed that 
the moderate consumers made significantly fewer errors after caffeine relative to 
placebo [t = 2.72, df= 23; p <0.02]. After caffeine, the number of errors made by the 
lower consumers on level 3 was similar to the performance shown by the higher 
consumers. 
11.3.4 Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVP) 
There were no significant main effects or significant interactions for reaction time or 
errors [Fs(1,43) <2.09; P >0.05]. A blocked analysis was conducted by splitting the 
data into two equal blocks of 18 targets. For reaction time, there was a significant 
effect of block [F(I,43) = 4.46; p <0.05] and a trend towards a block-by-capsule 
interaction [F(1 ,43) = 2.90; P = 0.1 0] suggesting that the deterioration in performance 
across blocks was most prominent in the placebo condition. Although the caffeine-
by-block-by-group interaction did not reach significance [F(1 ,43)=2.30; p>.05], 
inspection of the means suggests that this deterioration was counteracted by caffeine 
in the high but not moderate consumers. 
11.3.5 Mood 
There were no significant group differences on any of the mood factors at baseline [ts 
<1.79, dfs = 43; ps >0.05]. Caffeine, relative to placebo, significantly increased 
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ratings of "tense negative mood" [F(l ,43) = 9.30; P <0.005] and "anxious" [F(l ,43) = 
4.68; p <0.05], and decreased ratings of "mental repose" [F(1 ,43) = 9.31; p <0.005], 
"sleepiness" [F(1,43) = 6.88; p <0.02]. There were no other significant main effects 
of caffeine [Fs( l ,43) <1.05; P >0.05]. There were no significant main effects of 
consumer group [Fs(1 ,43) <3 .74; P >0.05]. There was a near signi ficant caffeine-by-
group interaction for ratings of "sleepiness" [F(1 ,43) = 7.25; P <0.05]. A priori t-tests 
showed that the high consumers, but not moderate consumers, reported significant 
reductions in "sleepiness" [t = -3.54, df = 20, p <0.003] relative to placebo (see Figure 
11.3). 
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Figure ll.3. Change (mm) in ratings of "tense negative mood", "anxious", 
"mental repose" and "sleepiness" for the caffeine and placebo sessions in the 
moderate and high caffeine consumer groups. Error bars represent SE means. 
*Significantly different from placebo, p <0.01. 
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11.3.4 Post-session Questionnaires 
There were no differences between groups in terms of the number of participants 
reporting negative effects of caffeine. In contrast, the high consumers were 
significantly more likely to report positive consequences of caffeine and the moderate 
consumers were more likely to report "no effect" [X2(2. N=45)=7.92; p <0.05; see Table 
11.2]. 
Table 11.2. Numbers of moderate (intake <200 mg/day) and high (intake >200 
mg/day) caffeine consumers who reported positive, negative or no effects after 
caffeine. 
Positive Effects Negative Effect No Em~ct 
Moderate Consumers 4 9 II 
High Consumers 11 7 3 
11.4 DISCUSSION 
The results indicate that high caffeine consumers (>200 mg/day) are more likely than 
moderate caffeine consumers «200 mg/day) to respond to caffeine. The high, but not 
moderate, consumers showed significant benefits of caffeine administration, relative 
to placebo, on SRT and CRT performance and on measures of self-reported 
sleepiness. Furthermore, the high consumers were more likely to perceive positive 
effects of caffeine ingestion, as measured by post-session written reports, suggesting 
that there may be individual variation in sensitivity and/or responsivity to the positive 
effects of caffeine, which may be mediated by level of habitual intake. 
There are several possible explanations for the differential responsiveness of high and 
moderate consumers to caffeine. First, the high consumers may experience greater 
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levels of withdrawal during abstinence, which is reversed by caffeine (James & 
Rogers 2005). However, analyses of the baseline data found no significant 
differences between moderate and high consumers on any of the subjective or 
cognitive measures. Griffiths et al. (1990) suggest that measurement of caffeine 
withdrawal should involve several different measures and should take place over 
different time points, perhaps implying that more extensive measurement of pre-
session mood may have identified withdrawal symptoms. However, considering the 
sensitivity of the VAS scales to pick up post-caffeine mood fluctuations, there is no 
reason to expect sensitivity shortcomings with these measures at baseline. 
Furthermore, evidence of a caffeine withdrawal state has previously been detected 
using these questionnaire items (Rogers et al. 1995). 
Alternatively, the moderate consumers may have experienced aversive effects of 
caffeine, to which the high consumers had developed tolerance (Evans & Griffiths 
1992). However, the post-consumption mood measures demonstrated that both 
consumption groups showed increases in anxiety and tense negative mood after 
caffeine, and analysis of the post-session questionnaire (which examined participants' 
perceptions of the effects of capsule ingestion) showed that the two groups did not 
differ in their reports of negative effects. This suggests that the group differences 
were not due to stronger experiences of aversive effects among the moderate 
consumers. In fact, compared with the high consumers the moderate consumers were 
less likely to report positive effects and more likely to report perceiving no effect of 
the capsule. This suggests that the stronger responses of the high consumers may be 
due to greater sensitivity to the positive effects of caffeine, and this is in turn might 
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influence their level of caffeine consumption. Why individuals should differ in their 
sensitivity to the positive effects of drugs is not clear, but evidence suggests that 
individual variations in metabolism could be important (e.g. Grant et al. 1987). 
Whether chronic daily dosing of caffeine can sensitise people to the effects of caffeine 
has not been studied explicitly, but sensitisation could contribute to differential 
sensitivity. 
The present data suggest that experiencing positive effects of caffeine is not necessary 
for the maintenance of caffeine use, since the moderate consumers still drink 
caffeinated beverages every day. For these moderate consumers, consumption might 
be maintained by other factors, for example the association of the drink with 
environmental reinforcers such as social interactions or breaks from work. or perhaps 
simple exposure to tea or coffee is sufficient to generate liking (Zajonc 1968) and 
maintain consumption. Alternatively, the moderate consumers may have expectations 
regarding the positive effects of caffeine that infl uence their choice of beverage. 
There were significant effects of caffeine on level 3 of the match-to-sample task in the 
moderate consumers: relative to placebo, the moderate consumers made fewer errors 
after caffeine. In comparison, the high consumers did not show effects of caffeine on 
any level of the task. However, further analysis revealed that the moderate consumers 
were also slower after caffeine ()n level 3 of this task, and the number of errors made 
was reduced only to the level of the high consumers, suggesting that their increased 
accuracy on the caffeine session may have reflected a speed-accuracy trade-off. The 
moderate consumers also demonstrated slower performance than high consumers on 
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CRT movement duration, indicative of deleterious effects of caffeine on motoric 
control. This may have been mediated by the increase in tense negative mood and 
anxiety reported by both groups, which was offset by positive effects in the high 
consumers. 
A screening procedure was also included prior to enrolment into Experiment 6. 
However, due to the findings reported here, only relatively high (>200 mg/day) 
consumers were recruited. This resulted in a smaller sample being required (21 
compared to 45 in Experiment 5) to recruit 12 participants who demonstrated 
performance benefits after caffeine. These data are not reported. 
These findings have implications for caffeine researchers who group caffeine 
consumers together as a single homogenous sample, and may explain some of the 
variability in reports of the effects of caffeine. Although many studies have reported 
significant effects of caffeine on mood and cognitive performance, some studies have 
found little or no effect on these measures (e.g. Bruce, et al. 1986; Kuznicki & Turner 
1986; Smith et al. 1994, 1997; Watson et al. 2000). Methodological issues have often 
been cited to explain these null effects. However, the present data suggest that not 
taking account of consumer's habitual level of caffeine consumption may decrease the 
likelihood of observing significant effects of caffeine. In addition, the present results 
suggest that data collected from high caffeine consumers are not necessarily 
representative of the effects of caffeine in moderate consumers, and vice versa. 
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In summary, the findings suggest that variations in the psychomotor and subjective 
responses to caffeine among habitual caffeine consumers may be related to levels of 
regular caffeine consumption. High consumers may display a heightened 
responsiveness and perception of the positive effects of caffeine, which in tum may 
drive their high levels of caffeine use. Further research is required to elucidate 
whether this heightened responsiveness of caffeine in high consumers is a 
consequence of chronic administration, or whether the high levels of caffeine 
consumption are driven by a heightened sensitivity to the positive effects of caffeine. 
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CHAPTER 12: 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
12.1 OVERVIEW OF CONDITIONING FINDINGS 
The initial aim of the present thesis was to investigate whether caffeine-induced 
benefits of performance and mood could be conditioned to stimuli present at the time 
of caffeine ingestion, and to conduct a series of studies examining whether the 
apparent conditioned responses conformed to conditioning principles. Ilowever, 
unexpected difficulties in obtaining reliable effects of caffeine meant that additional 
studies were conducted to explore some of the factors affecting the responses to 
caffeine and although evidence of conditional responding was found in Experiments 5 
and 6, there was not time to conduct the studies examining the associative nature of 
these effects. 
In Experiment 5, caffeine-like effects on mental clarity were observed, with 
participants showing reduced decrements in mental clarity in the CS+ context during 
the conditioning trials and at the conditioning test compared to the CS- context. 
However, there were no significant differences in reaction time in the presence of the 
CS+ and CS- at the test of conditioning in Experiment 5. Benefits of caffeine on 
several performance and mood measures relative to placebo were evident during the 
early conditioning trials in Exepriment 5 but these disappeared on later trials due to 
improvements in responding placebo (CS-). It was hypothesized that a conditioned 
association between drug and context had been acquired during the initial trials, which 
generalised to the CS- context. Therefore, in Experiment 6, the number of 
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conditioning trials was reduced and the test of conditioning was carried out prior to 
this hypothesised contextual generalisation. As predicted, the participants in 
Experiment 6 displayed enhanced performance and mood responses in the CS+ 
relative to CS- context at test. 
These results support the suggestion that cognitive and mood effects of caffeine can 
be conditioned to contextual stimuli. They further suggest that conditioning to stimuli 
paried with caffeine can occurs rapidly (within one or two CS-drug pairings) and may 
generalise to stimuli similar to the CS. 
The number of trials required to produce conditioned effects appears to be in part 
dependent on the response being conditioned. For example, conditioning of the 
eyeblink response in humans and animals is slow and often requires in excess of 100 
reinforced trials (Gormezano, Kehoe & Marshall 1983). Pavlov (1927) reported that a 
conditioned salivation response to a tone paired with food reached an asymptote after 
60 trials. In contrast, conditioned fear and taste aversion responses can be acquired 
with as little as one conditioning trial (see Domjan 1986). In human drug 
conditioning research, most studies have examined responses to stimuli such as drug 
paraphernalia, smell of coffee, packets of cigarettes, which have been paired with 
drug effects prior to the experiment and the number of previous CS-US pairings is 
unknown. Nevertheless some studies have examined responses to previously neutral 
stimuli and reported conditioned effects after three (Flaten et al. 1997), four (Staiger 
& White 1988; Clements, Glautier, Stolerman, White & Taylor 1996; Stockhorst et al. 
1999; Foltin & Haney 2000; Field & Duka 2002), five (Field & Duka 2001) and six to 
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eleven (O'Brien 1976) conditioning trials. The present results suggest that 
conditioning to drug related contextual stimuli can occur earlier than first thought 
after just two CS-US pairings. The reason why conditioning appeared to occur after 
fewer trials than has previously been reported is unclear, however factors such as 
novelty of conditioned stimuli may facilitate conditioning. This effect of novelty may 
be due to greater attention being paid to novel stimuli, or due to attenuated influences 
of latent inhibition to novel stimuli, i.e. conditioned stimuli that have been 
experienced before are less likely to acquire conditioned associations due to latent 
inhibition (see Section 3.2.2.3). Therefore, the nature of the contexts in the present 
conditioning studies that comprised multiple cues, some of which were rated for their 
novelty (olfactory and visual cues) may have facilitated early conditioning. 
The lack of contingency awareness in the Experiments 5 and 6 contradicts the large 
body of literature suggesting awareness is a necessary factor in both pharmacological 
and non-pharmacological conditioning (Dawson & Bifemo 1973; Dawson & Schell 
1985; Newlin 1986; Shapiro & Nathan 1986; Davey 1987). llowever, there are drug 
conditioning studies that have also demonstrated conditioned effects in the apparent 
absence of contingency awareness. Staiger & White (1988) reported conditioned 
heart rate and temperature responses in the presence of alcohol-paired stimuli. 
However, these responses occurred irrespective of participant's ability to identify 
having received alcohol. Furthermore, Field & Duka (2001) reported conditioned 
effects to stimuli-paired with cigarette smoking without contingency awareness. 
However, these effects were weaker than those observed in a group of "aware" 
participants. The heightened CRs in the aware group were attributed to expectancy 
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effects of receiving drug. These data suggest that CS-US contingency knowledge 
produces more robust conditioned effects, although it is not necessary in all 
conditioning situations. Therefore, the lack of conditioning in participants classified 
as contingency unaware, may be due to the effects being weak and easily masked by 
other factors, and contingency awareness may strengthen conditioned effects 
(possibly by the addition of expectancy effects) that may otherwise not have been 
observed. 
Taken together these findings support those of the pilot study in demonstrating 
conditioned cognitive effects of caffeine. The next section reviews the caffeine-
related findings from this thesis and then discusses the transient nature of caffeine 
effects. 
12.2 OVERVIEW OF CAFFEINE FINDINGS 
12.2.1 Main effects of caffeine 
12.2.1.1 Cognitive Performance, Mood and Cardiovascular Measures 
Relative to placebo, caffeine facilitated simple and choice reaction and movement 
durations (Experiments 3, 5 and 6), MTS level one reaction duration (Experiments 3 
and 5) and RVIP accuracy (Experiment 5). There was evidence of caffeine-induced 
attenuation of task fatigue on RVIP reaction time (Experiment 5). In addition, 
caffeine increased mental clarity and general positive mood (Experiment 3), and 
decreased mental repose (Experiments 3 and 5). Furthermore, caffeine attenuated the 
decreases in sleepiness (Experiments 3 and 5) general positive mood and mental 
clarity (Experiments 1 and 5) observed after placebo. 
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The results of these studies are consistent with other reports that caffeine facilitates 
reaction time performance (see section 2.4.1.1). However, it has been postulated that 
caffeine may facilitate performance of cognitive tasks via speeding of the motor 
response that is often required in such tasks, rather than a by direct effect on cognitive 
performance. In the experiments presented in this thesis, reaction times were divided 
into reaction and movement durations (Experiments 3-6), and significant benefits of 
caffeine were obtained on both elements of the response, indicating that caffeine 
facilitated performance beyond a simple motor response. 
These effects of caffeine on SRT and CRT, along with those on MTS level one were 
the most reliable performance effects obtained in this thesis. Less reliable effects 
were observed on RVIP and the higher levels ofMTS. This is consistent with the 
contention that tasks of lower cognitive demand are most sensitive to the effects of 
caffeine, relative to more complex tasks, such as problem solving or memory (James 
1991; Nehlig & Debry 1994; Rusted 1994). This has been attributed to caffeine's 
stimulatory effect on general arousal, which, according to the Yerkes-Dodson 
principle (1908), is expected to facilitate simple tasks, yet have less effect or even 
degrade performance on complex tasks by interfering with cognitive processing. In 
support, caffeine decreased ratings of mental repose suggesting an agitating effect. 
Although effects of caffeine on higher cognitive function have not been reliably 
observed, caffeine is known to be particularly effective in maintaining vigilance in 
long and/or fatiguing tasks (Frewer & Lader 1991; Robelin & Rogers 1998). 
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However, in the experiments reported in this thesis, no significant effects of caffeine 
were found on RVIP speed. However, it is possible that the 6 minute RVIP task used 
was not long enough to demonstrate significant effects of caffeine on sustained 
attention and vigilance. Effects of caffeine have been observed using longer versions 
of the task (Smit & Rogers 2000; Yeomans et al. 2002). In addition. Frewer and 
Lader (1991) found a significant interaction of caffeine and time on a 15 minute RVIP 
task, whereby caffeine offset the deterioration in performance that occurred in the 
placebo condition. Similarly, in the present studies, the blocked analyses revealed 
patterns of a caffeine-by-block interaction (Experiments 3 and 5). The mean scores 
showed deterioration in performance across blocks after placebo, which was offset by 
caffeine. Blocked analyses were also run on SRT, CRT and SVT in Experiments 1 
and 2, however no effects were found, despite the fact these lasted longer than the 
RVIP task. However, these tasks incorporated breaks. allowing participants to 
recover from any decrement due to task fatigue. Therefore, to maximise the 
likelihood of observing caffeine effects on vigilance, future studies should ensure that 
the attentional task is of sufficient duration to detect performance deterioration under 
normal test conditions. 
The mood findings in this thesis were consistent with effects of caffeine reported 
previously in regular consumers, such as improved mental clarity and general mood 
(Smit and Rogers 2002). Caffeine also decreased ratings of relaxation and tiredness, 
but despite the relatively high dose in the later studies presented in this thesis, caffeine 
did not produce consistently significant increases in anxiety or tense negative mood 
compared to placebo. Therefore, participants did not appear to experience the 
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aversive effects sometimes associated with high doses of caffeine, indicating that 400 
mg does not have significant adverse effects in groups of moderate to high regular 
caffeine consumers. This may be in part due to tolerance to the aversive effects of 
caffeine that is reported to occur following regular consumptions (Evans & Griffiths 
1992). 
Caffeine's stimulation of arousal has been identified as a potential mechanism by 
which it improves cognitive performance. In support, the benefits of caffeine have 
been shown to be dependent on the extent to which performance on a particular task is 
benefited by increases in arousal (Anderson & Revelle 1983). In the present studies, 
the benefits of caffeine on performance were often paralleled with beneficial effects 
on sleepiness and mental clarity (comprising an alertness rating). However, the 
differences were largely driven by negative effects after placebo that did not occur 
after caffeine, rather than absolute benefits of caffeine. Examination of participants' 
baseline reaction time data from the screening procedure, highlighted a similar pattern 
for SRT reaction duration, i.e. participant scores deteriorate from baseline after 
placebo but not after caffeine. Therefore, caffeine may decrease reaction time by 
offsetting the tiredness, which often occurs after placebo. However, findings showing 
performance effects (albeit of a lesser magnitude) without corresponding mood effects 
(Experiment 6), and mood effects without performance facilitation (Experiment 1) 
suggest that caffeine may stimulate performance by mechanisms other than general 
alerting responses, and that although alerting effects may potentiate performance after 
caffeine, they are not necessary to produce performance enhancement. 
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The studies in this thesis failed to find reliable effects of caffeine on cardiovascular 
measures, which led to the omission of these measures in later chapters. Baseline 
recordings were taken only 5 minutes after arrival, which may not have been 
sufficient time to obtain a reliable resting measure, thus compromising the data. 
Ideally there should be a longer interval of inactivity before the baseline readings are 
taken but due to time constraints, this was not feasible in the present studies. In any 
case, reports of the effects of caffeine on cardiovascular measures are mixed, with 
some studies failing to replicate the significant findings of others (see Smit & Rogers 
2002). In sum, the present results suggest that caffeine effects on cardiovascular 
parameters are small and difficult to detect. 
12.2.1.2 Post-session data 
Participants in the present studies were poor at identifying when they had received 
caffeine despite the fact that the dose used was relatively high and all participants 
were high habitual caffeine consumers. Only one study (Experiment 5) found a 
significant association between receiving caffeine and correctly identifying it. This 
study also produced the strongest effects of caffeine, highlighting a possible 
association between experiencing subjective feelings of caffeine and its cognitive 
effects. One explanation for these results is that the within-subjects design used in 
Experiment 5 gave the participants the opportunity to discriminate between the active 
and non-active capsules and that the participants formed expectancies about how they 
should be affected by the drug based on this learned discrimination. However, 
Experiment 6 was also a within-subjects experiment but participants in this study did 
not successfully identify caffeine as the substance that they had consumed. 
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Furthermore, drug discrimination effects would be expected to strengthen across trials 
as there is more time to learn to discriminate between the two capsules, however 
correct identification of caffeine was more likely during the earlier trials in 
Experiment 5. Therefore, it is unlikely that the caffeine effects observed were due to 
a learned ability to differentiate the effects of the caffeine capsule from those of the 
placebo capsule. 
However, the significant effects of caffeine found in other studies in this thesis in the 
absence of correct identification of caffeine ingestion suggest that subjective 
awareness of caffeine is not necessary for cognitive effects. The weak ability to 
identify caffeine as the substance consumed may have been influenced by the nature 
of the post-session questionnaire (PSQ) and the information given about the study. 
Participants were told that they may receive one of several possible substances at each 
session, and this may have led participants to believe that each substance would be 
tested at some point. Therefore, participants may have felt caffeine-like effects yet 
opted for an alternative substance on the PSQ if they had chosen caffeine on a 
previous session. To examine this, an open-ended question was added to the PSQ 
(Experiments 3-6) asking participants to report any feelings they had after consuming 
the capsule. It is interesting that on 60% of occasions when a substance other than 
caffeine was chosen on a caffeine trial, participants reported feeling no effect of the 
capsule. This would suggest that participants were not subjectively feeling a caffeine 
effect and opting for an alternative substance due to the nature of the PSQs. 
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From Experiment 4 onwards, questions were added to the post-experiment 
questionnaire (PEQ) asking participants whether they ever experienced symptoms of 
caffeine withdrawal upon abstinence, and if they had been aware of such symptoms 
during the course of the study. This was included in order to provide an indication of 
whether participants experience caffeine withdrawal, as caffeine withdrawal state has 
been argued to be a pre-requisite for experiencing cognitive effects of caffeine (see 
section 2.6). The highest rate of reported withdrawal (70% of the sample) was found 
in Experiment 5 and the most robust effects of caffeine were also observed in this 
experiment compared to other studies presented in this thesis. Although these 
findings are suggestive of a relationship between caffeine withdrawal and positive 
cognitive and mood effects of caffeine, it should be noted that the questionnaire was a 
measure of the participant's perception caffeine withdrawal. It is possible that some 
participants experience caffeine withdrawal symptoms upon acute caffeine abstinence, 
but do not attribute these effects to caffeine withdrawal. In contrast, the results from 
the screening data reported in Chapter 11 suggested greater sensitivity to caffeine in 
the higher caffeine consumers compared to the moderate consumers that appeared to 
be independent of caffeine withdrawal. Taken together. these findings suggest 
caffeine withdrawal is sufficient but not necessary to demonstrate subjective benefits 
of caffeine. 
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12.2.2 Inconsistencies in the effects of caffeine 
Experiments 1 and 2 failed to find clear effects of caffeine and despite observing 
significant caffeine effects in Experiment 3, significant effects of caffeine were not 
observed in Experiment 4. However, significant effects were observed in 
Experiments 5 and 6. 
The difficulties of observing reliable cognitive effects of caffeine were unexpected 
considering its widely reported stimulant effects and its ability to enhance 
performance on a wide range of cognitive tasks (see section 2.4). However, there is 
also some inconsistency in the caffeine literature regarding caffeine's ability to 
enhance cognitive and psychomotor performance. For example, although reaction 
time measures are relatively sensitive to the effects of caffeine (compared to higher 
cognitive functions such as memory for example), null effects of caffeine have also 
been reported (Bruce et al. 1986; Kuznicki & Turner 1986; Smith, Kendrick and 
Maben 1994; Smith et al. 1997; Watson et al. 2000). 
It is likely that inconsistencies in the observed effects of caffeine on performance are 
related to methodological differences across experiments. For example. Wenzel and 
Rutledge (1962) argued that the wide variation of doses used in different studies is a 
. 
potential source of these inconsistencies. Similar to the studies reported in this thesis, 
Roache and Griffiths (1987) found greater enhancement at 400 mg than at 200 mg. In 
addition, the current studies, the most reliable effects of caffeine were obtained on 
reaction time tasks as opposed to higher level visual search (MTS) suggesting that the 
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nature of the task used is also important. Even tasks that ostensibly measure the same 
cognitive process often differ on features such as duration. sensory modality, type of 
response, inter-stimulus interval and stimulus intensity. For example, as a test of 
vigilance, RVIP has previously been reported to be effective in demonstrating effects 
of caffeine (Frewer & Lader 1991; Warburton 1995). Ilowever, no significant effects 
were obtained on RVIP in any of the studies reported in this thesis; an effect that is 
plausibly due to the present version of the task being shorter than those used 
elsewhere. 
In the present thesis, greater effects of caffeine were also obtained using a within-
subjects experimental design. There is substantial evidence suggesting that between-
subject factors such as differences in: personality (Gilliland 1980), age (Blanchard & 
Sawyers 1983), levels of habitual caffeine consumption (Smit & Rogers 2000) and 
pharmacokinetics (Lader et a1. 1996; Magkos & Kavouras 2005) may influence 
caffeine effects. However, because in this thesis a screening procedure to identify 
caffeine responders was implemented at the same time as the switch to a within-
subjects design, it is impossible to say whether the within-subjects design alone 
promoted stronger effects of caffeine. 
Although the post-session data from Experiment 5 indicated that withdrawal may be 
associated with positive mood and cognitive effects of caffeine, the results of the 
screening procedure (Experiment 7) found an effect of habitual consumption that did 
not seem to be due to tolerance or withdrawal. High consumers were more likely to 
report positive effects than moderate consumers, who were most likely to report no 
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effects of caffeine. These findings implied that higher consumers may be more 
sensitive to the positive effects of caffeine; a factor that may drive their heightened 
levels of consumption. 
12.2.3 Summary 
Although significant effects of caffeine were obtained in the later conditioning studies 
of this thesis (Experiments 5 and 6), these effects were only obtained after 
methodological changes were implemented to strengthen the weak or null effects of 
caffeine observed in earlier studies. The most robust effects of caffeine were obtained 
in a study in which the participants were most likely to correctly identify caffeine and 
were most likely to report experiencing withdrawal in everyday life. The results of 
Experiment 7 also suggest that regular caffeine consumers have may have different 
levels of sensitivity to the effects of caffeine that are not necessarily due differences in 
tolerance or withdrawal, and these may influence levels of habitual caffeine intake. 
12.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
As a substantial amount of research time was concentrated on establishing reliable 
effects of caffeine. it was not possible to fulfil the original research aims of this Ph.D. 
As discussed above. the results obtained in Experiments 5 and 6 are suggestive rather 
than conclusive and warrant further investigation and replication. It was planned to 
examine the extent to which a drug-like CR conforms to the principles of classical 
conditioning, and this still could be examined in future research. 
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A possible limitation of the findings is that the relatively high level of habitual 
caffeine intake of the participants who took part in this research is likely to mean that 
the results may not generalise to lower consumers who have been reported to differ in 
their responses to caffeine (Chapter 11). Furthermore, the participants in Experiments 
5 and 6 were identified as "caffeine responders" in a screening procedure, which may 
further limit the generalisability of these findings. 
In addition, the dose of 400 mg is much higher than is usually consumed in a single 
cup of tea or coffee. However, there was little evidence to suggest that participants in 
the present study found this dose aversive, and the use of a vehicle unrelated to 
caffeine (Le. capsule as opposed to coffee) may reduce the effect of caffeine due to 
reduced effects of expectancy (Flaten & Blumenthal 1999). Furthermore, the aim of 
the present thesis was not to make claims regarding the dose-related effects of 
caffeine, but to establish reliable drug-induced performance benefits so that these 
effects could be conditioned to a drug-associated context. There is no reason to 
believe that similar effects would not be obtained in any situation where a drug 
reliably enhances performance. 
It should also be acknowledged that the sample sizes used in the present series of 
studies were smaller than would be estimated based on retrospective calculation of 
effect sizes. This suggests that the null effects may have been due to not testing 
sufficient numbers of participants. Because the use of large sample sizes in 
conditioning studies that comprise multiple testing of up to 10 sessions would have 
been impractical due to time constraints .it could be argued that caffeine was not an 
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appropriate drug to use in the present thesis. However, the sample sizes used here 
were comparable to those that have been used previously in conditioning (Foltin & 
Haney 2000; Shapiro & Nathan 1986) and caffeine studies (Durlach 1998; 
Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al. 1990). Furthermore, significant effects of caffeine were 
obtained in the pilot study and in Experiments 3, 5, 6 and 7 suggesting that the null 
effects observed were not solely due to small sample sizes. Another psychostimulant 
drug ( e.g. nicotine) could have been tested but methodological problems associated 
with the use of drugs like nicotine such as difficulties in producing a well-disguised 
placebo, indicate that there was no obvious superior alternative to caffeine for the 
present studies. 
Mood effects of caffeine were obtained in Experiment 1 but not Experiment 2, despite 
evidence showing that caffeine significantly benefits mood and that the visual 
analogue scales employed were sensitive measures of these effects. However, 
problems associated with these scales as acknowledged by Smit and Rogers (2002) 
may have attenuated their effectiveness. For example, the meaning of the traits may 
be construed differently by different individuals and rated differently. To reduce 
noise in the between-subject data, change from baseline scores were calculated and 
used in the analysis. However, such problems are not limited to V ASs and are 
common to all subjective mood questionnaires. Smit and Rogers (2002) suggest that 
repeated testing may result in participants paying less attention to the scales over time. 
In addition, some participants did not seem to consider the line as a continuous 
spectrum and restricted their responses to the anchor points on the scale and/or to the 
middle of the scale. Although written instructions were provided at the top of the 
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questionnaire, these instructions were reiterated verbally by the experimenter from 
Experiment 3 onwards, emphasising the use of the whole line and asking participants 
to the think carefully about each scale each time the questionnaire was completed. 
This appeared to be effective in strengthening the reliability of the scales. as effects of 
caffeine on mood were obtained on all of the remaining studies (Le. Experiments 3-7). 
Given the changes in arousal which might influence responding over the course of the 
day, an additional methodological limitation is that stricter control could have been 
implemented over the time of day at which individual participants were tested, For 
example, some studies have shown caffeine to be particularly effective shortly after 
lunch (Smith et aI. 1990): However, participants in the present studies were tested at 
approximately the same time of day (within 1 hour) across sessions and time of day of 
testing was matched between groups. Furthermore, fluctuations in performance and 
arousal associated with changes in circadian rhythm and eating episodes (Le. time 
since eaten) were considered in the analyses, but no significant effects were observed 
and therefore the data were not reported. Nevertheless it is possible that some 
differences in responsiveness to caffeine occurred due to differences in the time of 
testing which may have contributed to the null effects observed in some of the studies. 
In future, all participants could be tested at precisely the same time of day. 
Some observations from the current series of studies point to potential avenues for 
future research. Firstly, few studies have examined the testing ofmuItiple doses of 
caffeine, and the current studies demonstrated substantial intra-individual variation 
over sessions. For example, on some sessions participants were confident that they 
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had received caffeine, as was ascertained from the PSQs. They reported subjective 
feelings of decreased fatigue and increased alertness and intimated confidence that 
caffeine was the substance that they had received that day. However, on other 
caffeine sessions, the same participants reported feeling no effect of the capsule and 
identified the capsule as placebo, despite the relatively high caffeine dose. Why such 
subjective feelings of caffeine show such inconsistency is not clear and research could 
examine the factors (such as levels of baseline arousal, mood) that may influence why 
these sUbjective effects of caffeine disappear and reappear within individuals on 
different days. 
Secondly, the apparent generalisation effect observed in Experiment 5 could be 
examined further. Conditioning may have occurred to a discrete stimulus in the CS+ 
context that was also present in the CS- context (e.g. capsule). Alternatively, the 
effects of caffeine may have conditioned to the compound context CS+ and the CR 
generalised to the CS- due to similarities between the contextual stimuli. Future 
research could explore the role of the two types of cue in the generalisation effect by 
testing participants in the presence of each cue individually (Le. in the presence of the 
discrete cues in a different context, and in the CS+ context without the discrete cues). 
This would allow the responses elicited by each cue to be viewed individually and 
thus dissociate their relative importance in the generalisation effect. 
Finally, if the effects in Experiment 5 were due to generalisation between similar 
contexts, it appears that participants constructed a configural representation of the 
compound stimuli (Le. room with poster and odour) rather than constructing a detailed 
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representation (Le. white room with castle poster and floral odour), which would have 
resulted in discrimination rather than generalisation. Future research could examine 
this effect by manipulating the attention paid to the contextual stimulus. For example, 
the effects of two groups could be examined: one group completes a task noting the 
features .of the room, while another completes an unrelated task. This would draw 
attention to the details of the context in the former group, and presumably favour 
discrimination rather than generalisation. 
12.4 SUMMARY 
The conditioning findings from the present thesis show that returning to a context that 
has been paired with the ingestion of a performance- and mood-enhancing drug can 
result in drug-like performance and mood benefits in the absence of the drug. These 
conditioned effects are a further example of the ability of drug-paired stimuli to 
acquire the reinforcing effects of drugs, which have previously been implicated in the 
maintenance of drug use (Stolerman 1993; Carter & Tiffany 1999). Previous research 
however, has mainly focussed on subjective responses such as feelings of a drug-like 
"high" (Foltin & Haney 2000), wheras the current research shows that cognitive 
function may also be improved in an environment in which a stimulant drug has 
previously been taken. 
In addition, a context that shares similar features with a drug-paired environment may 
also acquire the ability to elicit drug-like responses despite not directly being paired 
with drug administration. These data have implications for conditioning research and 
intervention programmes, and support the notion that extinction treatments should 
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incorporate trials in mUltiple contexts beyond the original drug environment'stimuli. 
Moreover, the pattern of generalisation occurred quickly suggesting that learning can 
occur after only one or two CS-US pairings. Furthermore, these effects occurred 
without apparent awareness of the relationship between drug and context. 
In addition, the present thesis includes data that contributes to the understanding of 
caffeine effects within a caffeine-consuming population. Caffeine effects were only 
observed after stringent methodological manipulations, suggesting that the effects of 
caffeine may be more difficult to observe than perhaps the literature would suggest. 
Caffeine unquestionably has the potential to facilitate performance and mood, but the 
conditions under which this occurs are variable and ill-defined. It is further evident 
that the effects of caffeine are subject to considerable variation depending on the 
methodology employed and as a result of a variety of between- and within-subjects 
factors. It is likely that these factors contribute to the inconsistencies in findings that 
exist in the caffeine literature, and these data suggest substantial consideration should 
be given to such factors when designing studies using caffeine. In addition, the 
negligible effects of caffeine cast doubt on the level of performance and/or mood 
enhancement that should be expected after a single serving of tea and coffee, and 
challenges the common perception of caffeine as a robust psychostimulant. 
In sum, these studies are the first to explicitly demonstrate drug-like conditioned 
responses on cognitive performance, and suggest that these effects can occur quickly 
and in the apparent absence of awareness of the context-drug relationship. Further 
research is needed to examine the extent to which these effects conform to the 
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conditioning theory in order to substantiate a role of conditioning, as alternative 
explanations for conditioned effects have been postulated. However, the pattern of 
effects in Experiment 6, with no evidence of habituation to the CS- context, and the 
use of an unpaired control, whereby all participants had equal exposure to the US, 
undermined the popular alternative explanations of anti-habituation and 
pseudoconditioned effects. Therefore, the best explanation for the present data seems 
to be that the drug-paired contextual stimuli acquired an ability to directly elicit a 
drug-related response through the processes of classical conditioning. 
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